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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

Confidential British Foreign Office Political Correspondence

The General Correspondence files were and still are the main repository for the documents collected by the British Foreign Office. The files contain the vast majority of the documentation received and created by the Foreign Office, which was established in January 1782. These are the working papers of the Foreign Office used in the development of British foreign policy. The information contained in the documents was often classified and was not made available for study outside of the British government until many years after the documents were created.

The filing system of the General Correspondence was significantly revised in 1906. Since 1906 the papers have been arranged into eleven classes of General Correspondence: Africa, New Series; Commercial; Communications; Consular; Contraband; Dominions Information; Library; News; Political; Prisoners of War and Aliens; and Treaty. Each of these classes contains the papers of the department after which it is named, except for Political, which is composed of several political departments.

This publication contains copies of only the Political class of General Correspondence. The Foreign Office is internally divided into departments. The political departments are those in which the diplomatic business of the Foreign Office is conducted. Diplomatic business should be thought of in very broad terms. It includes not only the formal relations between two countries but also the information needed by the British government in order to conduct diplomatic relations. This includes the domestic political, economic, social, and cultural conditions of another country plus that country’s relations with other nations, as well as British internal political concerns.

Each political department is responsible for the diplomatic relations between Great Britain and a number of countries. Below are listed the political departments and the countries they were responsible for during 1924 and 1925:

1924

1. American and African: America (North, South, and Central), Abyssinia, and Liberia
2. Central: Germany, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, Roumania, Bulgaria, and Greece
3. Eastern: Turkey, Persia, Egypt, and Hejaz
4. Far Eastern: China, Japan, and Siam
5. Northern: Russia, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Caucasus
6. Western, General, League of Nations: France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg, and Morocco

1925
1. American and African: America (North, South, and Central), Liberia, Liquor Traffic, and Slave Trade
2. Central: Germany, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugoslavia, Roumania, Bulgaria, and Greece
3. Eastern: Turkey, Caucasus, Persia, and Hejaz
4. Egyptian: Egypt, Sudan, Abyssinia, Tripoli, and Cyrenaica
5. Far Eastern: China, Japan, and Siam
6. Northern: Soviet Union, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Afghanistan
7. Western, General, League of Nations: France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg, Switzerland, Morocco, and New Hebrides

In this microfilm edition University Publications of America has published the formerly confidential General Correspondence: Political files on Germany from 1924 to 1925. The papers for each year were bound into volumes by the Foreign Office, in the order that they were originally filed. The majority of the documents found in these files are despatches, letters, and telegrams from British diplomatic posts to the Foreign Office and Foreign Office letters, telegrams, and instructions to the posts. In addition, there is a large number of documents created by the Foreign Office, such as minutes of meetings, reports, and correspondence with other government ministries and foreign government embassies in London. Also, cabinet papers dealing with foreign policy and parliamentary debates are kept in these files.

All documentation coming into the Foreign Office was opened by the Central Registry and placed inside docket sheets. Each docket sheet was stamped with the name of the country and the series (if not political), the date of receipt, and a registry number. In the case of outgoing correspondence that was not a response, a copy of that paper would receive its own docket sheet and registry number. The registry number began at number one each year, and dockets were numbered consecutively as they were received by the Central Registry. One numbering series was used for all departments within the Foreign Office.

Docket sheets with the enclosed document would then be forwarded to the department responsible for that country. Officials in the department would review the document and decide if or what action would be taken on the information contained in the document. Space on the docket sheets was available for officials to record recommendations and other information pertinent to that document. In addition, all documentation created in response to the original document was attached to the original docket sheet. These would include internal Foreign Office memoranda and reports, cabinet meetings and papers, and drafts and copies of the replies to the original document.
When action on a docket sheet and its attached papers was completed, it was returned to the Sub-Registry (there was a Sub-Registry on each floor of the Foreign Office). There the papers were filed by year, country, and subject for ready reference. Papers on the same subject would be filed together in numerical order with the lowest registry number first. The first registry number in the file was used as the file number. After one and a half to two years, an annual file would then be transferred to the library.

Germany, 1924–1925

For the first time since the end of World War I came a restoration of German confidence, a more stable financial situation, and an economic recovery. The turnabout came in large part because the victors in the war were losing their vengefulness and beginning to take realistic steps toward allowing Germany a place in the European community. The symbol and focus of the new attitude was the Dawes Plan, named for its American sponsor, Charles Gates Dawes.

Dawes, a banker, an active Republican, and a proven administrator, had been invited by the Reparation Commission to assemble a group of experts and produce a workable plan for reparations payments and the restoration of the German mark. The plan he presented in April 1924 was elaborated and modified by a conference in London in August, which included German representatives. There French Premier Édouard Herriot agreed to begin withdrawing French troops from the Rhineland within one year. The plan was accepted by all parties in September. Because the plan involved a major loan to the Germans, primarily from American bankers, and because it seemed to finalize reparations issues, it prompted a further outpouring of private loans and energies dedicated to bringing the country back to economic health. German voters responded to these developments by strengthening the center parties at the polls in December. (They had done just the opposite in May.)

When the French replaced Premier Raymond Poincaré with the more conciliatory Herriot in May, it was further evidence that vengeance would no longer determine France’s policy as it had since 1918. The British had already been feeling merciful for some time, and the Americans were showing signs of feeling guilty about what they had done to the League of Nations. Very likely there was also on all sides a revived eagerness to get on with deal-making, as suggested by President Calvin Coolidge’s dictum that “The business of America is business.”

Less promising for the future was the outcome of the trial of Adolph Hitler and Erich Ludendorff in Munich in the spring of 1924. An unrepentant Hitler used the trial as a propaganda forum for the Nazi cause, but he was sentenced to only five years’ jail time, eligible for parole in six months—for high treason. Ludendorff was acquitted altogether.

As 1925 opened, it became clear that evacuation of troops from the Rhineland was not going to begin. The Allies’ conditions as to disarmament had not been met in several important particulars. It would be January 1926 before the process got under way, though evacuation of the Ruhr proceeded in the summer of 1925.
Friedrich Ebert, president of the Weimar Republic since its founding, died following an operation in February 1925, leaving the politicians at odds over a successor. Finally, in a runoff election in April, it proved to be the torpid, honorable, and politically naïve old Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg. British Foreign Office observers saw no danger in him personally but worried about his ultranationalist supporters.

On the diplomatic front, late 1925 saw further progress in reconciliation. An Anglo-German commercial treaty was ratified in August, and in late November the multilateral Locarno treaties, which had been negotiated with German participation, were accepted by the Reichstag. Finally, in December, debates began on Germany’s entrance into the League of Nations.
SOURCE NOTE

The documents reproduced in this publication were originally collected and organized by the British Foreign Office. They are now housed at the Public Records Office, Kew, England. The data contained on the microfilm is British Crown copyright 1997. Published by permission of the Controller of Her Britannic Majesty’s Stationery Office.

EDITORIAL NOTE

University Publications of America has microfilmed in their entirety all volumes of British Foreign Office General Correspondence: Political (FO 371) for Germany from 1924 through 1925.

Brackets are used in a number of ways in the Reel Index to convey unique features of the microfilm collection. For example, the entry for registry number C 903/18/24 on Reel 39, which contains “Pages 133–[325a],” illustrates that the page range for this file ends with a page that was not numbered but that followed page 325. Similarly, if a Foreign Office clerk inadvertently numbered two pages “120,” caught the mistake, and hand numbered the second “120a,” this is displayed in this microfilm guide as “Pages 1–120a.” Finally, “Pages 1–120[a]” illustrates that the inclusive page range ends with a page that was numbered the same as the preceding page (i.e., two page 120s).
REEL INDEX

Reels 1–94 contain the General Correspondence for Germany Political, 1924–1925. These files are identified by Foreign Office registry number, subject, and inclusive pages. The Foreign Office registry number is composed of four parts: the Foreign Office Department designation (in this case “C” for Central European), the file number, the country designation (in this case “18” for Germany), and the last two digits of the year (“24” for 1924 or “25” for 1925).

Reel 1

FO Registry Number

FO 371 General Correspondence: Political, 1924

Volume 9720. Germany Political.


Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Rhineland; Ruhr.


Subject: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

Volume 9721. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4/18/24 Military Control Commission Council meetings proceedings and minutes (cont.). Pages 1–231.

Subject: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

Reel 2

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9722. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4/18/24 Military Control Commission Council meetings proceedings and minutes (cont.). Pages 1–63.

Subject: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany: resumption of control, site visits, and German objections; German arrest of control officers; German communiqué on control commissions. Pages 64–225.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Arrests; Bavaria; British policy; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Demonstrations and protests; Germany, government.
Volume 9723. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control, site visits, and German objections; Allied consideration of future control scheme. Pages 1–238.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British policy; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Demonstrations and protests; Germany, government.

Reel 3

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9724. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control and German objections; Allied consideration of future control scheme, committee of guarantee, and League of Nations involvement. Pages 1–228.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Germany, government; League of Nations.

Volume 9725. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control and German objections; Allied consideration of future control scheme, committee of guarantee, and League of Nations involvement. Pages 1–244.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Germany, government; League of Nations.

Volume 9726. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): German agreement to resumption of control; Allied consideration of future control scheme, committee of guarantee, and League of Nations involvement. Pages 1–213.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Germany, government; League of Nations.

Reel 4

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9727. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control and preparations and procedures for site visits; progress of disarmament. Pages 1–233.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Germany, government.

Volume 9728. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24 Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control, site visits, and progress of inspection; Allied right to examine German documents on armament statistics; German demonstrations against inspection at Ingolstadt; future of control. Pages 1–223.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Bavaria; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Demonstrations and protests; Germany, government.
Volume 9729. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9/18/24  Military control in Germany (cont.): resumption of control and progress of inspection; future of control; reduction of military control commission staff; French criticism of disarmament. Pages 1–166b.
  Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; France; Germany, government.
  Subjects: Business and industry; Capital investments; France; Germany; Reparations, Germany.

Reel 5

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9730. Germany Political (cont.).
C 31/18/24  Rhineland currency bank: Belgian-French-German negotiations on formation. Pages 1–29.
  Subjects: Belgium; Financial institutions; France; Germany, government; Rhineland.
  Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Press; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr.

Volume 9731. Germany Political (cont.).
C 32/18/24  French policy toward Germany, Ruhr, and reparations (cont.): British, French, and Swedish political and press opinion. Pages 1–41[a].
  Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Press; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; Sweden.
C 33/18/24  Liability of British subjects to Rhein-Ruhr Agabe and other taxation in Germany. Pages 42–104.
  Subject: Taxation.
  Subject: Treaty of Versailles.
C 50/18/24  Saar affairs: Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; labor conditions and admission of Saar to International Labour Organisation; political conditions. Pages 151–222.
  Subjects: Labor conditions; League of Nations; Organizations and associations; Political conditions; Saar Territory.

Reel 6

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9732. Germany Political (cont.).
C 50/18/24  Saar affairs (cont.): Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; labor conditions and admission of Saar to
International Labour Organisation; right of Saar inhabitants to travel through Occupied Territories; French troops and development of local gendarmerie. Pages 1–239.

Subjects: Armed forces, France; Labor conditions; League of Nations; Money; Organizations and associations; Police; Rhineland; Ruhr; Saar Territory; Transportation and travel.

Volume 9733. Germany Political (cont.).
C 50/18/24 Saar affairs (cont.): Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; labor conditions and admission of Saar to International Labour Organisation; right of Saar inhabitants to travel through Occupied Territories; French troops and development of local gendarmerie; economic conditions. Pages 1–273.

Subjects: Armed forces, France; Economic conditions; Labor conditions; League of Nations; Money; Organizations and associations; Police; Rhineland; Ruhr; Saar Territory; Transportation and travel.

Reel 7

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9734. Germany Political (cont.).
C 50/18/24 Saar affairs (cont.): Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; labor conditions; French troops and development of local gendarmerie; economic conditions; introduction of French franc as sole legal currency; Mines Administration schools; railroad worker wages. Pages 1–263.

Subjects: Armed forces, France; Economic conditions; Education; Labor conditions; League of Nations; Mines and mineral industries; Money; Police; Railroads; Saar Territory; Wages and salaries.

Volume 9735. Germany Political (cont.).
C 50/18/24 Saar affairs (cont.): Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; French troops and development of local gendarmerie; Mines Administration schools; contribution to budget by mines; closing of steelworks; restrictions on import of German goods. Pages 1–246.

Subjects: Armed forces, France; Economic conditions; Education; Foreign trade, Germany; Iron and steel industry; League of Nations; Mines and mineral industries; Money; Police; Saar Territory.

Reel 8

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9736. Germany Political (cont.).
C 50/18/24 Saar affairs (cont.): Governing Commission administration and appointment of members by League of Nations; labor conditions; French troops and development of local gendarmerie; economic conditions; Mines Administration schools; housing control. Pages 1–166.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Economic conditions; Education; Labor conditions; League of Nations; Mines and mineral industries; Police; Saar Territory.

C 51/18/24 Negotiations between France, Belgium, and Germany on economic and administrative issues in Occupied Territories. Pages 167–214.

Subjects: Belgium; France; Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Volume 9737. Germany Political (cont.).

C 51/18/24 Negotiations between France, Belgium, and Germany on economic and administrative issues in Occupied Territories (cont.). Pages 1–103.

Subjects: Belgium; France; Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 57/18/24 Counterfeit Indian rupee note printing in Germany. Pages 104–111.

Subjects: Colonies, British; Courts; Money.

C 58/18/24 Bickendorf Aerodrome: use by Belgian Sabena air service. Pages 112–147.

Subjects: Belgium; Business and industry; Civil aviation.

C 69/18/24 Rhineland railroads: British-Belgian-French negotiations and agreement on regulation of traffic between British zone and Belgian-French Régie. Pages 148–231.

Subjects: Railroads; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9738. Germany Political (cont.).

C 69/18/24 Rhineland railroads (cont.): British-Belgian-French negotiations and agreement on regulation of traffic between British zone and Belgian-French Régie. Pages 1–170.

Subjects: Railroads; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.

C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan: establishment of committees under Reparation Commission for evaluation of German budget and currency and German capital abroad. Pages 171–228.

Subjects: Capital investments; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Money; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Reel 9

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9739. Germany Political (cont.).

C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): Dawes Committee report on German budget and currency—Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion; German purchase of food in Belgium. Pages 1–281.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; Food and food industry; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9740. Germany Political (cont.).

C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): Dawes Committee report on German budget and currency—American, Bavarian, Belgian, British, Dutch, French, and German political and press opinion. Pages 1–294.

Subjects: Bavaria; Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Netherlands; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States.
Reel 10

Volume 9741. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations—American, Belgian, British, French, German, and Italian political and press opinion. Pages 1–249.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9742. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations—American, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Swedish political and press opinion. Pages 1–[225a].
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Sweden; United States.

Reel 11

Volume 9743. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization—American, Belgian, British, French, German, and Italian political and press opinion. Pages 1–237.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9744. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization—American, British, French, and German political and press opinion; distribution of reparation payments. Pages 1–268.
Subjects: British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9745. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—Belgian, French, German, Italian, and Japanese political and press opinion. Pages 1–224.
Subjects: Belgium; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Japan; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.
Reel 12

FO Registry Number

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9746. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—American, Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion; distribution of reparation payments. Pages 1–225.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9747. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—British and German political and press opinion; distribution of reparation payments. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: British policy; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Reel 13

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9748. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion. Pages 1–235.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9749. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion. Pages 1–269.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Reel 14

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9750. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—British, French, German, and Swedish political and press opinion. Pages 1–[254a].
Subjects: British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Sweden.
Volume 9751. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization and activity—Argentine, British, French, German, Greek, Swedish, and Yugoslav political and press opinion. Pages 1–268.
Subjects: Argentina; British policy; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Greece; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Sweden; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Reel 15
FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9752. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations—American, British, French, German, Portuguese, Romanian, and Yugoslav political and press opinion; German liabilities under Dawes Plan; London Conference preparations. Pages 1–249.
Subjects: British policy; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Portugal; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Romania; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Volume 9753. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization, activity, and budget—American, British, French, Italian, Romanian, and Yugoslav political and press opinion; execution of London Agreement; preparations for meeting of Allied finance ministers at Paris. Pages 1–227.
Subjects: British policy; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Money; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Romania; Treaties and agreements; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Reel 16
FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9754. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24 Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization, activity, and budget—American, British, French, German, Japanese, and Romanian political opinion; meeting of Allied and American financial experts at Paris; German liabilities under Dawes Plan; execution of London Agreement. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: British policy; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Japan; Press; Reparations, Germany; Romania; Treaties and agreements; United States.
Volume 9755. Germany Political (cont.).
C 70/18/24  Dawes Plan (cont.): execution of recommendations and committee organization, activity, and budget—French and Italian political and press opinion; execution of London agreement. Pages 1–86.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; France; Italy; Press; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.

C 71/18/24  Naval war material disposal: disposal of liquidation proceeds and reparation credit to Germany. Pages 87–121.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Naval forces, Germany; Reparation Commission.

C 72/18/24  Allowances for members of Allied commissions of control in Germany. Pages 122–226.
Subjects: Control commissions and guarantee committees; Wages and salaries.

Reel 17
FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9756. Germany Political (cont.).
C 73/18/24  Interpretation of Articles 260 and 297(I) of Versailles Treaty: arbitration of issues relating to transfer of securities and property rights of German nationals in public concessions in foreign countries to Reparation Commission; effect of Dawes Plan. Pages 1–213.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; Reparation Commission; Securities; Treaty of Versailles.

C 74/18/24  Rhineland High Commission ordinances. Pages 214–282.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 9757. Germany Political (cont.).
C 74/18/24  Rhineland High Commission ordinances (cont.). Pages 1–203.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

Reel 18
FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9758. Germany Political (cont.).
C 74/18/24  Rhineland High Commission ordinances (cont.). Pages 1–230.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 9759. Germany Political (cont.).
C 74/18/24  Rhineland High Commission ordinances (cont.). Pages 1–208.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.
Reel 19

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9760. Germany Political (cont.).

C 74/18/24 Rhineland High Commission ordinances (cont.). Pages 1–99.
  Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 75/18/24 Reparations from Germany and inter-Allied debts: Reparation Commission activity; Belgium, Czech, French, German, and Italian political and press opinion; reparation payments and deliveries; treatment of interest earned on reparation payments. Pages 100–[241a].
  Subjects: Belgium; Czechoslovakia; Debts; France; Germany, government; Italy; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9761. Germany Political (cont.).

C 75/18/24 Reparations from Germany and inter-Allied debts (cont.): American, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Portuguese political and press opinion; distribution of reparation payments and deliveries to Allies and British Empire; American, Czech, Polish, and Yugoslav claims to share of reparations under Dawes Plan. Pages 1–181.
  Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Czechoslovakia; Dawes Plan; Debts; France; Germany, government; Italy; Poland; Portugal; Press; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

C 76/18/24 Food situation in Germany: German request for extension of Allied credit for food purchases and Reparation Commission deliberation; German governmental food distribution. Pages 182–247.
  Subjects: Food and food industry; Germany; Germany, government; Loans; Reparation Commission.

Reel 20

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9762. Germany Political (cont.).

C 76/18/24 Food situation in Germany (cont.): German request for extension of Allied credit for food purchases and Reparation Commission deliberation; American, Belgian, British, Finnish, French, and Italian political and press opinion; German and American relief efforts. Pages 1–183.
  Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Finland; Food and food industry; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; Loans; Press; Reparation Commission; United States.

C 77/18/24 Suspension of German payments for deliveries of harbor material to Great Britain. Pages 184–226.
  Subjects: Great Britain; Harbors and ports; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9763. Germany Political (cont.).

C 79/18/24 Ruhr and Rhineland industrial and mining concerns’ agreements with Mission Interalliée de Contrôle des Usines et des Mines (MICUM) and Rhineland High Commission on deliveries of material and payments for reparations: French and German political and press opinion; French claim for deduction of Ruhr
occupation costs from proceeds; extension of agreements; security given to MICUM by German industrialists for payment of coal tax. Pages 1–217.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, France; Belgium; Business and industry; Capital investments; France; Germany, government; Mines and mineral industries; Press; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Taxation; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9764. Germany Political (cont.).
C 79/18/24 Ruhr and Rhineland industrial and mining concerns’ agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on deliveries of material and payments for reparations (cont.): German and British political opinion; extension of agreements. Pages 1–226.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, France; Belgium; British policy; Business and industry; Capital investments; France; Germany, government; Mines and mineral industries; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Reel 21

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9765. Germany Political (cont.).
C 79/18/24 Ruhr and Rhineland industrial and mining concerns’ agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on deliveries of material and payments for reparations (cont.): Belgian, British, and German political opinion; extension of agreements; French-Belgian supervision of agreements in British Rhineland zone. Pages 1–235.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Belgium; British policy; Business and industry; Capital investments; France; Germany, government; Mines and mineral industries; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9766. Germany Political (cont.).
C 79/18/24 Ruhr and Rhineland industrial and mining concerns’ agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on deliveries of material and payments for reparations (cont.): British and German political opinion; extension of agreements. Pages 1–265.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; British policy; Business and industry; Capital investments; Germany, government; Mines and mineral industries; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.
Reel 22

FO Registry Number

Volume 9767. Germany Political (cont.).

C 81/18/24 German Reparation (Recovery) Act duties: suspension of reimbursement of German exporters by German government; British-German negotiations on decrease of duty; German press opinion; evasion of duties by shipment of goods via Irish Free State. Pages 1–200.
Subjects: British government; Colonies, British; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Press; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9768. Germany Political (cont.).

C 81/18/24 German Reparation (Recovery) Act duties (cont.): British-German agreement and modifications by Dawes Plan. Pages 1–216.
Subjects: British government; Customs duties and fees; Dawes Plan; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.

Reel 23

FO Registry Number

Volume 9769. Germany Political (cont.).

C 81/18/24 German Reparation (Recovery) Act duties (cont.): British-German negotiations on increase of duty; American press opinion; German government payments to reparation agent-general for reimbursement of exporters. Pages 1–196.
Subjects: British government; Business and industry; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Press; Reparations, Germany; United States.

C 82/18/24 Occupation of Ruhr by French and Belgian forces: productivity of Rhineland and Ruhr economic sanctions; costs of occupation; coal and steel reparation deliveries to Belgium. Pages 197–225.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Belgium; Germany, government; Press; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Volume 9770. Germany Political (cont.).

C 82/18/24 Occupation of Ruhr by French and Belgian forces (cont.): productivity of Rhineland and Ruhr economic sanctions; costs of occupation and Dawes Plan payments; Belgian, French, and German political and press opinion on evacuation of Ruhr. Pages 1–181.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Belgium; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Press; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Subjects: Land ownership and rights; Treaty of Versailles; Württemberg.

C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate: French support; British investigative mission. Pages 203–270.
Subjects: Bavaria; British policy; France; Political conditions; Property; Searches and seizures.
Reel 24

Volume 9771. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; British investigative mission; Rhineland High Commission consideration of separatist government decrees; Belgian, British, and French political and press opinion. Pages 1–226.
Subjects: Bavaria; Belgium; British policy; France; Political conditions; Press; Property; Rhineland High Commission; Searches and seizures.

Volume 9772. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; British investigative mission; Rhineland High Commission consideration of separatist government decrees; Belgian, British, and French political opinion; unemployment. Pages 1–240.
Subjects: Bavaria; Belgium; British policy; Employment and unemployment; France; Political conditions; Property; Rhineland High Commission; Searches and seizures.

Volume 9773. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; British investigative mission and report; Rhineland High Commission consideration of separatist government decrees; Belgian, British, Dutch, and French political and press opinion; unemployment. Pages 1–253.
Subjects: Bavaria; Belgium; British policy; Employment and unemployment; France; Netherlands; Political conditions; Press; Property; Rhineland High Commission; Searches and seizures.

Reel 25

Volume 9774. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; British investigation; British, French, German, and Vatican political and press opinion; restoration of government and appointment of head of government in Bavaria; nationalist reprisals against separatists. Pages 1–234.
Subjects: Bavaria; British policy; France; Germany, government; Political conditions; Press; Property; Searches and seizures; Vatican.

Volume 9775. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; British investigation and report; Bavarian and German political and press opinion; restoration of government and appointment of head of government in Bavaria; nationalist reprisals against separatists and arrests of antiseparatists by French. Pages 1–255.
Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; British policy; France; Germany, government; Political conditions; Press; Property; Rhineland High Commission; Searches and seizures.
Reel 26

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9776. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; Bavarian political opinion; restoration of government; nationalist reprisals against separatists and arrests of antiseparatists by French; appointment of British consul at Mainz. Pages 1–246.
Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; Diplomatic appointments; France; Political conditions; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 9777. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; Bavarian and French political opinion; restoration of government; nationalist reprisals against separatists and arrests of antiseparatists by French; trial of separatists by German government; appointment of British consul at Mainz. Pages 1–272.
Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; Diplomatic appointments; France; Germany, government; Political conditions; Rhineland High Commission.

Reel 27

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9778. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): Bavarian political opinion; restoration of government; French arrests and release of antiseparatists; proposals for amnesty for separatists and antiseparatists. Pages 1–270.
Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; France; Political conditions; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 9779. Germany Political (cont.).
C 91/18/24 Separatist movement in Bavarian Palatinate (cont.): French support; French release of antiseparatists and Bavarian release of separatists; issuance of arms permits. Pages 1–95.
Subjects: Bavaria; France; Military weapons and equipment; Political conditions; Rhineland High Commission.

Subjects: British policy; Business and industry; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Reparations, Germany.

C 97/18/24 Compensation of Allied governments for zeppelins destroyed by Germany. Pages 106–125.
Subject: Aircraft and aircraft industry.

Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees.
C 110/18/24  Coal reparations from Germany: distribution; deliveries to Italy. Pages 226–253.

  *Subjects:* Coal and coal mining; Italy; Reparations, Germany.

**Reel 28**

**FO 371, 1924 cont.**

**Volume 9780. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 110/18/24  Coal reparations from Germany (cont.): protocol on deliveries; British production, consumption, and reparation deliveries; Italian claim to priority in deliveries. Pages 1–70.

  *Subjects:* Coal and coal mining; Great Britain; Italy; Reparations, Germany.

C 147/18/24  Rhineland and Ruhr railways: salaries; application of German decrees creating Deutsche Reichsbahn to work railways; proposals for future control and administration of railways. Pages 71–226.

  *Subjects:* Allied commissions and organizations; Business and industry; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Railroads; Rhineland; Ruhr; Wages and salaries.

**Volume 9781. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 147/18/24  Rhineland and Ruhr railways (cont.): application of German decrees creating Deutsche Reichsbahn to work railways; Belgian political opinion; proposals for future control and administration of railways; security of French troops. Pages 1–251.

  *Subjects:* Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, France; Belgium; Business and industry; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Railroads; Rhineland; Ruhr.

**Volume 9782. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 147/18/24  Rhineland and Ruhr railways (cont.): proposals for future control and administration of railways. Pages 1–105.

  *Subjects:* Allied commissions and organizations; Business and industry; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Railroads; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 148/18/24  Ruhr political, economic, and industrial conditions under occupation: industrial production and agreements with labor; conditions around Essen; Dutch press opinion; coal production. Pages 106–227.

  *Subjects:* Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; Business and industry; Coal and coal mining; Economic conditions; Labor conditions; Netherlands; Political conditions; Press; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

**Reel 29**

**FO 371, 1924 cont.**

**Volume 9783. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 148/18/24  Ruhr political, economic, and industrial conditions under occupation (cont.): British Army on the Rhine status; conditions around Essen. Pages 1–31.
Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Business and industry; Economic conditions; Labor conditions; Political conditions; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 149/18/24 Rhineland separatism: arrests and release of antiseparatists by French and of separatists by German authorities in British zone; proposal for Rhineland state within Reich; German political opinion; Rhineland High Commission interference with prosecution of separatist leader. Pages 32–219.

Subjects: Arrests; Germany; Germany, government; Political conditions; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 151/18/24 Unclaimed funds belonging to German nationals in Guardians’ Fund of South West Africa. Pages 220–228.

Subjects: Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Property.

C 152/18/24 Political history of Free State of Bremen. Pages 229–239.

Subjects: Germany; Political conditions.

Volume 9784. Germany Political (cont.).

C 156/18/24 Customs regulations and duties in Ruhr and Rhineland: increase in Belgian-French duties; British and German political opinion; duty on goods imported from unoccupied Germany; impact of duties on British trade; import and export statistics. Pages 1–145.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Ruhr.


Subjects: Armed forces, France; Land ownership and rights; Rhineland.

C 174/18/24 Rules for distinguishing between German civil and military aircraft: British and French proposals; German political opinion. Pages 201–238.

Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; British policy; Civil aviation; France; Germany, government.

Reel 30

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9785. Germany Political (cont.).

C 174/18/24 Rules for distinguishing between German civil and military aircraft (cont.): British and French proposals; German political opinion; German accession to Air Convention. Pages 1–214.

Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; British policy; Civil aviation; France; Germany, government; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9786. Germany Political (cont.).

C 174/18/24 Rules for distinguishing between German civil and military aircraft (cont.): British and French proposals. Pages 1–9.

Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; British policy; Civil aviation; France.

C 198/18/24 India News Service and Information Bureau activities and activities of Indian agitators at Berlin. Pages 10–62.

Subjects: Berlin; Colonies, British; Germany; Organizations and associations.
C 205/18/24  Rhineland and Ruhr industrial relations with Rhineland High Commission: agreements on import/export licenses, customs duties, and deliveries in kind to Belgium and France; British policy. Pages 63–230.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Business and industry; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Reel 31

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9787. Germany Political (cont.).

C 205/18/24  Rhineland and Ruhr industrial relations with Rhineland High Commission (cont.): agreements on import/export licenses, customs duties, and deliveries in kind to Belgium and France; British policy. Pages 1–51b.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Business and industry; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

C 220/18/24  Rhineland High Commission committee for advice on economic and social matters. Pages 52–121.

Subjects: Economic conditions; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Social conditions.

C 234/18/24  Equality of treatment of Allied nationals in Germany: imposition of entry fees on Allied travelers by German states and extension of German obligations under Article 276 of Versailles Treaty. Pages 122–203.

Subjects: Germany; Transportation and travel; Treaty of Versailles.

C 236/18/24  Steel industry in Ruhr and Lorraine and effects on British industry of French-German combine. Pages 204–219.

Subjects: Alsace-Lorraine; Iron and steel industry; Ruhr.

C 241/18/24  Alsace-Lorraine commercial relations with Germany: duty-free treatment of exports to Germany. Pages 220–240.

Subjects: Alsace-Lorraine; Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade; Germany.

Volume 9788. Germany Political (cont.).

C 241/18/24  Alsace-Lorraine commercial relations with Germany (cont.): duty-free treatment of exports to Germany; French press opinion; impact on British textile industry. Pages 1–[65a].

Subjects: Alsace-Lorraine; Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade; Germany; France; Press; Textile industry and fabrics.

C 253/18/24  Entry of German ships into ports of New Guinea. Pages 66–69.

Subjects: Colonies, Germany (former); Ships and shipping.


Subjects: Belgium; Canals; France; Ships and shipping.

C 266/18/24  Reparations in kind from Germany: German agreements with Belgium, France, Italy, Portugal, and Yugoslavia; orders and deliveries to Allies. Pages 93–220.
Subjects: Belgium; Communications; France; Italy; Portugal; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Reel 32

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9789. Germany Political (cont.).
C 266/18/24 Reparations in kind from Germany (cont.): German agreement with Yugoslavia; orders and deliveries to Allies; mechanism for deliveries under Dawes Plan. Pages 1–111.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Italy; Portugal; Railroads; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).
C 278/18/24 Ruhr steel stocks: liquidation by Belgians and French and impact on British steel industry; exports by Ruhr companies via agreements with MICUM. Pages 112–189.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Belgium; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Iron and steel industry; Mines and mineral industries; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.
C 279/18/24 Rhineland financial conditions: local currency issue; exchange rate; conditions at Solingen, Opladen, and Benrath Kreis. Pages 190–228.
Subjects: Finance; Money; Rhineland.

Volume 9790. Germany Political (cont.).
C 279/18/24 Rhineland financial conditions (cont.): credit shortage; conditions at Solingen. Pages 1–12.
Subjects: Finance; Money; Rhineland.
C 280/18/24 Rhineland labor situation: strikes against ten-hour days in British zone; unemployment; trade unions and labor movements. Pages 13–122.
Subjects: Employment and unemployment; Labor conditions; Rhineland; Strikes.
C 330/18/24 Commercial relations between Germany and Great Britain: importation and restriction of British goods; licensing; customs tariffs; negotiations for commercial treaty; collection of Reparation (Recovery) Act levy. Pages 123–258.
Subjects: Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade, Germany; Great Britain; Reparations, Germany; Trade agreements.

Reel 33

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9791. Germany Political (cont.).
C 330/18/24 Commercial relations between Germany and Great Britain (cont.): negotiations for commercial treaty; collection of Reparation (Recovery) Act levy. Pages 1–274.
Subjects: Economic conditions; Foreign trade, Germany; Great Britain; Reparations, Germany; Trade agreements.
Volume 9792. Germany Political (cont.).
C 330/18/24 Commercial relations between Germany and Great Britain (cont.): negotiations for commercial treaty; collection of Reparation (Recovery) Act levy. Pages 1–184.
Subjects: Economic conditions; Foreign trade; Germany; Great Britain; Reparations, Germany; Trade agreements.
C 331/18/24 Financial and foreign trade decrees by Germany. Pages 185–191.
Subjects: Finance; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government.
C 370/18/24 British Embassy at Berlin diary of events, December 1923–March 1924. Pages 192–211.
Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Economic conditions; Political conditions; Social conditions.
C 371/18/24 Financial conditions in Germany: budget, 1923–24; currency circulation; emergency taxation decree; creation of gold note issue bank; revenue; German capital invested abroad. Pages 212–277.
Subjects: Capital investments; Finance; Financial institutions; Germany, government; Money; Taxation.

Reel 34

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9793. Germany Political (cont.).
C 371/18/24 Financial conditions in Germany (cont.): currency and taxation reform; creation of gold note issue bank, Danish subscriptions, and U.S. credit; revenue; restrictions on purchase of foreign currency; government financial statements; credit shortage; central banking situation. Pages 1–218.
Subjects: Debts; Denmark; Finance; Financial institutions; Germany; Germany, government; Money; United States.

Volume 9794. Germany Political (cont.).
C 371/18/24 Financial conditions in Germany (cont.): budget, 1924–25; currency and taxation reform; government financial statements; debt; financial relations between Reich and Federal States; purchase of silver from United States. Pages 1–162.
Subjects: Debts; Finance; Financial institutions; Germany, government; Money; Taxation; United States.
C 372/18/24 Confiscation of money from British subject by German customs. Page 163.
Subjects: Property; Searches and seizures.
C 385/18/24 Expulsion of Jews from Bavaria. Pages 164–165.
Subjects: Bavaria; Demonstrations and protests; Social conditions.
C 428/18/24 Seizure of sugar in Rhineland by Allies. Pages 166–168.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Food and food industry; Rhineland.
C 452/18/24 Extension of London-Cologne air service to Saarbrucken and Prague. Pages 169–207.
Subjects: Civil aviation; Cologne; Czechoslovakia; Saar Territory.
C 458/18/24 Claims of British government to ammunition depot at Westhoven as war prize. Pages 208–234.
Subjects: Claims; Military bases, posts, and reservations.
Reel 35

FO Registry Number

Volume 9795. Germany Political (cont.).

C 458/18/24  Claims of British government to ammunition depot at Westhoven as war prize (cont.). Pages 1–51.
   Subjects: Claims; Military bases, posts, and reservations.

C 499/18/24  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control: effect of exchange rate fluctuation on payments by German government; formation of Allied committees to investigate expense reduction and valuation of German services and deliveries. Pages 52–244.
   Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, Allied; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Finance; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9796. Germany Political (cont.).

C 499/18/24  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control (cont.): activity of Allied committees to investigate expense reduction and valuation of German services and deliveries. Pages 1–252.
   Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, Allied; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Finance; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9797. Germany Political (cont.).

C 499/18/24  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control (cont.): activity of Allied committees to investigate expense reduction and valuation of German services and deliveries. Pages 1–135.
   Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, Allied; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Finance; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.

C 524/18/24  C.O.M., Ltd. request for assistance from British government in dispute with MICUM over taxes on Ruhr coal mine. Pages 136–241.
   Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Business and industry; Coal and coal mining; Ruhr; Taxation.

Reel 36

FO Registry Number

Volume 9798. Germany Political (cont.).

C 525/18/24  Economic policy and conditions in Germany. Pages 1–29.
   Subjects: Economic conditions; Germany; Germany, government.

C 552/18/24  Confiscation of property of German traveler by British customs. Pages 30–34.
   Subjects: Customs duties and fees; Property; Searches and seizures.
C 605/18/24 Export of arms from Germany to Mexican rebels. Pages 35–42.
  Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Mexico; Military weapons and equipment.

C 609/18/24 Demarcation of border between Germany and Poland: East Prussian fishing access to Vistula River and German-Polish Boundary Commission protocol. Pages 43–104.
  Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Borders and boundaries; East Prussia; Fish and fishing industry; Poland; Rivers and waterways; Treaties and agreements.

C 614/18/24 Control of emigration from Germany: Versailles Treaty articles, restrictions on emigration to Canada on certain British ship lines. Pages 105–157.
  Subjects: Colonies, British; Immigration and emigration; Ships and shipping; Treaty of Versailles.

C 644/18/24 Swiss bank purchase of Krupp’s stake in Mannesmann Tube Works. Pages 158–160.
  Subjects: Business and industry; Financial institutions.

C 646/18/24 Rhineland High Commission meeting minutes. Pages 161–238.
  Subject: Rhineland High Commission.

C 668/18/24 Political conditions in Bavaria: Bavarian proposals for revision of Weimar Constitution; Hitler-Ludendorff trial; political criticism of dictator. Pages 239–258.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Bavaria; Elections; Germany, government; Hitler, Adolph; Munich; Political conditions; Political parties; Railroads; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9799. Germany Political (cont.).

C 668/18/24 Political conditions in Bavaria (cont.): resignation of dictator, elections, and formation of new government; control of Bavarian Reichswehr; railways; monarchist movement; National Socialist Party activity; Hitler-Ludendorff trial; activities of nationalist leaders. Pages 1–193.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Bavaria; Elections; Germany, government; Hitler, Adolph; Munich; Political conditions; Political parties; Railroads; Treaties and agreements.

  Subjects: Political conditions; Saxony.

  Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; France; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Volume 9800. Germany Political (cont.).

C 735/18/24 Expulsion and imprisonment of Bavarian Palatinate, Rhineland, and Ruhr residents by Allied authorities during passive resistance (cont.): withdrawal of deportation orders, return of deportees, extension of amnesty, and release of prisoners from France, Rhineland, and Ruhr. Pages 1–221.
  Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; France; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Ruhr.
Reel 37

Volume 9801. Germany Political (cont.).
C 735/18/24 Expulsion and imprisonment of Bavarian Palatinate, Rhineland, and Ruhr residents by Allied authorities during passive resistance (cont.): withdrawal of deportation orders, return of deportees, extension of amnesty, and release of prisoners from France, Rhineland, and Ruhr. Pages 1–150.

Subjects: Arrests; Bavaria; France; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 737/18/24 Political conditions in Germany: views and speeches of foreign minister; popular political outlook; restoration of constitutional rule; political parties; political debate over Dawes Report, Ruhr occupation, League of Nations entry, and military control; elections in Lübeck, Thuringia, and Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Pages 151–240.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Elections; Germany; Germany, government; Hamburg; League of Nations; Political conditions; Political parties; Ruhr.

Volume 9802. Germany Political (cont.).
C 737/18/24 Political conditions in Germany (cont.): views and speeches of foreign minister and chancellor; political parties; political debate over Dawes Report, Ruhr occupation, League of Nations entry, and military control; national elections; negotiations between German People’s Party and German National Party on formation of new government; French press opinion. Pages 1–236.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Elections; France; Germany; Germany, government; Hamburg; League of Nations; Political conditions; Political parties; Press; Ruhr.

Volume 9803. Germany Political (cont.).
C 737/18/24 Political conditions in Germany (cont.): views and speeches of foreign minister and chancellor; political parties; political debate over Dawes Report, Ruhr occupation, League of Nations entry, and military control; Dutch, French, and German press opinion; negotiations between government, German National Party, and Social Democrats on Cabinet inclusion; Hamburg state elections. Pages 1–240.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Elections; France; Germany; Germany, government; Hamburg; League of Nations; Netherlands; Political conditions; Political parties; Press; Ruhr.

Reel 38

Volume 9804. Germany Political (cont.).
C 737/18/24 Political conditions in Germany (cont.): views and speeches of foreign minister and chancellor; political debate over military control and evacuation of Cologne; American, Belgian, and German press opinion; nationalist opinion; Anhalt and Prussia state elections; national elections; Democratic Party views. Pages 1–178.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Belgium; Cologne; Elections; Germany; Germany, government; Political conditions; Political parties; Press; Prussia; United States.

C 757/18/24 Communist activity in Germany. Pages 179–186.
Subjects: Insurrection and rebellion; Political conditions.

C 759/18/24 Cologne food situation, children’s relief work, and profiteering by retailers. Pages 187–252.
Subjects: Business and industry; Cologne; Food and food industry; Social conditions.

Volume 9805. Germany Political (cont.).
C 759/18/24 Cologne food situation, children’s relief work, and profiteering by retailers (cont.). Pages 1–2.
Subjects: Business and industry; Cologne; Food and food industry; Social conditions.

C 763/18/24 Cologne trade exhibition building expansion. Pages 3–5.
Subjects: Cologne; Exhibitions and trade fairs.

C 766/18/24 Rhineland High Commission gazette of ordinances, meeting minutes, and German legislation presented to commission for approval, November 1923–October 1924. Pages 6–391.
Subjects: Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 798/18/24 Crisis in British-French relations regarding resumption of military control and return of ex–crown prince to Germany. Pages 392–455.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Foreign relations; Germany.

C 829/18/24 Counterfeit Gold Coast currency note printing in Germany. Pages 456–466.
Subjects: Colonies, British; Courts; Money.

C 835/18/24 Rhineland and Ruhr political, economic, and social conditions: French occupation official communiqués. Pages 467–522.
Subjects: Economic conditions; Political conditions; Rhineland; Ruhr; Social conditions.

C 846/18/24 British Army on the Rhine military intelligence notes on German police, armed forces, and paramilitary forces. Pages 523–578.
Subjects: Armed forces, British; Armed forces, Germany; Armed forces, paramilitary; Intelligence services; Naval forces, Germany; Police.

Reel 39

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9806. Germany Political (cont.).
C 846/18/24 British Army on the Rhine military intelligence notes on German police, armed forces, and paramilitary forces (cont.). Pages 1–250.
Subjects: Armed forces, British; Armed forces, Germany; Armed forces, paramilitary; Intelligence services; Naval forces, Germany; Police.

C 850/18/24 Notification of Rhineland High Commission of appointments of foreign consular officers in Rhineland and Ruhr. Pages 251–261.
Subjects: Diplomatic appointments; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr.
Volume 9807. Germany Political (cont.).

C 856/18/24 Assassination plot against General von Seeckt. Pages 1–2.
Subject: Courts.

C 860/18/24 Dye industry in Great Britain and Germany: reparation deliveries to Great Britain; British-German agreement on British use of German patents, research, and technical expertise; 1920 agreement between French and German dye industry. Pages 3–88.
Subjects: Chemicals and chemical industry; Foreign trade; Patents; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.

C 876/18/24 Commercial treaty between Germany and United States: Senate debate over ratification; impact on American merchant shipping. Pages 89–132.
Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Ships and shipping; Trade agreements; United States.

C 903/18/24 British policy regarding Ruhr occupation, military control, reparations, Dawes Report, and British-French relations: speeches by Prime Minister MacDonald and House of Commons debate; Belgian and German press opinion; British Trades Union Congress views; effect of change in French government. Pages 133–[325a].
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Belgium; Germany; British government; British policy; Foreign relations; France; Labor conditions; Press.

Reel 40

FO 371, 1924 cont.

Volume 9808. Germany Political (cont.).

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Printing and publishing; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9809. Germany Political (cont.).

C 912/18/24 Publication of August 1922 London Conference minutes by British and French governments (cont.). Pages 1–85.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Printing and publishing; Reparations, Germany.

C 913/18/24 Strike of German seamen on German vessels in British ports. Pages 86–160.
Subjects: Harbors and ports; Ships and shipping; Strikes.

Subjects: Railroads; Reparations, Germany; Romania.

C 951/18/24 Request for revenue and expenditure estimates of Saar Governing Commission. Pages 168–173.
Subject: League of Nations; Saar Territory.

C 955/18/24 Food loan for Cologne. Pages 174–175.
Subjects: Cologne; Food and food industry; Loans.

C 962/18/24 Transfer of German munitions plant to Netherlands. Pages 176–177.
Subjects: Military weapons and equipment; Netherlands.
C 968/18/24  Censorship of British newspapers in Rhineland by French authorities. Pages 178–182.
   *Subjects*: Press; Rhineland.

C 977/18/24  Naval Commission of Control procedures for taking delivery of equipment for cruisers surrendered by Germany to France and Italy. Pages 183–212.
   *Subjects*: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; France; Italy; Naval forces, Germany.

   *Subjects*: Citizenship; Colonies, Germany (former); Upper Silesia.

C 990/18/24  Ruhr coal and steel production and reparation deliveries. Pages 228–[239a].
   *Subjects*: Coal and coal mining; Iron and steel industry; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr.

**Reel 41**

**FO 371, 1924 cont.**

**Volume 9810. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 990/18/24  Ruhr coal and steel production and reparation deliveries (cont.): statistics; French duties on coal by-products; license system for coal exports; railway transport; deliveries to France, Belgium, and Italy; general heavy industry situation. Pages 1–172.
   *Subjects*: Belgium; Business and industry; Coal and coal mining; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Iron and steel industry; Italy; Railroads; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr.

   *Subjects*: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Belgium; Finance; Foreign relations; France; Press; Ruhr; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.

**Volume 9811. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 1112/18/24  Construction of smelting and chemical plant in British Rhineland zone. Pages 1–2.
   *Subjects*: Business and industry; Chemicals and chemical industry; Construction and repair; Rhineland.

C 1114/18/24  Claims of Brazil against Germany under Article 263 of Versailles Treaty. Pages 3–8.
   *Subjects*: Brazil; Claims; Treaty of Versailles.

C 1117/18/24  Ruhr industry capital situation. Pages 9–14.
   *Subjects*: Business and industry; Capital investments; Ruhr.

C 1125/18/24  Rhineland High Commission consideration of Rentenmark institution decree. Pages 15–57.
   *Subjects*: Germany, government; Money; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.
C 1131/18/24 Lifting of restrictions on coal imports to and exports from Ruhr and Rhineland. Pages 58–63.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Foreign trade, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 1133/18/24 Protection of Allied interests from German competition in foreign commercial markets. Pages 64–77.
Subjects: Business and industry; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany.

C 1165/18/24 Sequestration of Saar inhabitants’ property in Allied countries. Pages 78–82.
Subjects: Property; Saar Territory.

C 1181/18/24 Italian representation on Rhineland High Commission. Pages 83–146.
Subjects: Italy; Rhineland High Commission.

Subjects: Bavaria; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.
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Volume 9812. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1182/18/24 Nationalist organization activity (cont.): Treuhand, Stahlhelm Bund, and other secret nationalist organization activity in Bavarian Palatinate and Rhineland. Pages 1–91.
Subjects: Bavaria; Organizations and associations; Political conditions; Rhineland.

C 1202/18/24 Offer by Germany to supply coal to Norway State Railways. Pages 92–93.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Norway; Railroads.

Subjects: Business and industry; Rhineland.

C 1288/18/24 British foreign policy and relations with France: general European policy; Ruhr occupation, Palatinate, railways in British Rhineland zone, and reparations; Argentine, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish press opinion. Pages 102–241.
Subjects: Argentina; Belgium; British government; British policy; Foreign relations; France; Germany; Italy; Poland; Press; Railroads; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Volume 9813. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1288/18/24 British foreign policy and relations with France (cont.): Ruhr occupation, reparations, and Dawes Plan; American, Belgian, British, and French press opinion; Paris meeting between Prime Minister Chamberlain and Premier Herriot. Pages 1–138.
Subjects: Belgium; British government; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Foreign relations; France; Press; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; United States.

C 1346/18/24 British policy regarding occupation of Rhineland and Ruhr: Belgian-French customs sanction; admission of Belgian-French customs and MICUM officials into British Rhineland zone; economic and trade impact of occupation on Britain; French security policy; military impact of continued French occupation. Pages 139–241.

26
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; British policy; Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade; France; Rhineland; Ruhr.
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Volume 9814. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1418/18/24 Communist activity in British Rhineland zone: organizations; Russian financial support. Pages 1–30.
Subjects: Organizations and associations; Political conditions; Rhineland; Soviet Union.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Military weapons and equipment; Naval forces, Germany.

Volume 9815. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1442/18/24 Naval Commission of Control (cont.): activity and withdrawal of commission; placement of naval officers on Military Control Commission for later inspections; disposal of records. Pages 1–80.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Military weapons and equipment; Naval forces, Germany.
C 1444/18/24 Labor conditions and industrial productivity in Germany: labor unrest and strikes due to increase in hours of work; Dawes Plan impact on working hours; labor influence on political situation; German competitive power. Pages 81–143.
Subjects: Business and industry; Dawes Plan; Germany; Labor conditions; Political conditions; Strikes.
C 1472/18/24 British political opinion on German socialists. Pages 144–147.
Subject: Political conditions.
C 1515/18/24 Reparations recovery from German shipping charges. Pages 148–184.
Subjects: Reparations, Germany; Ships and shipping.
C 1527/18/24 Employment of German officials at coal mines controlled by MICUM and clarification of eastern boundary of Occupied Territories. Pages 185–192.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Borders and boundaries; Coal and coal mining; Employment and unemployment; Germany; Ruhr.
C 1528/18/24 Reconstruction of German merchant marine. Pages 193–207.
Subjects: Germany; Ships and shipping.
C 1679/18/24 Fees charged by German consular officers in Great Britain for legalization of documents. Pages 208–228.
Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Great Britain.
C 1699/18/24  Sequestration of private property of German nationals formerly living in Samoa. Pages 229–232.
  *Subjects*: Colonies, Germany (former); Property.

C 1765/18/24  Surrender and destruction of German war material: statistics. Pages 233–[240a].
  *Subjects*: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Military weapons and equipment.
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**Volume 9816. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 1769/18/24  Reparations credit to Germany for proceeds of sale of German aeronautical material by Reparation Commission. Pages 1–33.
  *Subjects*: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Allied commissions and organizations; Reparations, Germany.

  *Subject*: Political conditions.

  *Subjects*: Allied commissions and organizations; Argentina; Business and industry.

C 1829/18/24  Allied and German clearing offices’ settlement of debts: German agreements with Saar Governing Commission and Great Britain; payment of German prewar debts; effect of Dawes Plan on involvement of Reparation Commission in clearing office process. Pages 54–223.
  *Subjects*: Allied commissions and organizations; Claims; Dawes Plan; Debts; League of Nations; Reparation Commission; Saar Territory; Treaties and agreements.

C 1831/18/24  Hanoverian plebiscite for secession from Prussia. Pages 224–238.
  *Subjects*: Elections; Prussia.

  *Subjects*: Business and industry; Construction and repair; Ships and shipping; Spain.

C 1865/18/24  Relief of distress in Heligoland. Pages 251–254.
  *Subjects*: Food and food industry; Germany; Social conditions.

**Volume 9817. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 1869/18/24  Housing and other buildings for Allied occupation forces: funding, construction, and upkeep in Rhineland by German authorities; Allied requisitions; French construction in Ruhr. Pages 1–203.
  *Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Construction and repair; Hesse; Land ownership and rights; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 1876/18/24  Construction of harbor at Cologne. Pages 204–207.
  *Subjects*: Cologne; Construction and repair; Harbors and ports.
C 1919/18/24 Transfer of command of state police at Aix-la-Chapelle to municipal government by Rhineland High Commission. Pages 208–239. 
Subjects: Police; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 1929/18/24 Request for German reimbursement for purchase of fence at Cologne. Pages 240–246. 
Subjects: Claims; Cologne.

Subjects: Control commissions and guarantee committees; Wages and salaries.
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Volume 9818. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1969/18/24 Reconstruction of French devastated areas: conditions in northwest France; abuse of Belgian and French claims against Germany. Pages 1–50. 
Subjects: Belgium; Claims; Construction and repair; France.

C 2015/18/24 Communication to British Delegation on Reparation Commission of correspondence regarding Rhineland, Ruhr, and reparations. Pages 51–[85a]. 
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; British government; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 2048/18/24 Rhineland political status and French security: Rhineland status proposals; admission of Germany into League of Nations; Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion; League of Nations discussion; inter-Allied security arrangements. Pages 86–272. 
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Belgium; Borders and boundaries; British policy; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Press; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9819. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2048/18/24 Rhineland political status and French security (cont.): Belgian, British, French, German, and Polish political and press opinion; League of Nations debate on European security and disarmament; Versailles Treaty security guarantees; French defensive agreements with United States and Great Britain, 1919. Pages 1–258. 
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Belgium; Borders and boundaries; British policy; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements; Treaty of Versailles; United States.
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Volume 9820. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2048/18/24 Rhineland political status and French security (cont.): League of Nations involvement in European security, disarmament, and demilitarization of Rhineland; obligation of British to protect French security. Pages 1–[65a].
Subjects: British policy; France; Germany, government; League of Nations; Rhineland.

C 2057/18/24 Nationality of Mrs. Merk. Pages 66–72.
Subject: Citizenship.

C 2072/18/24 Admission of Germany into League of Nations: Bavarian, British, French, German, and Polish political and press opinion. Pages 73–248.
Subjects: Bavaria; British policy; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Poland; Press.

Volume 9821. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2072/18/24 Admission of Germany into League of Nations (cont.): German war guilt; Belgian, British, French, German, and Swedish political and press opinion. Pages 1–243.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Press; Sweden; War guilt, Germany.

C 2096/18/24 Claim of Germany to expenses incurred by German navy for upkeep of British warships, 1918–20. Pages 244–251.
Subjects: Claims; Naval forces, British; Naval forces, Germany.
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Volume 9822. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2096/18/24 Claim of Germany to expenses incurred by German navy for upkeep of British warships, 1918–20 (cont.). Pages 1–36.
Subjects: Claims; Naval forces, British.

C 2147/18/24 Suspension of German payments of costs of Allied National Services of Restitution and Reparation in Kind at Wiesbaden. Pages 37–39.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Reparations, Germany.

C 2150/18/24 Amnesty and release of German and Polish Upper Silesian prisoners held in Rhineland and convicted of political crimes. Pages 40–123.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Courts; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Upper Silesia.

C 2155/18/24 Visit of Walter Lippman to Germany. Pages 124–128.
Subject: Transportation and travel.

C 2167/18/24 Disappearance of postal packets in transit between Great Britain and British Rhineland zone. Pages 129–149.
Subjects: Communications; Great Britain; Rhineland.

C 2182/18/24 Claims of Belgian deportees against Germany before Belgian-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal. Pages 150–156.
Subjects: Belgium; Claims; Courts.

C 2199/18/24 Military intelligence activity by Germany and Rhineland separatism. Pages 157–162.
Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Intelligence services; Political conditions; Rhineland.

C 2235/18/24 Capitalization of German shipping companies. Pages 163–165.
Subjects: Capital investments; Ships and shipping.
C 2270/18/24 Creation of Deutsche Reichsbahn and Deutsche Reichspost as German government-owned corporations. Pages 166–172.
   Subjects: Communications; Germany, government; Railroads.

C 2271/18/24 Allowances for members of Allied commissions of control in Germany: payment by German government. Pages 173–192.
   Subjects: Control commissions and guarantee committees; Wages and salaries.

C 2273/18/24 Dissolution of Committee of Sixty in Rhineland. Pages 193–207.
   Subjects: Political conditions; Rhineland.

C 2301/18/24 MICUM request for reimbursement of expenditures during operations in Ruhr from reparation pledges fund. Pages 208–217.
   Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr.

Volume 9823. Germany Political (cont.).

C 2394/18/24 Negligent handling of confidential documents by Capt. W. Georgi, technical adviser to British delegation on Rhineland High Commission. Pages 1–66.
   Subject: Rhineland High Commission.

C 2451/18/24 Rhineland Social Democratic views. Pages 67–79.
   Subjects: Political parties; Rhineland.

C 2477/18/24 Sequestration and liquidation of German property: British and Belgian reciprocal treatment. Pages 80–83.
   Subjects: Belgium; Great Britain; Property.

   Subjects: Exhibitions and trade fairs; Saxony.

C 2534/18/24 Ruhr and reparation questions submission to League of Nations. Pages 110–135.
   Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; League of Nations; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr.

C 2542/18/24 Exemption of Luxembourgian goods from German customs duty under Versailles Treaty Article 268(c). Pages 136–140.
   Subjects: Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; Luxembourg; Treaty of Versailles.

C 2616/18/24 League of Nations involvement in German disarmament and military control: British and French policy; reconciliation of league involvement with Versailles Treaty military clauses. Pages 141–281.
   Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British policy; France; League of Nations; Treaty of Versailles.

Volume 9824. Germany Political (cont.).

   Subjects: East Prussia; Economic conditions; Political conditions; Social conditions.

   Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; British policy.

C 2841/18/24 Claim of J. C. Brown and Co. for recovery of goods from Totte Milch and Co. under sequestration in Belgium. Pages 216–270.
   Subjects: Business and industry; Claims; Property.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; Armed forces, Italy; Armed forces, Japan; Czechoslovakia; Danzig; Germany, government; Lithuania; Poland.
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Volume 9825. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2892/18/24 General conditions in Germany. Pages 1–3.
Subjects: British policy; Economic conditions; Germany; Political conditions; Social conditions.
C 2894/18/24 Treuhand secret society activity in Palatinate. Pages 4–11.
Subjects: Bavaria; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.
C 2900/18/24 Relations between Great Britain and France regarding Ruhr occupation and Dawes Report. Pages 12–69.
Subjects: Armed forces, France; British policy; Foreign relations.
C 2924/18/24 French policy regarding left bank of Rhine at 1919 Peace Conference. Pages 70–[87a].
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; France; Rhineland; Rivers and waterways.
C 2951/18/24 Repayment by Germany of prewar loans. Pages 88–98.
Subjects: Germany; Loans.
C 2977/18/24 Nationalist organizations: paramilitary activity, recruitment and training for Reichswehr, demonstrations, and possible putsch preparations. Pages 99–277.
Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Armed forces, paramilitary; Demonstrations and protests; Germany; Insurrection and rebellion; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.

Volume 9826. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2977/18/24 Nationalist organizations (cont.): paramilitary activity, recruitment and training for Reichswehr, demonstrations, and possible putsch preparations. Pages 1–101.
Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Armed forces, paramilitary; Demonstrations and protests; Germany; Insurrection and rebellion; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.
C 3009/18/24 Export of cartridge cases to Germany by Nobel Industries, Ltd. Pages 102–136.
Subjects: Business and industry; Foreign trade; Military weapons and equipment.
C 3017/18/24 Inclusion of claims for pensions and allowances in reparations from Germany due to Great Britain. Pages 137–141.
Subjects: Great Britain; Reparations, Germany; Wages and salaries.
C 3030/18/24 Printing of minutes of 1920 Allied conferences. Pages 142–144.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Printing and publishing.
C 3059/18/24 Reichstag inquiry into cause of Oppau explosion. Pages 145–146.
  Subjects: Disasters; Germany, government.

C 3069/18/24 Seizure of official funds at Mainz by French authorities as compensation for death of French national. Pages 147–204.
  Subjects: Bavaria; Deaths.

  Subjects: British government; British policy; Press; Treaty of Versailles.
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Volume 9827. Germany Political (cont.).
C 3131/18/24 Repayment of French and Belgian Ruhr occupation costs from “pledges fund” (customs duties, taxes, fees, and trade licenses): pledges fund receipts and expenditures; British policy; Rhineland High Commission decisions. Pages 1–213.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; British policy; Customs duties and fees; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr.

C 3198/18/24 Rhineland High Commission annulment of German criminal court ruling. Pages 214–232.
  Subjects: Courts; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 9828. Germany Political (cont.).
C 3221/18/24 Underground telephone cable installation from Frankfurt to Hamburg. Pages 1–2.
  Subjects: Berlin; Communications; Hamburg.

C 3227/18/24 Exports from Netherlands to Germany of food, tobacco, and household articles. Pages 3–17.
  Subjects: Food and food industry; Foreign trade, Germany; Netherlands.

C 3239/18/24 Nationality of Curt Schultze. Pages 18–25.
  Subject: Citizenship.

C 3265/18/24 Germany-Czechoslovakia Boundary Commission: expenses; completion of work. Pages 26–68.
  Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Borders and boundaries; Czechoslovakia; Germany.

C 3299/18/24 Credit to China from Germany. Pages 69–71.
  Subjects: China; Finance; Germany.

C 3301/18/24 Committees for Assistance for German Intellectual Workers. Pages 72–79.
  Subject: Organizations and associations.

C 3302/18/24 Return of personal effects of late Rittmeister von Richtofen to his family. Pages 80–82.
  Subject: Property.

C 3314/18/24 British intelligence reports on reparations and Dawes Plan. Pages 83–92.
  Subjects: Dawes Plan; Intelligence services; Reparations, Germany.
C 3361/18/24 Annual report on events in Bavaria, 1923. Pages 93–104.
    Subjects: Bavaria; Economic conditions; Political conditions; Social conditions.

C 3373/18/24 Civil aviation: Allied authorization of German flights to Great Britain and occupied Germany; German authorization for Allied flights over German territory; German participation in Air Convention; British-German air agreement. Pages 105–194.
    Subjects: Civil aviation; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.

C 3382/18/24 Compensation from Germany for members of British merchant marine torpedoed during war. Pages 195–196.
    Subjects: Reparations, Germany; Ships and shipping.

    Subjects: Iron and steel industry; Ruhr.

C 3433/18/24 Claims of British subjects under Versailles Treaty Article 238: British-German agreement on settlement. Pages 201–236.
    Subjects: Claims; Treaties and agreements; Treaty of Versailles.
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Volume 9829. Germany Political (cont.).

C 3433/18/24 Claims of British subjects under Versailles Treaty Article 238 (cont.): British-German agreement on settlement; Belgian-German agreement. Pages 1–41.
    Subjects: Claims; Treaties and agreements; Treaty of Versailles.

C 3467/18/24 Cost of passive resistance in Rhineland and Ruhr to German government and industry. Pages 42–55.
    Subjects: Business and industry; Germany, government; Rhineland; Ruhr.

    Subjects: Organizations and associations; Political conditions; Rhineland.

C 3697/18/24 Duration of operation of committees of guarantee. Pages 89–94.
    Subject: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

C 3730/18/24 Claim of British subjects against German government under Article 297 of Versailles Treaty for property seized on neutral ship during war. Pages 95–104.
    Subjects: Claims; Property; Searches and seizures; Securities; Ships and shipping; Treaty of Versailles.

    Subjects: Bavaria; Diplomatic and consular services; Munich.

C 3826/18/24 Cooperation between Great Britain and Scandinavian countries and Netherlands in settlement of European problems. Pages 132–139.
    Subjects: Denmark; Foreign relations; Great Britain; Netherlands; Norway; Sweden.

C 3853/18/24 Air service between Great Britain and Germany: authorization of British and German flights to London and Berlin; addition of Hamburg intermediate stop; limitation of aircraft type. Pages 140–229.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Berlin; Civil aviation; Great Britain; Hamburg.

Volume 9830. Germany Political (cont.).
C 3853/18/24 Air service between Great Britain and Germany (cont.): authorization of British and German flights to London and Berlin. Pages 1–16.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Berlin; Civil aviation; Great Britain.
C 3909/18/24 Claim of W. F. Dixon against British government. Pages 17–44.
Subject: Claims.
C 3925/18/24 Requisition of car belonging to J. Wild & Co. by Belgian authorities in Rhineland. Pages 45–70.
Subjects: Automobiles and automobile industry; Business and industry; Rhineland; Searches and seizures.
C 3967/18/24 Policy of German government on railways, Rhineland neutralization proposals, and military control. Pages 71–74.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament; Germany; Government; Railroads; Rhineland.
C 4014/18/24 Conversion of Krupps armament plant at Essen. Pages 75–76.
Subjects: Business and industry; Military weapons and equipment; Ruhr.
C 4063/18/24 League of Nations and reconstruction of Europe. Pages 77–85.
Subject: League of Nations.
C 4173/18/24 Claims of British subjects for loss of property in Germany. Pages 86–89.
Subjects: Claims; Property.
C 4177/18/24 Reparations in tonnage due to Great Britain from Germany. Pages 90–91.
Subjects: Great Britain; Ships and shipping.
C 4191/18/24 Rhineland High Commission instructions. Pages 92–105.
Subjects: Great Britain; Ships and shipping.
C 4257/18/24 Operation of foreign insurance companies in Rhineland. Pages 106–122.
Subjects: Business and industry; Rhineland.
C 4268/18/24 Disposal of remaining funds of Upper Silesian Commission. Pages 123–133.
Subject: Allied commissions and organizations.
C 4273/18/24 Application of German emergency taxation and other financial laws in Rhineland: Rhineland High Commission discussion; Belgian, British, and French political opinion. Pages 134–241.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Taxation.

Volume 9831. Germany Political (cont.).
C 4273/18/24 Application of German emergency taxation and other financial laws in Rhineland (cont.): Rhineland High Commission discussion; Belgian, British, and French political opinion. Pages 1–195.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Taxation.
Subjects: Berlin; Diplomatic and consular services.
C 4388/18/24  Military Control Commission: appointment of British and French section chiefs. Pages 200–211.
Subjects: Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Control commissions and guarantee committees.

C 4507/18/24  Anti-Vatican speech of Gen. Ludendorff. Pages 212–221.
Subjects: Political conditions; Social conditions.
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Volume 9832. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4578/18/24  Rhineland High Commission jurisdiction and British Rhineland high commissioner’s actions regarding “ultra vire” acts of commission. Pages 1–[71a].
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 4607/18/24  Removal from German territory of Germans convicted of civil offenses by Allied military courts. Pages 72–99.
Subjects: Courts; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 4625/18/24  Customs treatment and licensing of cotton imports to Germany from Czechoslovakia and France. Pages 100–137.
Subjects: Customs duties and fees; Czechoslovakia; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Germany; Textile industry and fabrics.

C 4650/18/24  Plans of German military equipment improvements. Pages 138–147.
Subject: Military weapons and equipment.

Subjects: Prisons and prisoners; Soviet Union.

C 4709/18/24  Trier recruitment office for German labor for French devastated regions. Pages 153–154.
Subjects: France; Rhineland.

C 4719/18/24  Unemployment in Germany. Pages 155–157.
Subjects: Employment and unemployment; Germany.

C 4736/18/24  Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone under Article 429 of Versailles Treaty: fulfillment by Germany of treaty disarmament obligations; timeframe for withdrawal; evacuation of Ruhr; Allied negotiations and policy; German policy. Pages 158–208.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Belgium; British policy; Cologne; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Ruhr; Treaty of Versailles.

Volume 9833. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4736/18/24  Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone under Article 429 of Versailles Treaty (cont.): fulfillment by Germany of treaty disarmament obligations; evacuation of Ruhr; Allied negotiations and policy; German policy. Pages 1–260.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Arms control and disarmament,
Volume 9834. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4736/18/24 Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone under Article 429 of Versailles Treaty (cont.): fulfillment by Germany of treaty disarmament obligations; evacuation of Ruhr; Allied negotiations and policy; German policy. Pages 1–141.

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Belgium; British policy; Cologne; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Ruhr; Treaty of Versailles.

C 4740/18/24 Article 296 of Versailles Treaty: British-German debts under. Pages 142–143.

Subjects: Debts; Treaty of Versailles.

C 4768/18/24 Political and commercial relations between France and Germany. Pages 144–167.

Subjects: Economic conditions; Foreign relations; France; Germany, government.

C 4796/18/24 Rhineland High Commission ordinances’ applicability to members of occupying forces. Pages 168–245.

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Rhineland High Commission.
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Volume 9835. Germany Political (cont.).

C 4802/18/24 Visit of Prof. D. Peter to Tanganyika Territory for collection of botanical specimens. Pages 1–8.

Subject: Transportation and travel.

C 4957/18/24 U.S. farmers’ offer of surplus food products to Germany. Pages 9–17.

Subjects: Food and food industry; Germany; United States.

C 5224/18/24 Sequestration of property and expulsion of German nationals in New Guinea by Australia. Pages 18–71.

Subjects: Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Property.

C 5277/18/24 War guilt: German public and press opinion and government declaration against; Allied policy; British press opinion. Pages 72–239.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; France; Germany, government; Press; War guilt, Germany.

C 5288/18/24 Rhineland political conditions: elections, political parties, and nationalist sentiment. Pages 240–250.

Subjects: Elections; Political conditions; Political parties; Rhineland.

Volume 9836. Germany Political (cont.).

C 5288/18/24 Rhineland political conditions (cont.): elections, political parties, and nationalist sentiment. Pages 1–65.

Subjects: Elections; Political conditions; Political parties; Rhineland.

C 5290/18/24 Compensation for family of assassinated German national employed by French-Belgian customs service in Palatinate. Pages 66–70.

Subject: Courts.
  Subject: Claims.
C 5411/18/24  Liability of British banks to become compulsory shareholders in Rentenbank. Pages 132–160.
  Subjects: Financial institutions; Securities.
C 5484/18/24  Industrial and commercial conditions, hours of labor, and credit shortage in Germany. Pages 161–255.
  Subjects: Business and industry; Germany; Labor conditions.

Volume 9837. Germany Political (cont.).
C 5571/18/24  Export of rifles and ammunition from Belgium to East and West Africa. Pages 1–2.
  Subjects: Belgium; Foreign trade; Military weapons and equipment.
C 5602/18/24  Export of small arms from Germany to Allied countries. Pages 3–82.
  Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment.
C 5647/18/24  Hostages taken by French in Rhineland in reprisal for conviction of French army officer on espionage charges. Pages 83–104.
  Subjects: Courts; France; Rhineland.
C 5656/18/24  Stahlhelm activity in Königsberg area. Pages 105–110.
  Subjects: East Prussia; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.
C 5677/18/24  Claim of C. F. H. Reimer to money belonging to Max Reimer in Trinidad. Pages 111–140.
  Subjects: Claims; Colonies, British; Property.
C 5725/18/24  Preparations by Germany for war against Allies. Pages 141–153.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Germany.
C 5832/18/24  Denial of passage of SS Wimbledon through Kiel Canal. Pages 154–156.
  Subjects: Canals; Courts; Ships and shipping.
C 5879/18/24  Payment of costs of U.S. army of occupation from reparations payments. Pages 157–220.
  Subjects: Armed forces, U.S.; Hungary; Reparations, Germany.
C 5883/18/24  Appointment of German commissioner in Rhineland. Pages 221–248.
  Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.
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Volume 9838. Germany Political (cont.).
C 5901/18/24  Legacy bequeathed by Australian W. Mitchener to institutions in Germany. Pages 1–8.
  Subject: Property.
C 5958/18/24  Repeal of German law relating to military mobilization. Pages 9–20.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Germany, government.
C 6059/18/24  Sale of German war material left in Netherlands. Pages 21–56.
  Subjects: Military weapons and equipment; Netherlands.
C 6088/18/24  Rhineland High Commission ordinances regarding offenses against Allied authorities in Rhineland and German treatment of nationals providing assistance to Allies. Pages 57–62.

Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 6121/18/24  Visit of British Army on the Rhine football team to Prague. Pages 63–65.

Subjects: Czechoslovakia; Transportation and travel.

C 6303/18/24  Purchase in Belgium of ammunition destined for Germany. Pages 66–100.

Subjects: Belgium; Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment.

C 6432/18/24  Construction of telephone lines in Occupied Territories by Germany. Pages 101–209.

Subjects: Communications; Rhineland.

C 6996/18/24  Reparations payments to Montenegro. Pages 210–212.

Subjects: Reparations, Germany; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).


Subject: Treaty of Versailles.

Volume 9839. Germany Political (cont.).

C 7070/18/24  Military Control Commission intelligence summaries: Reichswehr, navy, aviation, police, nationalist associations, railways and transportation, and political and economic conditions. Pages 1–263.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Civil aviation; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Economic conditions; Germany; Naval forces, Germany; Organizations and associations; Police; Political conditions; Railroads; Transportation and travel.
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Volume 9840. Germany Political (cont.).

C 7070/18/24  Military Control Commission intelligence summaries (cont.): Reichswehr, navy, aviation, police, nationalist associations, railways and transportation, and political and economic conditions. Pages 1–208.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Civil aviation; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Economic conditions; Germany; Naval forces, Germany; Organizations and associations; Police; Political conditions; Railroads; Transportation and travel.

Volume 9841. Germany Political (cont.).

C 7070/18/24  Military Control Commission intelligence summaries (cont.): Reichswehr, navy, aviation, police, nationalist associations, railways and transportation, and political and economic conditions. Pages 1–235.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Civil aviation; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Economic conditions; Germany; Naval forces, Germany; Organizations and associations; Police; Political conditions; Railroads; Transportation and travel.
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Volume 9842. Germany Political (cont.).

C 7070/18/24 Military Control Commission intelligence summaries (cont.): Reichswehr, navy, aviation, police, nationalist associations, railways and transportation, and political and economic conditions. Pages 1–24.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Civil aviation; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Economic conditions; Germany; Naval forces, Germany; Organizations and associations; Police; Political conditions; Railroads; Transportation and travel.

C 7099/18/24 Kant festival in Königsberg. Pages 25–29.
Subjects: East Prussia; Exhibitions and trade fairs.

C 7223/18/24 Raid by German police on Soviet trade delegation at Berlin. Pages 30–77.
Subjects: Berlin; Diplomatic and consular services; Police; Soviet Union.

C 7234/18/24 Declaration of war by Belgium in 1914. Pages 78–79.
Subject: Belgium.

C 7235/18/24 Ruhr occupation effect on Swiss industry and commerce. Pages 80–82.
Subjects: Business and industry; Foreign trade; Switzerland.

C 7354/18/24 Extension of British-German agreement on property rights and claims under Versailles Treaty Article 297 to Australia. Pages 83–93.
Subjects: Colonies, British; Property; Treaties and agreements; Treaty of Versailles.

Subject: Transportation and travel.

C 7407/18/24 Publication of summary record of German reparation and other payments mandated by Versailles Treaty. Pages 99–125.
Subjects: Reparations, Germany; Treaty of Versailles.

C 7419/18/24 Economic conditions in Germany. Pages 126–137.
Subjects: Economic conditions; Germany.

Subjects: Dawes Plan; France; United States.

Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Ruhr; Saxony; Strikes; Upper Silesia.

C 7510/18/24 Ruhr occupation effect on port of Antwerp. Pages 182–184.
Subjects: Harbors and ports; Netherlands; Ruhr.

C 7589/18/24 Abolition of March 1921 sanctions imposed against Germany by Allies. Pages 185–[192a].
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Fines and sanctions; Germany; Rhineland.

C 7646/18/24 Reduction of German civil service. Pages 193–194.
Subject: Germany, government.

Subject: Organizations and associations.
Volume 9843. Germany Political (cont.).
C 7943/18/24 Claim of German art dealer against estate of Lord Kitchener. Pages 1–4.  
Subject: Claims.
C 7944/18/24 Export of German war material to Soviet Union and participation in Soviet war  
industry. Pages 5–46.  
Subjects: Business and industry; Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons  
and equipment; Soviet Union.
C 8035/18/24 Main River navigation system administration. Pages 47–51.  
Subject: Rivers and waterways.
C 8263/18/24 Submarines built in Germany for Russia. Pages 52–63.  
Subjects: Military weapons and equipment; Naval forces, Soviet Union; 
Soviet Union.
C 8508/18/24 Meeting between Prime Minister MacDonald and new French prime minister.  
Pages 64–78.  
Subject: France.
C 8517/18/24 Customs treatment of Saar imports in Great Britain. Pages 79–102.  
Subjects: Foreign trade; Great Britain.
C 8524/18/24 Financing of Rhine-Danube Canal. Pages 103–126.  
Subjects: Canals; Finance.
C 8540/18/24 Construction of German merchant ships designed for future military use.  
Pages 127–128.  
Subjects: Naval forces, Germany; Ships and shipping.
C 8620/18/24 Archives relating to Eupen and Malmédy: delivery to Belgium by Germany.  
Pages 129–166.  
Subjects: Belgium; Germany.
C 8647/18/24 Arrest of Cologne official by British authorities for conspiracy to issue false  
Subjects: Arrests; Cologne; Courts.
C 8650/18/24 Exemption of members of Allied occupation armies from German tax on beer  
and wine. Pages 191–213.  
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Germany, government; Taxation.

Volume 9844. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9045/18/24 Preparations for war by Germany. Pages 1–5.  
Subject: Armed forces, Germany.
C 9221/18/24 Disposition of German navy units. Pages 6–7.  
Subject: Naval forces, Germany.
C 9275/18/24 Political conditions in Württemberg. Pages 8–11.  
Subjects: Political conditions; Württemberg.
C 9276/18/24 Responsibility of Adm. von Tirpitz for submarine campaign during war. Pages  
12–15.  
Subject: Naval forces, Germany.
C 9312/18/24 Release of Upper Silesian prisoners serving sentences in Rhineland. Pages  
16–93.  
Subjects: Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Upper Silesia.
C 9339/18/24 Export of war material from Germany to Soviet Union. Pages 94–105.  
Subjects: Military weapons and equipment; Soviet Union.
C 9450/18/24 Extracts from diaries of members of Military Control Commission. Pages 106–124.
   Subject: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

C 9453/18/24 Railways in Germany under Dawes Plan. Pages 125–127.
   Subjects: Dawes Plan; Germany; Railroads.

   Subject: Rhineland High Commission.
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Volume 9845. Germany Political (cont.).
C 9737/18/24 Entry and exit permits for German factory managers in Occupied Territories. Pages 1–22.
   Subjects: Business and industry; Transportation and travel.

   Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan.

C 10039/18/24 Views of German foreign minister on Reichswehr. Pages 123–127.
   Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Germany, government.

C 10167/18/24 German colonial matters. Pages 128–136.
   Subject: Colonies, Germany (former).

C 10193/18/24 Preparations for London Conference on Dawes Plan: Belgian and Italian political opinion; representation of Allies, United States, Dominions, and countries not entitled to reparations under Spa Agreement. Pages 137–215.
   Subjects: Belgium; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Great Britain; Italy; Japan; Poland; Portugal; Romania; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Volume 9846. Germany Political (cont.).
C 10193/18/24 Preparations for London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): invitations; Belgian and French political and press opinion; representation of Allies, United States, Dominions, and countries not entitled to reparations under Spa Agreement; German participation. Pages 1–226.
   Subjects: Belgium; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Great Britain; Italy; Japan; Poland; Portugal; Press; Romania; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

Volume 9847. Germany Political (cont.).
C 10193/18/24 Preparations for London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): invitations; Belgian and Dutch political and press opinion; representation of Allies, Dominions, and countries not entitled to reparations under Spa Agreement. Pages 1–230.
   Subjects: Belgium; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Great

42
Britain; Italy; Japan; Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Press; Romania; United States; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).
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Volume 9848. Germany Political (cont.).

C 10193/18/24 Preparations for London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): Belgian and French press opinion; representation of Dominions and countries not entitled to reparations under Spa Agreement; German participation. Pages 1–193.
Subjects: Belgium; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Poland; Portugal; Press; Romania; Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes).

C 10200/18/24 Exploitation of state forests in Rhineland by France and Belgium. Pages 194–200.
Subjects: Agriculture; Rhineland.

C 10290/18/24 Pardons for German nationals convicted by German courts of aiding Allies during passive resistance. Pages 201–206.
Subjects: Courts; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Subject: Transportation and travel.

Subjects: Business and industry; Rhineland.

C 10424/18/24 League of Nations involvement in German reparations and disarmament questions. Pages 217–218.
Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; League of Nations; Reparations, Germany.

C 10523/18/24 Salvage of German warships at Scapa Flow. Pages 219–220.
Subjects: Great Britain; Ships and shipping.

C 10636/18/24 French press allegations of Soviet manufacture of arms for Germany. Pages 221–223.
Subjects: Foreign trade; Germany; Military weapons and equipment; Press; Soviet Union.

Subjects: Germany; Great Britain; Wages and salaries.

Volume 9849. Germany Political (cont.).

C 10794/18/24 Minutes of meetings in Paris between Prime Minister MacDonald and Premier Herriot, July 1924, on French security and Dawes Plan. Pages 1–211.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; France.
C 10831/18/24 Direct communication between “Pertinax” (French newspaper columnist) and British Foreign Office. Pages 212–220.
  Subjects: British government; Press.
C 11103/18/24 Arrangements for discussions between British foreign secretary and Allied representatives in London. Pages 221–223.
  Subjects: British government; Diplomatic and consular services.
C 11162/18/24 Agreement between Prime Minister Lloyd George and President Wilson, May 1919, on division of German vessels seized during war. Pages 224–274.
  Subjects: Ships and shipping; Treaties and agreements.
C 11183/18/24 Allied Rhineland military high command: institutions and functions. Pages 275–288.
  Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Rhineland.
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Volume 9850. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11457/18/24 Dawes Plan and German railways: transfer of control of railways to international company; German legislation. Pages 1–153.
  Subjects: Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Railroads.
C 11477/18/24 Procedures for holding Inter-Allied reparation conferences. Pages 154–156.
  Subject: Conferences and conventions.
C 11483/18/24 Reparation credits to Germany for property in territory ceded to Poland. Pages 157–182.
  Subjects: Poland; Property; Reparations, Germany.
C 11495/18/24 London Conference on Dawes Plan: minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports. Pages 183–299.
  Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9851. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24 London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports. Pages 1–228.
  Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.
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Volume 9852. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24 London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports. Pages 1–242.
  Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.
Volume 9853. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; German delegation opinion. Pages 1–238.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.
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Volume 9854. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; German delegation opinion. Pages 1–232.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9855. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; agreement between Reparation Commission and Germany; German delegation opinion. Pages 1–205.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 9856. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; agreement between Reparation Commission and Germany; German delegation opinion. Pages 1–243.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; France; Germany; Loans; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9857. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; agreement between Reparation Commission and Germany; German delegation opinion; French-German negotiations on evacuation of Ruhr and commercial treaty. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; France; Germany; Loans; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; Trade agreements; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 9858. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; London Protocol between Allies and Germany; German delegation opinion; French-German negotiations on evacuation of Ruhr and commercial treaty. Pages 1–266.

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; France; Germany; Loans; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; Trade agreements; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9859. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; London Protocol between Allies and Germany; French-German negotiations on evacuation of Ruhr and commercial treaty. Pages 1–281.

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; France; Germany; Loans; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; Trade agreements; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 9860. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports. Pages 1–258.

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9861. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports. Pages 1–279.

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparations, Germany.
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Volume 9862. Germany Political (cont.).
C 11495/18/24  London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): minutes of plenary sessions and committee proceedings; committee reports; London Protocol between Germany and Allies and agreement between Reparation Commission and Germany; German delegation opinion. Pages 1–241.

Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Economic conditions; Finance; Loans; Reparation Commission; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.
C 11535/18/24  Fines imposed on crew of British SS *Rosetta* by German harbor police at Altona for swimming in harbor. Pages 242–260.  
*Subjects*: Germany; Harbors and ports; Police; Ships and shipping.

**Volume 9863. Germany Political (cont.).**

*Subjects*: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Press; Sweden; United States.

**Reel 65**
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**Volume 9864. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 11645/18/24  International opinion on London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): Belgian, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Swedish, and U.S. political and press opinion. Pages 1–250.  
*Subjects*: Belgium; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Italy; Netherlands; Press; Sweden; United States.

**Volume 9865. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 11645/18/24  International opinion on London Conference on Dawes Plan (cont.): Australian, German, and Soviet political and press opinion. Pages 1–93.  
*Subjects*: Australia; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Italy; Press; Soviet Union.

C 12339/18/24  Visit of U.S. Secretary of State Hughes to Europe. Pages 94–101.  
*Subjects*: Transportation and travel; United States.

C 12392/18/24  War anniversary celebrations in Germany. Pages 102–107.  
*Subjects*: Celebrations; Germany.

C 12698/18/24  Commercial treaties between Germany and Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Nicaragua, Norway, Poland, Siam, Spain, Soviet Union, Switzerland, and United States. Pages 108–173.  
*Subjects*: Austria; Belgium; Bolivia; Bulgaria; Czechoslovakia; Estonia; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Great Britain; Greece; Hungary; Italy; Japan; Nicaragua; Norway; Poland; Siam; Soviet Union; Spain; Switzerland; Trade agreements; United States.

C 12779/18/24  Sanctions by German government against German nationals employed by Belgian-French authorities in Rhineland and Ruhr. Pages 174–190.  
*Subjects*: Fines and sanctions; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 13007/18/24  Celebration of anniversary of Weimar Republic. Pages 191–193.  
*Subjects*: Celebrations; Germany.

C 13308/18/24  Utilization of German labor on public works projects in France. Pages 194–196.  
*Subjects*: France; Labor conditions.
C 13360/18/24 Amendment to Annex 2 to Part 8 of Versailles Treaty in accordance with London Protocol. Pages 197–[227a].
Subjects: Treaties and agreements; Treaty of Versailles.

C 13373/18/24 Economic unification of Occupied Territories and unoccupied Germany under Dawes Plan and London Protocol: Rhineland High Commission abolition of pledges and sanctions; Rhineland High Commission and German government amnesties of political prisoners. Pages 228–273.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; Fines and sanctions; Prisons and prisoners; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 9866. Germany Political (cont.).
C 13373/18/24 Economic unification of Occupied Territories and unoccupied Germany under Dawes Plan and London Protocol (cont.): Rhineland High Commission abolition of pledges and sanctions; Rhineland High Commission and German government amnesties of political prisoners; transfer of Belgian-French Régie duties to reparations agent-general. Pages 1–251.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; Fines and sanctions; Prisons and prisoners; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 9867. Germany Political (cont.).
C 13373/18/24 Economic unification of Occupied Territories and unoccupied Germany under Dawes Plan and London Protocol (cont.): Rhineland High Commission abolition of pledges and sanctions; Rhineland High Commission and German government amnesties of political prisoners. Pages 1–197.
Subjects: Dawes Plan; Fines and sanctions; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Treaties and agreements.

Subjects: Military conflicts; Naval forces, Germany.

C 14053/18/24 Commercial treaty between France and Germany: commercial and steel industry negotiations; effect on British trade. Pages 203–247.
Subjects: Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Iron and steel industry; Trade agreements.

Volume 9868. Germany Political (cont.).
C 14053/18/54 Commercial treaty between France and Germany (cont.): commercial and steel industry negotiations; effect on British trade; British-French exchange of information on German commercial negotiations with France and Great Britain; German steel industry conditions and proposed international combine. Pages 1–243.
Subjects: Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Iron and steel industry; Trade agreements.
Volume 9869. Germany Political (cont.).

C 14053/18/54 Commercial treaty between France and Germany (cont.): commercial and steel industry negotiations; German steel industry conditions and proposed international steel combine. Pages 1–86.

Subjects: Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Iron and steel industry; Trade agreements.

C 14237/18/24 Commercial treaty between Spain and Germany. Pages 87–89.

Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Spain; Trade agreements.

C 14334/18/24 Aviation exhibition at Frankfurt am Main. Pages 90–91.

Subjects: Civil aviation; Exhibitions and trade fairs; Hesse.

C 14335/18/24 Coal treaty between Czechoslovakia and Germany. Pages 92–94.

Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Czechoslovakia; Treaties and agreements.

C 14386/18/24 Liability of goods to turnover tax in Germany. Pages 95–126.

Subject: Taxation.

C 14052/18/24 Loss of registered letters sent by Barclay’s Bank to Mrs. Emilie Heugh at Düsseldorf. Pages 127–143.

Subjects: Communications; Rhineland.

C 15051/18/24 Supply of arms and ammunition to Romania and Sweden by German firm Erhardt. Pages 144–152.

Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment; Romania; Sweden.

C 15083/18/24 Presence of German army band at Offenburg in the demilitarized zone. Pages 153–169.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Rhineland.

C 15084/18/24 Sequestration of property of former German citizens in Great Britain. Pages 170–207.

Subjects: Great Britain; Property.

C 15285/18/24 Treaty between Great Britain and Germany for reciprocal exemption of shipping profits from income tax. Pages 208–221.

Subjects: Ships and shipping; Taxation; Treaties and agreements.

C 15516/18/24 Union of Prussian townships of Lehe and Geestemünde. Pages 222–225.

Subjects: Political conditions; Prussia.

C 15517/18/24 Activities of Dr. Ludwig Landmann, chief burgomaster of Frankfurt. Pages 225a–226.

Subject: Hesse.

C 15534/18/24 Visit to Upper Silesia by British commercial secretary at Warsaw. Pages 227–230.

Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Transportation and travel; Upper Silesia.
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Volume 9870. Germany Political (cont.).

C 15577/18/24 Valorization of German war loan. Pages 1–4.

Subject: Loans.
C 15589/18/24 Distribution of German public debt to Poland for Upper Silesian territory. Pages 5–30.
Subjects: Debts; Poland; Upper Silesia.

C 15591/18/24 Compensation by German government for loss of earnings of Allied ships detained in Germany during war. Pages 31–37.
Subjects: Reparations, Germany; Ships and shipping.

C 15646/18/24 Preferential treatment for Portuguese vs. Norwegian sardines exported to Germany. Pages 38–44.
Subjects: Fish and fishing industry; Foreign trade, Germany; Norway; Portugal.

C 15685/18/24 Purchase by Germany of silver in United States. Pages 45–46.
Subjects: Germany, government; United States.

C 15710/18/24 Payment of legacy out of funds resulting from liquidation of East African estate of August Haering. Pages 47–49.
Subjects: Colonies, Germany (former); Property.

C 15753/18/24 Transit of war material across Germany. Pages 50–59.
Subjects: Germany; Military weapons and equipment.

C 15771/18/24 Appointment of Turkish ambassador to Germany. Pages 60–64.
Subject: Diplomatic appointments.

C 15863/18/24 Renunciation by Allies of sanctions against German postwar property. Pages 65–89.
Subjects: Fines and sanctions; Property.

C 15918/18/24 Resignation of Eugene Borel as arbitrator of Allied claims against property of German nationals under Annex to Part 10 of Section IV of Versailles Treaty. Pages 90–142.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Treaty of Versailles.

C 15923/18/24 British consul general at Munich: administrative matters and procedures for travel. Pages 143–146.
Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Transportation and travel.

C 15941/18/24 Seizure of German arms and ammunition in South Africa on SS Nordmark, destined for China. Pages 147–189.
Subjects: China; Colonies, British; Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment; Searches and seizures.

C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities: Paris meeting of Allied financial experts. Pages 190–216.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany.

Volume 9871. Germany Political (cont.).

C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Paris meeting of Allied financial experts; U.S. claim to Dawes Plan annuities; treatment of Rhineland and Ruhr receipts; Belgian priority. Pages 1–235.
Subjects: Belgium; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany; Rhineland; Ruhr; United States.
Volume 9872. Germany Political (cont.).
C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Paris meetings of Allied financial experts and finance ministers; U.S. claim to Dawes Plan annuities; treatment of Ruhr receipts and Belgian priority. Pages 1–241.
Subjects: Belgium; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany; Ruhr; United States.
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Volume 9873. Germany Political (cont.).
C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Paris meetings of Allied financial experts and finance ministers; U.S. claim to Dawes Plan annuities; Belgian priority. Pages 1–274.
Subjects: Belgium; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9874. Germany Political (cont.).
C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Paris meetings of Allied financial experts and finance ministers; U.S. claim to Dawes Plan annuities. Pages 1–277.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Volume 9875. Germany Political (cont.).
C 15968/18/24 Allied division of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Paris meetings of Allied financial experts and finance ministers; U.S. claim to Dawes Plan annuities. Pages 1–166.
Subjects: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany; United States.

Subjects: Business and industry; Iron and steel industry; Mines and mineral industries.

C 16147/18/24 Imprisonment in Germany of Marks Paul on charge of espionage. Pages 181–196.
Subjects: Courts; Prisons and prisoners.

Subjects: Colonies, British; Economic conditions; Organizations and associations.

C 16863/18/24 Imprisonment in Germany of Marks Paul and Michael Halder on charges of espionage. Pages 220–228.
Subjects: Courts; Prisons and prisoners.

C 17060/18/24 Trial of members of reactionary "Consul" organization. Pages 229–238.
Subjects: Courts; Germany; Organizations and associations.

C 17191/18/24 Construction of commercial airship in Rhineland. Pages 239–245.
Subjects: Civil aviation; Rhineland.
Reel 69
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C 17193/18/24 Loss of British-owned shares in German banks due to depreciation of mark. Pages 1–6.
Subjects: Financial institutions; Securities.

C 17355/18/24 Claims of British shipping firms arising out of detention of vessels at mouth of Elbe at outbreak of war, 1914. Pages 7–23.
Subjects: Claims; Ships and shipping.

Subjects: Colonies, Germany (former); Property.

C 17448/18/24 Conditions of appointment of British civil servants to Dawes Plan organizations. Pages 32–33.
Subject: Dawes Plan.

C 17609/18/24 Position of W. H. Flavelle under Section 5 of Part 10 of Versailles Treaty. Pages 34–44.
Subject: Treaty of Versailles.

Subjects: Claims; Patents.

Subjects: Arrests; Prisons and prisoners.

C 17674/18/24 Claim of Herr Maschmeyer against British government for compensation for securities confiscated during war. Pages 66–72.
Subjects: Claims; Property; Securities.

C 17715/18/24 Repurchase by Deutsche Bank of sequestrated rights and interests in Belgium. Pages 73–80.
Subjects: Belgium; Financial institutions; Property.

C 17747/18/24 Concordat between Bavarian government and the Vatican. Pages 81–120.
Subjects: Bavaria; Foreign relations; Treaties and agreements; Vatican.

C 17789/18/24 Equipment of German police in Rhineland. Pages 121–128.
Subjects: Police; Rhineland.

Subjects: Business and industry; Claims.

C 17835/18/24 Inclusion of postal districts of Frankfurt am Main and Darmstadt in head postal district of Coblenz. Pages 139–152.
Subjects: Communications; Rhineland.

C 17863/18/24 Refitting of Argentine destroyers in Germany. Pages 153–162.
Subjects: Argentina; Naval forces, Argentina; Ships and shipping.

C 17936/18/24 Shipment of arms from Germany to China. Pages 163–170.
Subjects: China; Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment.
C 17963/18/24 Import duty in Germany on Oriental carpets. Pages 171–183.  
Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Textile industry and fabrics.

C 17993/18/24 Participation of German banks in German industry. Pages 184–187.  
Subjects: Business and industry; Financial institutions; Germany.

C 18017/18/24 Confiscation by German authorities of cloth exported from Great Britain. Pages 188–191.  
Subjects: Foreign trade; Searches and seizures; Textile industry and fabrics.

C 18172/18/24 Criminal activities of Hermann Huber in Germany. Pages 192–199.  
Subjects: Courts; Germany.

C 18270/18/24 Licenses for importation of British cloth into Rhineland. Pages 200–208.  
Subjects: Rhineland; Textile industry and fabrics.

C 18366/18/24 Outstanding questions under Article 248 of Versailles Treaty to be decided by Reparation Commission. Pages 209–212.  
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Treaty of Versailles.

Volume 9877. Germany Political (cont.).

C 18630/18/24 Agreements for compensation by Germany for loss of French and Belgian rivercraft. Pages 1–35.  
Subjects: Belgium; France; Reparations, Germany; Ships and shipping; Treaties and agreements.

C 18632/18/24 Request by Heinrich Dietrich for release of property in Gold Coast. Pages 36–39.  
Subjects: Colonies, British; Property.

C 18674/18/24 Priority for claims of British nationals in Belgium against Germany for wartime damages. Pages 40–44.  
Subjects: Claims; Reparations, Germany.

C 18712/18/24 Recovery of money belonging to Arcalie Lengrand, French prisoner of war at Rheinbach. Pages 45–48.  
Subject: Property.

C 18756/18/24 Claim of E. Roserus against New Zealand government for payment for services in Samoa. Pages 49–55.  
Subject: Claims.

C 18765/18/24 Coal supply for Allied armies of occupation. Pages 56–62.  
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Coal and coal mining; Rhineland.

C 18770/18/24 Release of British-owned shares of British Petroleum Co. Pages 63–68.  
Subjects: Business and industry; Property; Securities.

C 18878/18/24 Repayment of mortgage on house in Germany by British national. Pages 69–83.  
Subject: Loans.

C 18885/18/24 Reparation claims of individuals against Germany. Pages 84–85.  
Subjects: Claims; Reparations, Germany.

C 18908/18/24 Import of British automobile maintenance goods into Germany. Pages 86–91.  
Subjects: Automobiles and automobile industry; Foreign trade.

C 19040/18/24 Import restrictions on scotch whisky in Germany. Pages 92–97.  
Subjects: Food and food industry; Foreign trade.
C 19053/18/24 Claim of Lt. W. E. White against German government for money detained while prisoner of war. Pages 98–102.
   Subjects: Claims; Property.

C 19205/18/24 Amalgamation of German shipping industry. Pages 103–110.
   Subject: Ships and shipping.

   Subjects: Prisons and prisoners; Treaties and agreements.

C 19253/18/24 Adm. Scheer’s views on German wartime navy and political prospects for Germany. Pages 135–138.
   Subjects: Naval forces, Germany; Political conditions.

C 19328/18/24 Restrictions on armament of German postwar navy. Pages 139–174.
   Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Military weapons and equipment; Naval forces, Germany.

C 19348/18/24 Claim of British Admiralty against Deutsche Levant Linie for pilotage fees at Gibraltar. Pages 175–179.
   Subjects: Business and industry; Claims.

   Subject: Press.

C 19546/18/24 Payment of interest on German prewar bonds. Pages 186–188.
   Subject: Securities.
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Volume 10702. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2/18/25 Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone: delay due to German failure to fulfill disarmament obligations; French and German political and press opinion; area of British occupation after withdrawal. Pages 1–213.
   Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Bavaria; British policy; Cologne; France; Germany, government; Hesse; Political conditions; Press.

Volume 10703. Germany Political (cont.).
C 2/18/25 Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone (cont.): delay due to German failure to fulfill disarmament obligations; Belgian, British, French, and German political opinion; interpretation of Article 429 of Versailles Treaty; area of British occupation after withdrawal. Pages 1–228.
   Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Bavaria; Belgium; British policy; Cologne; Employment and unemployment; France; Germany, government; Hesse; Political conditions; Treaty of Versailles.
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**FO 371, 1925 cont.**

**Volume 10704. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 2/18/25  Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone (cont.): demilitarization and demolition of railways under Versailles Treaty Articles 42 and 43; coordination of Allied organizations; organization of German police and civil administration; transfer of British occupation area to Wiesbaden; amnesties by German government. Pages 1–228.

*Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Cologne; Germany, government; Hesse; Police; Railroads; Rhineland; Treaty of Versailles.

**Volume 10705. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 2/18/25  Allied withdrawal from Cologne zone (cont.): transfer and accommodation of British occupation forces in Wiesbaden; Allied troop reductions. Pages 1–91.

*Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, British; Armed forces, France; Bavaria; British policy; Cologne; Germany, government; Hesse; Political conditions.

C 7/18/25  Division among Allies of German reparation payments and Dawes Plan annuities: report of Paris meeting of Allied financial experts; preparations for Paris meeting of Allied financial ministers. Pages 92–114.

*Subjects*: Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; Reparations, Germany.

C 10/18/25  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control: allocation of funds from Dawes annuities; valuation of services rendered under Articles 8–12 of Rhineland Agreement. Pages 115–227.

*Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.

---
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**Volume 10706. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 10/18/25  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control (cont.): allocation of funds from Dawes annuities; valuation and assessment of services rendered under Articles 8–12 of Rhineland Agreement. Pages 1–300.

*Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Dawes Plan; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.

**Volume 10707. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 10/18/25  Allied Rhineland expenses under Rhineland Agreement for armies of occupation, High Commission, and military control (cont.): allocation of funds from Dawes annuities; valuation and assessment of services rendered under
Articles 8–12 of Rhineland Agreement; reduction in size of French High Commission delegation. Pages 1–72.

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Dawes Plan; France; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Treaties and agreements.


Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Control commissions and guarantee committees; League of Nations.

C 21/18/25 Disarmament of Germany: Military Commission of Control activities, inspections, and final report on German disarmament; continuation of control under “five points”; connection of disarmament to Cologne withdrawal; British and French policy. Pages 108–270.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British policy; Cologne; Control commissions and guarantee committees; France.

Volume 10708. Germany Political (cont.).

C 21/18/25 Disarmament of Germany (cont.): Military Commission of Control final report on German disarmament; Belgian, British, and French policy. Pages 1–331.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Belgium; British policy; Cologne; Control commissions and guarantee committees; France.
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Volume 10709. Germany Political (cont.).

C 21/18/25 Disarmament of Germany (cont.): Military Commission of Control final report on German disarmament; Allied disarmament demands for withdrawal from Cologne. Pages 1–271.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Cologne; Control commissions and guarantee committees; Germany.

Volume 10710. Germany Political (cont.).

C 21/18/25 Disarmament of Germany (cont.): German progress toward disarmament for Allied withdrawal from Cologne; Allied-German negotiations on organization of police, German High Command, military instruction, Königsberg fortress fortifications, and military associations. Pages 1–264.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Cologne; Control commissions and guarantee committees; East Prussia; Germany; Organizations and associations; Police.
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Volume 10711. Germany Political (cont.).

C 21/18/25 Disarmament of Germany (cont.): German progress toward disarmament for Allied withdrawal from Cologne; Allied-German negotiations on organization of
police, German High Command, military instruction, Königsberg fortress
fortifications, and military associations. Pages 1–108.

Subjects: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament,
Germany; Cologne; Control commissions and guarantee committees;
East Prussia; Germany; Organizations and associations; Police.

C 29/18/25 Iron and steel industry negotiations between France and Germany. Pages
109–170.

Subjects: France; Germany; Iron and steel industry.

C 30/18/25 Military situation in Germany: German default on military clauses of Versailles
Treaty; reorganization of German police; Belgian and German political and
press opinion on German disarmament; Allied-German disarmament

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Germany; Germany,
government; Police; Press; Treaty of Versailles.

Volume 10712. Germany Political (cont.).

C 31/18/25 Claim of Maj. de Roemer against Belgian government under Belgian-British
reciprocal agreement on liquidation of enemy property. Pages 1–54.

Subjects: Claims; Property; Treaties and agreements.

C 32/18/25 Coordination of decisions of various divisions of Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral
Tribunal. Pages 55–125.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Courts.

C 33/18/25 Rhineland High Commission minutes. Pages 126–224.

Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 34/18/25 Appointment of employees by Reichsbahn (German State Railways) in
Rhineland. Pages 225–239.

Subjects: Employment and unemployment; Railroads; Rhineland.

C 35/18/25 Political conditions in Germany: formation and policy of Luther government;
fall of Prussian government. Pages 240–[305a].

Subjects: Germany; Germany, government; Political conditions; Prussia.
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Volume 10713. Germany Political (cont.).

C 35/18/25 Political conditions in Germany (cont.): attitude of Rhineland political parties
toward Luther government; Luther government policy; death of President
Friedrich Ebert and election of von Hindenburg; Austrian, Belgian, Dutch,
French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; political
parties. Pages 1–221.

Subjects: Austria; Bavaria; Belgium; Deaths; Elections; Foreign relations;
France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; Netherlands; Poland;
Political conditions; Political parties; Press; Rhineland.

Volume 10714. Germany Political (cont.).

C 35/18/25 Political conditions in Germany (cont.): election of von Hindenburg; American,
Czech, German, Hungarian, and Spanish political and press opinion; foreign
policy; political parties; monarchist movement; Bavarian newspaper libel trial;
reshuffling of Cabinet. Pages 1–242.
Subjects: Bavaria; Czechoslovakia; Deaths; Elections; Foreign relations; France; Germany; Germany, government; Hungary; Political conditions; Political parties; Press; Rhineland; Spain; United States.
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Volume 10715. Germany Political (cont.).
C 51/18/25 Air service between Great Britain and Germany: British and German flight authorizations, routes, and air service agreement; British flights to Czechoslovakia via Germany; Danish, Dutch, and French air service to Germany; prohibition of German flights over Rhineland; status of Bickendorf Aerodrome at Cologne. Pages 1–227.
Subjects: Civil aviation; Cologne; Czechoslovakia; Denmark; France; Great Britain; Netherlands; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10716. Germany Political (cont.).
C 51/18/25 Air service between Great Britain and Germany (cont.): British-German air service agreement; French-German negotiations on air service; prohibition of German flights over Rhineland; status of Bickendorf Aerodrome at Cologne. Pages 1–81.
Subjects: Civil aviation; Cologne; France; Rhineland; Treaties and agreements.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Dawes Plan; Press; Property; United States.
Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France.

Volume 10717. Germany Political (cont.).
Subjects: Communications; Rhineland High Commission.

C 102/18/25 Reparation coal deliveries from Germany to Italy. Pages 21–24.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Italy; Reparations, Germany.

C 109/18/25 Admission of Germany into League of Nations: British, French, German, and Swedish policy. Pages 25–140.
Subjects: British policy; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Sweden.

C 117/18/25 Aeronautical control in Germany: revision of rules for distinction between German civil and military aircraft (British, French, and German proposals); German accession to Air Convention. Pages 141–227.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Arms control and disarmament; Germany; British policy; Civil aviation; Control commissions and
guarantee committees; France; Germany, government; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 10718. Germany Political (cont.).
C 117/18/25 Aeronautical control in Germany (cont.): revision of rules for distinction between German civil and military aircraft (British, French, and German proposals); German restrictions on Allied flights over German territory; future of air control under League of Nations. Pages 1–237.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British policy; Civil aviation; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10719. Germany Political (cont.).
C 117/18/25 Aeronautical control in Germany (cont.): German restrictions on Allied flights over German territory; future of air control under League of Nations supervision or German legislation outlawing military air forces. Pages 1–248.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British policy; Civil aviation; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10720. Germany Political (cont.).
C 124/18/25 Commercial relations between Great Britain and Germany: treaty granting most-favored-nation status and treatment of British colonies and German ex-colonies; import of British coal into Germany; German tariff proposals. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; Trade agreements.
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Volume 10721. Germany Political (cont.).
C 124/18/25 Commercial relations between Great Britain and Germany (cont.): treaty granting most-favored-nation status and treatment of British colonies and German ex-colonies; German import restrictions; import of British coal into Germany; German political opinion. Pages 1–247.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Great Britain; Trade agreements.

Volume 10722. Germany Political (cont.).
C 124/18/25 Commercial relations between Great Britain and Germany (cont.): treaty granting most-favored-nation status; British and German import restrictions; cooperation between British and German coal industries. Pages 1–245.
Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Foreign trade; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Great Britain; Trade agreements.
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Volume 10723. Germany Political (cont.).
C 208/18/25 Return of Saar to Germany: French-German negotiations. Pages 1–18. Subjects: Germany; Saar Territory.
C 252/18/25 Allied position in event of default by Germany under Dawes Plan. Pages 25–38. Subjects: Belgium; British government; Dawes Plan; France; Germany.
C 269/18/25 Reparation (Recovery) Act duties collection alteration in Great Britain: British-German agreement and alignment of procedures with Dawes Plan mechanisms. Pages 39–267. Subjects: British government; Customs duties and fees; Dawes Plan; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10724. Germany Political (cont.).
C 269/18/25 Reparation (Recovery) Act duties collection alteration in Great Britain (cont.): British-German agreement. Pages 1–99. Subjects: British government; Customs duties and fees; Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Reparations, Germany; Treaties and agreements.
C 277/18/25 Restitution agreements between Allies and Germany: Belgian-German and British-German agreements. Pages 100–164. Subjects: Claims; Treaties and agreements.
C 305/18/25 Saar administration: League of Nations discussions; police corruption; suppression of press; protests of local political parties to League of Nations against French influence on Governing Commission. Pages 199–251. Subjects: League of Nations; Police; Political parties; Press; Saar Territory.
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Volume 10725. Germany Political (cont.).
C 305/18/25 Saar administration (cont.): suppression of press; Governing Commission general report; political conditions; preservation of official documents for plebiscite; strikes. Pages 1–102. Subjects: Elections; League of Nations; Political conditions; Press; Saar Territory; Strikes.
Subjects: Education; Saar Territory.

Subjects: Belgium; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Italy; Press; Romania; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10726. Germany Political (cont.).

C 346/18/25  Paris conference of Allied finance ministers on division of Dawes Plan annuities (cont.): Brazilian and Romanian press and political opinion; division of funds among parts of British Empire. Pages 1–27.
Subjects: Brazil; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Dawes Plan; France; Press; Romania; Treaties and agreements.

C 370/18/25  British Embassy at Berlin annual reports, 1923 and 1924, on German political, economic, and social conditions and foreign relations. Pages 28–108.
Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Economic conditions; Foreign relations; Germany; Political conditions; Social conditions.

C 433/18/25  East Prussian access to Vistula River: German-Polish agreement. Pages 109–140.
Subjects: East Prussia; Poland; Rivers and waterways; Treaties and agreements.

C 458/18/25  Reciprocal release of Allied nationals serving prison sentences in Germany and Poland and Upper Silearians sentenced by Allies in Upper Silesia. Pages 141–186.
Subjects: Germany; Poland; Prisons and prisoners; Upper Silesia.

C 459/18/25  European security and Locarno Pact: German and Allied pact proposals; Cologne withdrawal. Pages 187–223.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Cologne; Europe; Germany, government; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10727. Germany Political (cont.).

C 459/18/25  European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Cologne withdrawal; Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Belgium; British policy; Cologne; Europe; France; Germany, government; Press; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 10728. Germany Political (cont.).

C 459/18/25  European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; German arbitration treaties with Czechoslovakia and Poland; Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; League of Nations discussions; German entry into league. Pages 1–204.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Czechoslovakia; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10729. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Romanian, and Vatican political and press opinion; German-Polish arbitration treaty; Geneva Protocol. Pages 1–217.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Czechoslovakia; Denmark; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Hungary; Italy; League of Nations; Netherlands; Poland; Press; Romania; Treaties and agreements; Vatican.

Volume 10730. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Polish, and Swedish political and press opinion; German arbitration treaties with Poland, Sweden, and Denmark; Geneva Protocol; position of British Dominions. Pages 1–252.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Colonies, British; Czechoslovakia; Denmark; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Netherlands; Poland; Press; Sweden; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 10731. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, Polish, and Swedish political and press opinion. Pages 1–236.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Sweden; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10732. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; League Covenant obligations regarding security. Pages 1–230.
Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.
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Volume 10733. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, French, German, and Italian political and press opinion. Pages 1–215.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany, government; Italy; Press; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10734. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion. Pages 1–325.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.
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Volume 10735. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, Dutch, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion. Pages 1–215.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany, government; Italy; Netherlands; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.

Volume 10736. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, French, and German political and press opinion. Pages 1–240.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.
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Volume 10737. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, French, German, and Polish political and press opinion; German-Soviet relations. Pages 1–229.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; Foreign relations; France; Germany, government; Poland; Press; Soviet Union; Treaties and agreements.
Volume 10738. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; German-Soviet relations. Pages 1–212.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; Foreign relations; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Soviet Union; Treaties and agreements; United States.
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Volume 10739. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion. Pages 1–218.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Europe; France; Germany, government; Italy; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10740. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): German and Allied pact proposals and negotiations; American, Belgian, British, Czech, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; German-Czech arbitration treaty; preparations for Locarno Conference. Pages 1–207.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.

Volume 10741. Germany Political (cont.).

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 10742. Germany Political (cont.).
C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): Belgian, British, German, Italian, Polish, and Vatican political and press opinion; Locarno Conference proceedings. Pages 1–197.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Europe; Germany, government; Italy; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; Vatican.
Volume 10743. Germany Political (cont.).

C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, and Polish political and press opinion; Locarno Conference proceedings. Pages 1–245.

Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements.
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Volume 10744. Germany Political (cont.).

C 459/18/25 European security and Locarno Pact (cont.): American, Austrian, British, Czech, Dutch, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Romanian, Spanish, and Swedish political and press opinion; Locarno Conference proceedings; preparation for signature of Locarno treaties at London. Pages 1–222.

Subjects: Austria; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Europe; Germany, government; Hungary; Italy; Netherlands; Poland; Press; Romania; Spain; Sweden; Treaties and agreements; United States.
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Volume 10745. Germany Political (cont.).


Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Conferences and conventions; Czechoslovakia; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Press; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10746. Germany Political (cont.).


Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Colonies, British; Europe; France; Germany, government; Italy; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; Vatican.

Volume 10747. Germany Political (cont.).


Subjects: Belgium; British policy; Colonies, British; Conferences and conventions; Europe; France; Germany; Germany, government; Italy; League of Nations; Poland; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States; Vatican.
Volume 10748. Germany Political (cont.).


Subjects: Colonies, British; Europe; League of Nations; Press; Treaties and agreements; United States.

C 460/18/25 Commercial negotiations and treaties between Germany and Austria, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Portugal, Soviet Union, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, and United States. Pages 40–110.

Subjects: Austria; Belgium; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Great Britain; Greece; Italy; Japan; Mexico; Poland; Portugal; Soviet Union; Spain; Switzerland; Trade agreements; Turkey; United States.

C 464/18/25 Political views of teachers in German schools. Pages 111–118.

Subjects: Education; Germany.


Subjects: League of Nations; Saar Territory.
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Volume 10749. Germany Political (cont.).

C 471/18/25 Saar Governing Commission (cont.): appointment and duties of chairman and members. Pages 1–90.

Subjects: League of Nations; Saar Territory.

C 588/18/25 Limitation of armament of German postwar fleet. Pages 91–94.

Subjects: Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Military weapons and equipment; Naval forces, Germany.

C 589/18/25 Political conditions in France. Pages 95–98.

Subjects: France; Political conditions.

C 628/18/25 Abolition of Belgian-French pledges liquidation services in Rhineland. Pages 99–113.

Subjects: Fines and sanctions; Rhineland.

C 630/18/25 Rhineland High Commission ordinances. Pages 114–[135a].

Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.


Subjects: Business and industry; Claims; Reparation Commission; Ships and shipping.

C 671/18/25 Grant of credit to financial speculators from German state finances and political repercussions. Pages 178–195.

Subjects: Finance; Germany, government; Loans.

C 710/18/25 Military items barred from German manufacture or export. Pages 196–207.

Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Military weapons and equipment.

C 737/18/25 Industrial situation and hours of labor in Germany. Pages 208–220.

Subjects: Business and industry; Germany; Labor conditions.
League of Nations investigation rights in Germany: military status and Rhineland demilitarized zone. Pages 221–258.
*Subjects*: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; League of Nations; Rhineland.

**Volume 10750. Germany Political (cont.).**

C 741/18/25 League of Nations investigation rights in Germany (cont.): military status and Rhineland demilitarized zone. Pages 1–41.
*Subjects*: Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; League of Nations; Rhineland.

*Subjects*: Aircraft and aircraft industry; British government; Civil aviation.

C 842/18/25 Saar economic conditions, commercial relations with France, and customs administration. Pages 59–81.
*Subjects*: Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade; France; Saar Territory.

C 949/18/25 Trans-Atlantic air travel by German zeppelins. Pages 82–85.
*Subjects*: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Civil aviation.

C 950/18/25 Occupation and evacuation of German territory by Allies: history since armistice; area of British occupation after withdrawal from Cologne and reduction in British troops. Pages 86–150.
*Subjects*: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Cologne; Hesse; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 952/18/25 Military Control Commission accounts. Pages 151–158.
*Subject*: Control commissions and guarantee committees.

C 984/18/25 Activities of Hitler in Munich. Pages 159–162.
*Subjects*: Hitler, Adolph; Munich.

*Subjects*: Foreign trade, Germany; Germany, government; Trade agreements; United States.

C 1004/18/25 State aid to German industry and unemployment relief. Pages 207–217.
*Subjects*: Business and industry; Employment and unemployment; Germany, government.

C 1069/18/25 British policy regarding Belgian-French occupation of Ruhr. Pages 218–222.
*Subjects*: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; British policy.

*Subject*: British policy.

C 1137/18/25 Political and commercial relations between France and Germany. Pages 247–262.
*Subjects*: Foreign relations; Foreign trade, Germany; France; Germany; Germany, government.
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Volume 10751. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1246/18/25 Financial conditions in Germany: taxation; budget, 1925–26; currency; credit; industrial situation; government financial policy; deposit of public funds with financial institutions other than Reichsbank. Pages 1–270.
   Subjects: Business and industry; Cologne; Europe; Finance; Financial institutions; Germany; Germany, government; Money; Taxation.

Volume 10752. Germany Political (cont.).
C 1251/18/25 French and Belgian economic sanctions in Ruhr and Rhineland: productivity of sanctions; German compensation to Rhine and Ruhr industrialists. Pages 1–50.
   Subjects: Business and industry; Rhineland; Ruhr.
   Subject: France.
C 1351/18/25 Regulation of arms permits in Occupied Territories by Rhineland High Commission. Pages 68–138.
   Subjects: Military weapons and equipment; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr.
C 1704/18/25 Communication to British Dominions of information on German disarmament, Cologne withdrawal, and European security question. Pages 139–175.
   Subjects: Armed forces, British; Armed forces, Germany; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; British government; Colonies, British.
C 1816/18/25 Communist activity in Germany. Pages 176–182.
   Subjects: Germany; Political conditions.
   Subjects: Dawes Plan; Treaties and agreements.

Volume 10753. Germany Political (cont.).
   Subjects: Armed forces, France; Police; Saar Territory.
C 2115/18/25 International Air Convention: German participation. Pages 66–118.
   Subjects: Civil aviation; Germany, government; Treaties and agreements.
C 2129/18/25 Reparation claims of individuals against Germany. Pages 119–124.
   Subjects: Claims; Reparations, Germany.
C 2245/18/25 Saar currency situation. Pages 125–145.
   Subjects: Money; Saar Territory.
C 2247/18/25 Regulations in Great Britain regarding German patents. Pages 146–160.
   Subjects: British government; Germany; Patents.
   Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.
C 2290/18/25 Economic reprisals against Germany by Romania for German failure to meet Romanian claims under Versailles Treaty. Pages 185–272.
   Subjects: Claims; Economic conditions; Romania; Treaty of Versailles.
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Volume 10754. Germany Political (cont.).

C 2290/18/25 Economic reprisals against Germany by Romania for German failure to meet Romanian claims under Versailles Treaty (cont.). Pages 1–80.

Subjects: Claims; Cologne; Economic conditions; Romania; Treaty of Versailles.


Subjects: Armed forces, France; Bavaria; Courts.


Subjects: Bavaria; Economic conditions; Political conditions.


Subjects: Alsace-Lorraine; Customs duties and fees; Economic conditions; Foreign trade; Germany.

C 2719/18/25 Railways between Soviet Union and Germany. Pages 187–226.

Subjects: Germany; Railroads; Soviet Union.

Volume 10755. Germany Political (cont.).

C 2806/18/25 Evacuation of Ruhr and sanctions bridgeheads (Düsseldorf, Duisburg, Ruhrtor) by France and Belgium. Pages 1–128.

Subjects: Armed forces, Belgium; Armed forces, France; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 2994/18/25 German colonial matters: aspirations for restoration of colonies and claim to mandates under League of Nations; cooperation with Great Britain in development of British colonies. Pages 129–207.

Subjects: Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former); Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations.

Volume 10756. Germany Political (cont.).

C 2994/18/25 German colonial matters (cont.): aspirations for restoration of colonies and claim to mandates under League of Nations. Pages 1–21.

Subjects: Colonies, Germany (former); Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations.

C 3133/18/25 Commercial treaty between Germany and Italy. Pages 22–24.

Subjects: Foreign trade, Germany; Germany; Italy; Trade agreements.

C 3164/18/25 Foreign consular representation at Munich. Pages 25–33.

Subjects: Diplomatic and consular services; Munich.

C 3529/18/25 Allied and German clearing offices’ settlement of debts: German agreements with Saar Governing Commission and Great Britain; treatment of prewar debts. Pages 34–62.

Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Claims; Debts; League of Nations; Saar Territory; Treaties and agreements.

C 3532/18/25 Coal field in Upper Silesia. Pages 63–68.

Subjects: Coal and coal mining; Poland; Upper Silesia.

C 3539/18/25 British policy regarding British independent action against Germany. Pages 69–78.

Subject: British policy.
C 3558/18/25 Annual report on events in Bavaria, 1924. Pages 79–90.
Subjects: Bavaria; Economic conditions; Political conditions; Social conditions.

C 3893/18/25 Arbitration treaty between Germany and Finland. Pages 91–108.
Subjects: Finland; Foreign relations; Germany; Treaties and agreements.

Subjects: Bavaria; Organizations and associations; Political conditions.

C 5036/18/25 Rhineland High Commission: British commissioner’s annual report on activities and administration for 1921. Pages 128–207.
Subject: Rhineland High Commission.

Subjects: Borders and boundaries; France; Germany.

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Rivers and waterways; Ships and shipping; Württemberg.

Subjects: Business and industry; Capital investments.

C 6083/18/25 Prewar German loans and bonds: confiscation and devaluation of German marks deposited in German banks by British nationals; revaluation of loans. Pages 241–275.
Subjects: Financial institutions; Germany; Germany, government; Loans; Securities.
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Volume 10757. Germany Political (cont.).
C 6083/18/25 Prewar German loans and bonds (cont.): confiscation and devaluation of German marks deposited in German banks by British nationals; revaluation of loans and bonds. Pages 1–132.
Subjects: Cologne; Financial institutions; Germany; Germany, government; League of Nations; Loans; Organizations and associations; Securities.

Subjects: Germany; Organizations and associations.

C 6306/18/25 Celebration of millennial anniversary of union of Rhineland and Germany. Pages 143–237.
Subjects: Celebrations; Germany; Rhineland.

Volume 10758. Germany Political (cont.).
C 6306/18/25 Celebration of millennial anniversary of union of Rhineland and Germany (cont.). Pages 1–97.
Subjects: Celebrations; Germany; Rhineland.

C 6485/18/25 Corruption in administration of German property by British Clearing Office. Pages 98–147.
Subjects: Allied commissions and organizations; Courts; Property.
Subjects: Finance; Germany, government; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 8771/18/25 Colonization by Germany of territories mandated to Great Britain. Pages 215–228.
Subjects: Colonies, British; Colonies, Germany (former).

C 9100/18/25 Communist demonstration in Rhineland. Pages 229–236.
Subjects: Demonstrations and protests; Political conditions; Rhineland.

C 9747/18/25 Destruction of German airship hangars and plant at Friederichshafen. Pages 237–240.
Subjects: Aircraft and aircraft industry; Civil aviation.

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Germany, government; Printing and publishing; Rhineland; Ruhr.

Volume 10759. Germany Political (cont.).

Subject: Debts.

C 11661/18/25 Appointment of German commissioner in Rhineland. Pages 8–20.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 13120/18/25 Rhineland occupation conditions alleviation: reduction of Allied troops, relaxation of Rhineland High Commission restrictions, reorganization of civil administration, and amnesties of German nationals convicted of political crimes; appointment of German commissioner; withdrawal from Cologne. Pages 21–203.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.
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Volume 10760. Germany Political (cont.).

C 13120/18/25 Rhineland occupation conditions alleviation (cont.): reduction of Allied troops, relaxation of Rhineland High Commission restrictions, reorganization of civil administration, and amnesties of German nationals convicted of political crimes; appointment of German commissioner; withdrawal from Cologne; police organization. Pages 1–203.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Cologne; Police; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

Volume 10761. Germany Political (cont.).

C 13120/18/25 Rhineland occupation conditions alleviation (cont.): reduction of Allied troops, relaxation of Rhineland High Commission restrictions, reorganization of civil administration, and amnesties of German nationals convicted of political crimes; appointment of German commissioner. Pages 1–169.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Armed forces, British; Arms control and disarmament, Germany; Prisons and prisoners; Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission.

C 13136/18/25 Rhineland High Commission ordinances’ applicability to members of occupying forces. Pages 170–177.
Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Rhineland High Commission.

C 13367/18/25 Rhineland High Commission regulations regarding admission of foreigners into occupied German territory. Pages 178–230.
Subjects: Rhineland; Rhineland High Commission; Ruhr; Transportation and travel.

Volume 10762. Germany Political (cont.).

Subjects: Armed forces, Allied; Land ownership and rights; Rhineland.

C 15403/18/25 Rumors regarding German “cadaver” factories during the war. Pages 16–47.
Subjects: Deaths; War crimes and criminals.

Subjects: Bavaria; Courts.

Subjects: Press; Rhineland; Ruhr.

C 15720/18/25 Settlement regarding title of land in Germany belonging to the Hohenzollerns. Pages 81–85.
Subjects: Germany, government; Land ownership and rights.

C 16629/18/25 Publication of letters of Baron von Holstein, German Foreign Office official, to his bankers, 1876–1906. Pages 86–90.
Subjects: Communications; Germany, government; Printing and publishing.
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Africa
see Colonies, British
see Colonies, Germany (former)

Agriculture
forests and forestry, Rhineland
57: C 10200/18/24
see also Food and food industry

Aircraft and aircraft industry
airship plant, destruction by Allies
94: C 9747/18/25
airships
destruction by Germany;
compensation of Allied
governments 27: C 97/18/24
hangars 27: C 109/18/24
purchase of German plans by
British government
90: C 755/18/25
trans-Atlantic service by Germany
90: C 949/18/25
restrictions on aircraft type in Great
Britain–Germany air service
50: C 3853/18/24
rules for distinguishing German civil
and military aircraft 29–
30: C 174/18/24; 76–
77: C 117/18/25
sale of aeronautical material by
Reparation Commission
44: C 1769/18/24
see also Civil aviation

Allied commissions and
governments
Ambassadors’ Conference, Paris
47: C 2150/18/24
American-German Mixed Claims
Commission, awards
76: C 66/18/25
Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral
Tribunal, coordination of separate
divisions 74: C 32/18/25
arbitrator under Annex to Part 10 of
Section IV of Versailles Treaty,
resignation 67: C 15918/18/24
clearing offices
Allied claims against Germany and
debt liquidation
44: C 1829/18/24;
92: C 3529/18/25
British, corruption allegations
93: C 6485/18/25
German claims against Allies
44: C 1819/18/24
Germany-Czechoslovakia Boundary
Commission, expenses and
completion of work
49: C 3265/18/24
Germany-Poland Boundary
Commission, Vistula River access
36: C 609/18/24
Interallied Railway Commission
28: C 147/18/24
Allied commissions and organizations cont.

Mission Interalliée de Contrôle des Unies et des Mines (MICUM)
agreements with Rhineland and Ruhr industry and mines on reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
British Rhineland zone, admission of officers into 42: C 1346/18/24
employment of German officials at MICUM operated coal mines 43: C 1527/18/24
reimbursement of Ruhr expenditures 47: C 2301/18/24
steel exports and licensing from Ruhr and Rhineland 32: C 278/18/24;
57: C 10640/18/24
taxation of Ruhr coal mines 35: C 524/18/24
National Services for Restitution and Reparation in Kind 47: C 2147/18/24
Reparation Commission
British delegation 45: C 2015/18/24
decisions on questions under Article 248 of Versailles Treaty 69: C 18366/18/24
sale of German aeronautical material 44: C 1769/18/24
Rhineland expenses investigative committees 35: C 499/18/24
Upper Silesia Commission, disposal of remaining funds 50: C 4268/18/24
see also Control commissions and guarantee committees
see also Reparation Commission
see also Rhineland High Commission

Alsace-Lorraine
commercial relations with Germany 31: C 241/18/24; 92: C 2690/18/25
steel industry, relations with Ruhr 31: C 236/18/24

Argentina
business and industry 44: C 1819/18/24
destroyers, refitting in Germany 69: C 17863/18/24
see also Naval forces, Argentina

Armed forces, Allied
occupation and evacuation of German territory since armistice 90: C 950/18/25
occupation of German territory, German government publications 93: C 9872/18/25
Rhineland
alleviation of occupation conditions 93–94: C 13120/18/25
applicability of Rhineland High Commission ordinances to 51: C 4796/18/24;
94: C 13136/18/25
coil supply 69: C 18765/18/24
Cologne, withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25;
80: C 459/18/25;
93–94: C 13120/18/25
Duisburg, Düsseldorf, and Ruhrort, occupation; March 1921 55: C 7589/18/24
exemption from German tax on beer and wine 55: C 8650/18/24
expenses 35: C 499/18/24; 71–72: C 10/18/25
high command 57: C 11183/18/24
housing construction, repair, and funding 44: C 1869/18/24
land requisition 94: C 14225/18/25
Mannheim and Karlsruhe, withdrawal 92: C 5283/18/25
reduction of troop strength 93–94: C 13120/18/25
services and deliveries from German government under Rhineland Agreement 35: C 499/18/24; 71–72: C 10/18/25
troop reductions 71: C 2/18/25

Armed forces, Belgium
occupied Germany, strength 1: C 2/18/24; 76: C 84/18/25
Rhineland, Cologne zone withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25
Rhineland, Duisburg, Düsseldorf, and Ruhrort withdrawal 92: C 2806/18/25
Ruhr, occupation 28–29: C 148/18/24; 42: C 1346/18/24; 47: C 2534/18/24, C 2839/18/24; 49: C 3131/18/24; 90: C 1069/18/25
Ruhr, withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 92: C 2806/18/25

**Armed forces, British**

Army on the Rhine, commander in chief, requisition of house
44: C 1869/18/24
Army on the Rhine, status
29: C 148/18/24
chief of British section of Military Control Commission, appointment
50: C 4388/18/24

Rhineland
area of occupation after withdrawal from Cologne 70–71: C 2/18/25; 90: C 950/18/25; 93–94: C 13120/18/25
Cologne zone, withdrawal
51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25; 80: C 459/18/25; 91: C 1704/18/25
intelligence notes 38–39: C 846/18/24
strength reduction 90: C 950/18/25

**Armed forces, France**

Bavarian Palatinate, colonial troops
92: C 2608/18/25
chief of French section of Military Control Commission, appointment
50: C 4388/18/24
occupied Germany, railways and security 28: C 147/18/24
occupied Germany, strength
1: C 2/18/24; 76: C 84/18/25
plebiscite areas in Germany, expense reimbursement 47: C 2847/18/24

Rhineland
Cologne zone, withdrawal
51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25
Duisburg, Düsseldorf, and Ruhrort, withdrawal 92: C 2806/18/25
extension of occupation
45: C 2048/18/24
land requisition 29: C 162/18/24

Mainz, building requisition
44: C 1869/18/24
sugar seizure 34: C 428/18/24
Ruhr
expenses 20: C 79/18/24; 49: C 3131/18/24
occupation 28–29: C 148/18/24; 42: C 1346/18/24; 44: C 1869/18/24; 47: C 2534/18/24, C 2839/18/24; 48: C 2900/18/24; 90: C 1069/18/25
withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 92: C 2806/18/25

**Armed forces, Germany**

Bavaria, control 36: C 668/18/24
deployment, organization, and activity 38–39: C 846/18/24; 53–55: C 7070/18/24
disarmament, general
91: C 1704/18/25
disarmament, investigation rights of League of Nations 90: C 741/18/25
general 56: C 10039/18/24
High Command and military instruction 73–74: C 21/18/25
military intelligence activity
47: C 2199/18/24
mobilization 53: C 5958/18/24
preparations for war
52: C 5725/18/24; 55: C 9045/18/24
recruitment and training for by nationalist paramilitary groups 48: C 2977/18/24
Rhineland demilitarized zone
66: C 15083/18/24
see also Arms control and disarmament, Germany

**Armed forces, Italy**

plebiscite areas in Germany, expense reimbursement 47: C 2847/18/24

**Armed forces, Japan**

plebiscite areas in Germany, expense reimbursement 47: C 2847/18/24
Armed forces, paramilitary
  Germany, nationalist organizations
    48: C 2977/18/24
    Germany, organization and activity
    38–39: C 846/18/24
Armed forces, U.S.
  Rhineland, occupation costs
    52: C 5879/18/24
Arms control and disarmament, Germany
  aeronautical control 27: C 109/18/24; 72: C 19/18/25; 76–77: C 117/18/25
  Allied-German negotiations 73–74: C 21/18/25; 74: C 30/18/25
  general 39: C 903/18/24; 41: C 1043/18/24; 91: C 1704/18/25
  League of Nations involvement
    47: C 2616/18/24; 57: C 10424/18/24; 72: C 19/18/25; 77: C 117/18/25; 90: C 741/18/25
military control and disarmament, general 35: C 499/18/24; 37–38: C 737/18/24; 38: C 798/18/24; 50: C 3967/18/24
military control and disarmament, progress 2: C 9/18/24–4: C 9/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25; 72: C 21/18/25–74: C 30/18/25
naval control, restrictions on armament of German postwar fleet
  69: C 19328/18/24; 90: C 588/18/25
war material, surrender, disposal, and liquidation
  16: C 71/18/24; 40: C 977/18/24; 43: C 1442/18/24; 1765/18/24; 94: C 9747/18/25
see also Control commissions and guarantee committees
Arrests
  Bavarian Palatinate, antiseparatists by French for reprisals against separatists 25–27: C 91/18/24
  Bavarian Palatinate, Rhineland, and Ruhr residents by Allied authorities during passive resistance 36–37: C 735/18/24
  Cologne official by British authorities for conspiracy to issue false Belgian-French Régie notes
    55: C 8647/18/24
  military control officers in Germany
    2: C 9/18/24
  Gen. von Nathusius by French for theft during war
  Rhineland, antiseparatists by French
    29: C 149/18/24
  Rhineland, British zone; separatists by German authorities
    29: C 149/18/24
Asia
  see China
  see Japan
  see Siam
  see Soviet Union
  see Turkey
Austria
  foreign trade with Germany, commercial treaty
    65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
Automobiles and automobile industry
  British in Rhineland, seizure by Belgian authorities
    50: C 3925/18/24
  maintenance items, import into Germany from Great Britain
    69: C 18908/18/24
Bavaria
  economic conditions
    49: C 3361/18/24; 92: C 3558/18/25
  elections, Landtag
    36: C 668/18/24
  foreign consular corps, relationship to government
    50: C 3822/18/24
  Ingolstadt, anti-Allied demonstration
    4: C 9/18/24
  nationalist movement
    36: C 668/18/24; 48: C 2894/18/24; 92: C 4187/18/25
  National Socialist Party activities
    36: C 668/18/24
  newspapers, libel trial
    75: C 35/18/25
Palatinate

economic conditions
92: C 2609/18/25
Mainz, official funds confiscation by French authorities for compensation of death of French national 48: C 3069/18/24
misconduct of French colonial troops 92: C 2608/18/25
passive resistance, arrests, imprisonment and release, and expulsions and return of residents by Allied authorities 36–37: C 735/18/24
political conditions
92: C 2609/18/25
separatist movement and government 23–27: C 91/18/24
Treuhand activity 41–42: C 1182/18/24
political conditions 36: C 668/18/24; 49: C 3361/18/24; 92: C 3558/18/25
political opinion on separatist movement in Palatinate 26–27: C 91/18/24
railways, control 36: C 668/18/24
relations with Vatican, concordat 69: C 17747/18/24
riots, expulsion of Jews 34: C 385/18/24
royalist movement 36: C 668/18/24
social conditions 49: C 3361/18/24; 92: C 3558/18/25
treason case 94: C 15515/18/25
see also Munich

Belgium

action in event of German default under Dawes Plan 79: C 252/18/25
arms and ammunition, manufacture for Germany 53: C 6303/18/24
civil aviation, Sabena air service 8: C 58/18/24
declaration of war in 1914 55: C 7234/18/24
deportees during World War I 47: C 2182/18/24

Deutsche Bank interests, repurchase 69: C 17715/18/24
Eupen and Malmédy archives, delivery from Germany 55: C 8620/18/24
food, German purchase 9: C 70/18/24
policy and political opinion agreements between Ruhr and Rhineland industry and mines and MICUM and Reparation Commission 21: C 79/18/24
application of German financial legislation in Rhineland 50: C 4273/18/24
Bavarian Palatinate separatist movement 24: C 91/18/24
Cologne withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25
Dawes Plan 9–13: C 70/18/24;
41: C 1043/18/24
disarmament of Germany 72: C 21/18/25
financial 41: C 1043/18/24
food situation in Germany 20: C 76/18/24
German war guilt 52: C 5277/18/24
influence of France on Belgium 41: C 1043/18/24
League of Nations admission of Germany, political opinion 46: C 2072/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan 56: C 10193/18/24;
64: C 11645/18/24
military control 41: C 1043/18/24
reparations 19: C 75/18/24;
41: C 1043/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr railways 28: C 147/18/24
Rhineland political status and French security 45: C 2048/18/24
Ruhr occupation 41: C 1043/18/24
Ruhr withdrawal 23: C 82/18/24
security question 41: C 1043/18/24;
81–89: C 459/18/25
railway Régie, Rhineland and Ruhr 28: C 147/18/24
Belgium cont.
reparations from Germany
compensation for loss of rivercraft
69: C 18630/18/24
deliveries in kind, general
31: C 266/18/24
deliveries in kind, Rhineland and Ruhr industry 20–21: C 79/18/24; 23: C 82/18/24; 30–31: C 205/18/24;
41: C 990/18/24
priority 67–68: C 15968/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, negotiations with Germany on administrative and economic issues 8: C 51/18/24
shipping 31: C 254/18/24
trade with Africa, arms exports
52: C 5571/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
89: C 460/18/25
see also Armed forces, Belgium

Berlin
air service to London
50: C 3853/18/24
diplomatic community, British
Embassy annual report
50: C 4335/18/24
India News Service and Information
Bureau activity 30: C 198/18/24
Soviet Union trade delegation, police raid 55: C 7223/18/24
telephone cable to Hamburg
49: C 3221/18/24

Bolivia
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24

Borders and boundaries
Germany, eastern boundary of occupied territory 43: C 1527/18/24
Germany with Czechoslovakia, Boundary Commission work
49: C 3265/18/24
Germany with France, demarcation
92: C 5204/18/25
Germany with Poland, demarcation 36: C 609/18/24
Rhineland with France, deployment of international peacekeeping troops
45: C 2048/18/24

Brazil
claims against Germany under Article 263 of Versailles Treaty
41: C 1114/18/24

British government
action in event of German default under Dawes Plan 79: C 252/18/25
communication of correspondence regarding Rhineland, Ruhr, and reparations to British delegation, Reparation Commission
45: C 2015/18/24
communication of information on Germany to Dominions
91: C 1704/18/25
Foreign Office, direct communication with “Pertinax” (French newspaper columnist) 57: C 10831/18/24
foreign secretary 57: C 11103/18/24
home secretary, remarks regarding revision of Versailles Treaty
48: C 3082/18/24
House of Commons, foreign policy debate 39: C 903/18/24
prime minister 39: C 903/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24
purchase of German zeppelin plans
90: C 755/18/25
regulations on German patents
91: C 2247/18/25
Reparations (Recovery) Act, negotiations with German government 22–23: C 81/18/24;
79: C 269/18/25

British policy
aircraft, rules for distinguishing German civil and military
30: C 174/18/24; 76–77: C 117/18/25
Bavarian Palatinate separatist movement 23–25: C 91/18/24
Dawes Plan 9–16: C 70/18/24;
39: C 903/18/24; 48: C 2900/18/24
disarmament of Germany
72: C 21/18/25
entry of Germany into League of Nations 46: C 2072/18/24;
76: C 109/18/25
food situation in Germany
20: C 76/18/24
foreign policy 42: C 1288/18/24
German war guilt 52: C 5277/18/24; 90: C 1085/18/25
independent action by Great Britain against Germany 92: C 3539/18/25
League of Nations involvement in military control and disarmament 47: C 2616/18/24
military control 2: C 9/18/24
relations with France 39: C 903/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24; 48: C 2900/18/24
relations with Germany 39: C 903/18/24
Reparations (Recovery) Act, German financial situation effect on reparations 19: C 75/18/24; 39: C 903/18/24
Rhineland
application of German financial legislation 50: C 4273/18/24
Cologne withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25
customs 29: C 156/18/24; 42: C 1346/18/24
High Commission agreements with Rhineland and Ruhr industry 30–31: C 205/18/24
industry and mines agreements with MICUM and Reparation Commission 20–21: C 79/18/24
occupation 42: C 1346/18/24
political status and French security 45–46: C 2048/18/24
Ruhr
customs 29: C 156/18/24
industry and mines agreements with MICUM and Reparation Commission 20–21: C 79/18/24
occupation 39: C 903/18/24; 42: C 1346/18/24; 47–48: C 2839/18/24; 49: C 3131/18/24; 90: C 1069/18/25
security question 81–89: C 459/18/25
Versailles Treaty revision 48: C 3082/18/24

Bulgaria
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24

Business and industry
British, government assistance 35: C 524/18/24
British, Reparations (Recovery) Act reimbursement by German government 27: C 94/18/24
British Petroleum Co. 69: C 18770/18/24
J. C. Brown and Co. 47: C 2841/18/24
C.O.M., Ltd. 35: C 524/18/24
Deutsche Amerikanische Petroleum Gesellschaft 90: C 651/18/25
Deutsche Levant Linie 69: C 19348/18/24
Germany
competitive power 41: C 1133/18/24; 43: C 1444/18/24
France investment in, reparations settlement 4: C 25/18/24
industrial conditions 52: C 5484/18/24; 90: C 737/18/25; 91: C 1246/18/25
insurance 69: C 17798/18/24
participation of German banks 69: C 17993/18/24
productivity and working hours 43: C 1444/18/24
Reparations (Recovery) Act reimbursement by German government 23: C 81/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
capital situation 41: C 1117/18/24
compensation by German government for losses during Belgian-French sanctions 91: C 1251/18/25
cost of passive resistance 50: C 3467/18/24
Business and industry cont.
Rhineland and Ruhr cont.
general 56: C 9737/18/24
heavy industry 41: C 990/18/24
industrial conditions 28–29: C 148/18/24
industry relations with Rhineland
High Commission 30–31: C 205/18/24
insurance, foreign companies
50: C 4257/18/24
international company for
administration of railways
28: C 147/18/24
profitteering by retailers, Cologne
38: C 759/18/24
smelting and chemical plant
construction 41: C 1112/18/24
Stinnes Group commercial and
industrial interests
57: C 10375/18/24
state aid 90: C 1004/18/25
Hirschberg and Co. 44: C 1819/18/24
Krupp A.G. 36: C 644/18/24;
44: C 1836/18/24;
50: C 4014/18/24;
68: C 16109/18/24;
92: C 5521/18/25
Mannesmann Tube Works
36: C 644/18/24
Mitropa Co. 42: C 1276/18/24
Nobel Industries, Ltd.
48: C 3009/18/24
Orconera Iron Ore Co.
68: C 16109/18/24
Sabena air service 8: C 58/18/24
Soviet Union, war industry
55: C 7944/18/24
Standard Oil Co. 90: C 651/18/25
Switzerland, Ruhr occupation effect
55: C 7235/18/24
Totte Milch and Co. 47: C 2841/18/24
J. Wild & Co. 50: C 3925/18/24
see also Agriculture
see also Aircraft and aircraft industry
see also Automobiles and automobile industry
see also Capital investments
see also Chemicals and chemical industry
see also Communications
see also Construction and repair
see also Exhibitions and trade fairs
see also Finance
see also Financial institutions
see also Fish and fishing industry
see also Iron and steel industry
see also Mines and mineral industries
see also Textile industry and fabrics

Canals
Kiel Canal, denial of passage to
British ship 52: C 5832/18/24
Rhine-Danube Canal financing
55: C 8524/18/24
Rhine-Herne, preferential treatment of
Belgian and French shipping
31: C 254/18/24

Capital investments
France in Germany, reparations
settlement 4: C 25/18/24
international in Krupp A.G.
92: C 5521/18/25
investment abroad 8: C 70/18/24;
33: C 371/18/24
Ruhr, industry 41: C 1117/18/24
security given to MICUM by
Rhineland and Ruhr industrialists
for payment of coal tax 20–21:
C 79/18/24
shipping companies 47: C 2235/18/24

Celebrations
anniversary of Rhineland union with
Germany 93: C 6306/18/25
anniversary of war, Germany
65: C 12392/18/24
anniversary of Weimar Republic,
Germany 65: C 13007/18/24

Chemicals and chemical industry
dyes
agreement between British and
German industries
39: C 860/18/24
agreement between French and
German industries
39: C 860/18/24
reparations from Germany,
deliveries to Great Britain
39: C 860/18/24
plant construction, Rhineland
41: C 1112/18/24
China
arms and ammunition from Germany
67: C 15941/18/24;
69: C 17936/18/24
extension of credit by Germany
49: C 3299/18/24

Citizenship
British, general 49: C 3239/18/24
general 46: C 2057/18/24
nationality of Upper Silesian women
living in Tanganyika Territory
40: C 980/18/24

Civil aviation
Air Convention, German accession
30: C 174/18/24; 76–
77: C 117/18/25; 91: C 2115/18/25
Allied flights over Germany
49: C 3373/18/24; 77: C 117/18/25
Bickendorf Aerodrome 8: C 58/18/24
British, service to Czechoslovakia
34: C 452/18/24; 76: C 51/18/25
British, service to Germany
34: C 452/18/24; 50: C 3853/18/24;
76: C 51/18/25
Denmark, service to Germany
76: C 51/18/25
France, service to Germany
76: C 51/18/25

Germany
distinction between German civil
and military aircraft, rules 76–
77: C 117/18/25
exhibition at Frankfurt
66: C 14334/18/24
general 53–55: C 7070/18/24
Rhineland, airship construction
68: C 17191/18/24
service to Great Britain
34: C 452/18/24;
49: C 3373/18/24;
50: C 3853/18/24;
76: C 51/18/25
service to occupied Germany
49: C 3373/18/24;
76: C 51/18/25
trans-Atlantic zeppelin service
90: C 949/18/25
Netherlands, service to Germany
76: C 51/18/25

Claims
Allied against Germany
44: C 1829/18/24;
92: C 3529/18/25
Belgian government against German
government 45: C 1969/18/24;
79: C 277/18/25
Belgian subjects against German
government 47: C 2182/18/24
Brazil against Germany
41: C 1114/18/24
British corporations
against Belgian government
47: C 2841/18/24
against German corporations
69: C 17629/18/24
against German government
69: C 17355/18/24
British government against German
government 34–35: C 458/18/24;
69: C 19348/18/24;
79: C 277/18/25
British subjects
against Bavarian government
52: C 5329/18/24
against Belgian government
74: C 31/18/25
against British government
50: C 3909/18/24
against German government 49–
50: C 3433/18/24;
50: C 3730/18/24, C 4173/18/24;
52: C 5677/18/24;
69: C 18674/18/24,
C 18885/18/24, C 19053/18/24;
91: C 2129/18/25
France against Germany
45: C 1969/18/24
German government against British
government 44: C 1929/18/24; 46–
47: C 2096/18/24
German municipalities against British
nationals 69: C 17798/18/24
German nationals
against British government
69: C 17674/18/24
against British subjects
55: C 7943/18/24
against New Zealand government
69: C 18756/18/24
Claims cont.
Romania against German government 91–92: C 2290/18/25
United States against Reparation Commission 90: C 651/18/25
see also Reparations, Germany

Coal and coal mining
British, exports to Germany 77–78: C 124/18/25
British, production 28: C 110/18/24
cooperation between British and German industries 78: C 124/18/25
Germany, treaty with Czechoslovakia 66: C 14335/18/24
reparations deliveries 27–28: C 110/18/24; 29: C 148/18/24; 40–41: C 990/18/24; 76: C 102/18/25
Rhineland, import/export restrictions 41: C 1131/18/24
Ruhr
employment of German officials at MICUM operated mines 43: C 1527/18/24
exports license system 41: C 990/18/24
general 35: C 524/18/24
import/export restrictions 41: C 1131/18/24
production 28–29: C 148/18/24; 40–41: C 990/18/24
strike 55: C 7476/18/24
Saxony, strike 55: C 7476/18/24
supply, Allied armed forces in Rhineland 69: C 18765/18/24
supply, Norway State Railways 42: C 1202/18/24
Upper Silesia, coal field 92: C 3532/18/25
Upper Silesia, strike 55: C 7476/18/24

Cologne
air service to London 50: C 3853/18/24
air service to London, Saarbruck, and Prague 34: C 452/18/24
amnesties by German government for residents who assisted British forces 71: C 2/18/25
armed forces, Allied; withdrawal 72–74: C 21/18/25; 80: C 459/18/25
armed forces, British; withdrawal 38: C 737/18/24; 51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25; 90–94: C 950/18/25
arrest of city official by British authorities 55: C 8647/18/24
demilitarization after Allied withdrawal 71: C 2/18/25
fence, German claim against British government for purchase price 44: C 1929/18/24
food loan 40: C 955/18/24
food situation 38: C 759/18/24
harbor construction 44: C 1876/18/24
police, organization 73–74: C 21/18/25
profiteering 38: C 759/18/24
social conditions 38: C 759/18/24
trade exhibition buildings expansion 38: C 763/18/24

Colonies, British
Australia, extension of British-German agreement on property rights and claims under Article 297 of Versailles Treaty 55: C 7354/18/24
Australia, treatment of German nationals and property in New Guinea 52: C 5224/18/24
Canada, immigration from Germany 36: C 614/18/24
commercial treaty between Great Britain and Germany, status under 77–78: C 124/18/25
communication to, by British government of information regarding Germany 91: C 1704/18/25
Dawes Plan annuities, division 80: C 346/18/25
development, German cooperation in 92: C 2994/18/25
Gold Coast, currency counterfeiting 38: C 829/18/24
Gold Coast, German property 69: C 18632/18/24
India, agitators in Germany 30: C 198/18/24
India, counterfeiting of rupees in Germany 8: C 57/18/24
Irish Free State, economic conditions
68: C 16518/18/24
Irish Free State, evasion of
Reparations (Recovery) Act of
duties 22: C 81/18/24
Locarno Pact, position under
81: C 459/18/25; 89: C 459/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
representation 56–
57: C 10193/18/24
mandates under League of Nations,
colonization by Germany
93: C 8771/18/25
property, German 55: C 7354/18/24
South Africa, German property
29: C 151/18/24
South Africa, seizure of German arms
and ammunition bound for China
67: C 15941/18/24
Trinidad and Tobago, German
property 52: C 5677/18/24
Colonies, Germany (former)
colonization by Germany in British
mandates 93: C 8771/18/25
commercial treaty between Great
Britain and Germany, status under
77–78: C 124/18/25
general 56: C 10167/18/24
New Guinea, restrictions on entry of
German ships 31: C 253/18/24
New Guinea, treatment of German
nationals and property by
Australian government
52: C 5224/18/24
restoration, German aspirations for
92: C 2994/18/25
Samoa, property sequestration
43: C 1699/18/24
South West Africa 29: C 151/18/24
Tanganyika Territory, German
property 67: C 15710/18/24;
69: C 17366/18/24
Tanganyika Territory, nationality of
Upper Silesian women in
40: C 980/18/24
Communications
letters from Baron von Holstein to
bankers, publication
94: C 16629/18/25
postal
Deutsche Reichspost creation
47: C 2270/18/24
between Great Britain and British
Rhineland zone
47: C 2270/18/24
Rhineland, loss of registered letters
66: C 14052/18/24
Rhineland, postal districts
reorganization
69: C 17835/18/24;
76: C 91/18/25
telephone
equipment, reparations from
Germany to Italy
31: C 266/18/24
lines, construction in Rhineland
53: C 6432/18/24
underground cable between Berlin
and Hamburg 49: C 3221/18/24
see also Press
see also Printing and publishing
Conferences and conventions
Allied
British-French prime ministers
42: C 1288/18/24;
57: C 10794/18/24
finance ministers at Paris, division
of German reparation payments
and Dawes annuities
15: C 70/18/24; 67–
68: C 15968/18/24; 71–
72: C 7/18/25; 80: C 346/18/25
financial experts at Paris, division
of German reparation payments
and Dawes annuities 15–
16: C 70/18/24; 67–
68: C 15968/18/24;
71: C 7/18/25
1919 Peace Conference
48: C 2924/18/24
1920 48: C 3030/18/24
1922 40: C 912/18/24
procedures 57: C 11477/18/24
Locarno Conference 86–
88: C 459/18/25
Conferences and conventions cont.
London Conference on Dawes Plan
15: C 70/18/24; 56: C 9837/18/24;
56–57: C 10193/18/24; 58–
64: C 11495/18/24; 64–
65: C 11645/18/24

Construction and repair
buildings for Allied use, Rhineland
44: C 1869/18/24
ingeering, Krupp businesses in
Spain 44: C 1836/18/24
France, reconstruction of devastated
regions 45: C 1969/18/24
harbor, Cologne 44: C 1876/18/24
smelting and chemical plant,
Rhineland 41: C 1112/18/24

Control commissions and guarantee
committees
Aeronautical Committee of Guarantee
aeronautical control in Germany
after withdrawal 76–
77: C 117/18/25
expenses 44: C 1950/18/24
site inspections 27: C 109/18/24;
72: C 19/18/25
general, allowances 16: C 72/18/24;
47: C 2271/18/24
guarantee committees, operation
duration 50: C 3697/18/24
Military Commission of Control
appointment of British and French
section chiefs 50: C 4388/18/24
council meetings 1–2: C 4/18/24
expenses 71–72: C 10/18/25;
90: C 952/18/25
extracts from member diaries
55: C 9450/18/24
final report on German
disarmament 72–74: C 21/18/25
inclusion of naval officers for final
naval inspections
43: C 1442/18/24
intelligence diaries 53–
55: C 7070/18/24
replacement by guarantee
committee 3: C 9/18/24
site inspections 2: C 9/18/24;
4: C 9/18/24; 72: C 21/18/25
staff reduction 4: C 9/18/24

Naval Commission of Control, activity
and withdrawal 43: C 1442/18/24
Naval Commission of Control,
procedures for taking delivery of
surrendered naval equipment
40: C 977/18/24

Courts
Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal
74: C 32/18/25
Belgian-German Mixed Arbitral
Tribunal 47: C 2182/18/24
criminal in Germany, annulment of
decision by Rhineland High
Commission 49: C 3198/18/24
International Court of Justice
52: C 5832/18/24

Crimes and criminals
aid to Allied authorities during passive
resistance 57: C 10290/18/24
assassination, attempt against Gen.
von Seeckt 39: C 856/18/24
assassination, German national
employed by Belgian-French
customs in Palatinate
52: C 5290/18/24
civil offenses in occupied territories
51: C 4607/18/24
conspiracy to issue false Regié notes,
Cologne 55: C 8647/18/24
corruption in British Clearing Office
93: C 6485/18/25
counterfeiting, Gold Coast currency
38: C 829/18/24
counterfeiting, Indian rupee notes
8: C 57/18/24
espionage 52: C 5647/18/24;
68: C 16147/18/24, C 16863/18/24
French colonial troops, abuses in
Bavarian Palatinate
92: C 2608/18/25
general 69: C 18172/18/24
political crimes, Upper Silesia
47: C 2150/18/24
reactionary 68: C 17060/18/24
treason, Bavaria 94: C 15515/18/25
see also Arrests
see also Prisons and prisoners
see also War crimes and criminals
Customs duties and fees
British, Reparations (Recovery) Act duties 22–23: C 81/18/24; 27: C 94/18/24; 79: C 269/18/25
British, seizure of German traveler’s personal property 36: C 552/18/24
Germany duties on Alsatian imports 31: C 241/18/24; 92: C 2690/18/25
duties on Luxembourgian goods 47: C 2542/18/24
occupied territories
Belgian-French regime 30– 31: C 205/18/24;
42: C 1346/18/24
British zone, admission of Belgian-French customs officers 42: C 1346/18/24
Ruhr pledges fund, repayment of French and Belgian occupation expenses
49: C 3131/18/24
tariffs on British goods 32: C 330/18/24
treatment of Czech and French cotton imports 51: C 4625/18/24
Saar 90: C 842/18/25
Czechoslovakia
arbitration treaty with Germany 81: C 459/18/25; 86: C 459/18/25
border with Germany, demarcation by Allied commission
49: C 3265/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan, representation 56– 57: C 10193/18/24
political opinion, reparations
19: C 75/18/24
political opinion, security question
81: C 459/18/25; 86: C 459/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
Prague, air service from London via Cologne 34: C 452/18/24
reimbursement of Allied expenses for plebiscite area occupation
47: C 2847/18/24
reparations claim 19: C 75/18/24
trade with Germany, coal 66: C 14335/18/24
trade with Germany, general 51: C 4625/18/24;
65: C 12698/18/24
Danzig
reimbursement of Allied expenses for occupation plebiscite area occupation 47: C 2847/18/24
Dawes Plan
acceptance by France in exchange for U.S. financial aid
55: C 7465/18/24
annuities
division among Allies 15– 16: C 70/18/24; 67–
68: C 15968/18/24;
71: C 7/18/25; 80: C 346/18/25
payment of Allied Rhineland expenses 71–72: C 10/18/25
U.S. claim 67–68: C 15968/18/24;
76: C 66/18/25
British intelligence reports on
49: C 3314/18/24
clearing office process, effect on Reparation Commission
involvement 44: C 1829/18/24
committee organization under 11– 16: C 70/18/24
Dawes Committee report on German budget and currency 8– 9: C 70/18/24
default by Germany under, Allied action
79: C 252/18/25
economic and financial conditions in Germany, London conference discussion 58–64: C 11495/18/24
economic integration of Occupied Territories and unoccupied Germany 65–66: C 13373/18/24
German liabilities 15–16: C 70/18/24
implementation 10–16: C 70/18/24
liquidation of prewar German property under Article 297 of Versailles Treaty 17: C 73/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan implementation 15: C 70/18/24;
56: C 9837/18/24; 58– 64: C 11495/18/24; 64–
65: C 11645/18/24
**Dawes Plan cont.**

London Protocol on implementation
62: C 11495/18/24;
64: C 11495/18/24;
91: C 1817/18/25
organizations established under, appointment of British civil servants
to 69: C 17448/18/24
railways in Germany, impact
55: C 9453/18/24;
57: C 11457/18/24
railways in Rhineland and Ruhr, provisions 28: C 147/18/24
Reparations (Recovery) Act levy, modifications 22: C 81/18/24;
79: C 269/18/25
reparations in kind from Germany 32: C 266/18/24; 58–
64: C 11495/18/24
transfer of German-owned public concessions securities to Reparation Commission under Article 260 of Versailles Treaty 17: C 73/18/24
U.S. participation 76: C 66/18/25
working hours, impact on 43: C 1444/18/24

**Deaths**

Ebert, President Friedrich
75: C 35/18/25
French national in Mainz
48: C 3069/18/24
wartime, “cadaver factories” rumor
94: C 15403/18/25

**Debts**

British-German under Article 296 of Versailles Treaty 51: C 4740/18/24
foreign, owed to British nationals
93: C 10344/18/25
inter-Allied, war debts 19: C 75/18/24
payment at prewar exchange rates via clearing offices
44: C 1829/18/24;
92: C 3529/18/25
public, distribution to Poland for Upper Silesia territory
67: C 15589/18/24
public, general 34: C 371/18/24

**Demonstrations and protests**

anti-Allied at Ingolstadt 4: C 9/18/24
Communist in Rhineland
93: C 9100/18/25
nationalist 48: C 2977/18/24
riots, Bavaria; expulsion of Jews
34: C 385/18/24

**Denmark**

arbitration treaty with Germany 81: C 459/18/25
cooperation with Great Britain and Netherlands in European security settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
subscriptions to German gold bank 34: C 371/18/24

**Diplomatic and consular services**

Allied at London, procedures for discussions with British foreign secretary 57: C 11103/18/24
British in Germany, consul general at Munich 67: C 15923/18/24
British in Germany, embassy at Berlin 33: C 370/18/24; 80: C 370/18/25
British in Poland, commercial secretary at Warsaw 66: C 15534/18/24
foreign at Berlin 50: C 4335/18/24
foreign at Munich 50: C 3822/18/24; 92: C 3164/18/25
Germany in Great Britain, consular fees for legalization of documents 43: C 1679/18/24
Soviet Union in Germany, trade delegation at Berlin 55: C 7223/18/24
see also Diplomatic appointments

**Diplomatic appointments**

British consul at Mainz 26: C 91/18/24
foreign in Rhineland and Ruhr, approval by Rhineland High Commission 39: C 850/18/24
Turkey in Germany, ambassador 67: C 15771/18/24

**Disasters**

industrial explosion, Oppau 48: C 3059/18/24
East Prussia
border with Poland, Vistula River access 36: C 609/18/24; 80: C 433/18/25
economic conditions 47: C 2712/18/24
Königsberg fortress fortifications, Allied-German negotiations 73–74: C 21/18/24
Kant festival 55: C 7099/18/24
Stahlhelm Bund activity 52: C 5656/18/24
political conditions 47: C 2712/18/24
social conditions 47: C 2712/18/24

Economic conditions
Bavaria, summary of 1923 events 49: C 3361/18/24
Bavaria, summary of 1924 events 92: C 3558/18/24
Bavarian Palatinate 92: C 2609/18/25
British, impact of occupation of Rhineland and Ruhr 42: C 1346/18/24
East Prussia 47: C 2712/18/24
Essen 28–29: C 148/18/24
Germany, Dawes Plan impact 58–64: C 11495/18/24
Germany, general 33: C 370/18/24; 36: C 525/18/24; 48: C 2892/18/24; 53–55: C 7070/18/24; 55: C 7419/18/24; 80: C 370/18/25
Irish Free State, general 68: C 16518/18/24
relations, Germany with Alsace-Lorraine 31: C 241/18/24; 92: C 2690/18/25 with France 51: C 4768/18/24 with Great Britain 32–33: C 330/18/24 with Romania 91–92: C 2290/18/25
Rhineland, general 28–29: C 148/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, committee to advise Rhineland High Commission 31–32: C 220/18/24
Saar Territory, depreciation of French franc 6: C 50/18/24
Saar Territory, general 7–8: C 50/18/24; 90: C 842/18/25
see also Employment and unemployment
see also Foreign trade
see also Money
see also Wages and salaries

Education
political views of teachers 89: C 464/18/24
Saar Territory, Mines Administration schools 7–8: C 50/18/24
Saar Territory, public 80: C 336/18/25

Elections
Anhalt 38: C 737/18/24
Bavaria 36: C 668/18/24
Hamburg 37: C 737/18/24
Hanover, plebiscite on secession from Prussia 44: C 1831/18/24
Lubeck 37: C 737/18/24
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 37: C 737/18/24
national, presidential 75: C 35/18/25
national, Reichstag 37–38: C 737/18/24
Prussia 38: C 737/18/24
Rhineland 52: C 5288/18/24
Saar Territory, plebiscite preparations 80: C 305/18/25
Thuringia 37: C 737/18/24

Employment and unemployment
Bavarian Palatinate, unemployment 24–25: C 91/18/24
general 51: C 4719/18/24
railways, Reichsbahn appointment of employees 74: C 33/18/25
Rhineland, unemployment 32: C 280/18/24
Ruhr, German officials employed at MICUM operated coal mines 43: C 1527/18/24
unemployment relief 90: C 1004/18/25
see also Strikes
see also Wages and salaries

Estonia
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24
Europe
security question 80–91: C 459/18/25
see also Austria
see also Belgium
see also Bulgaria
see also Czechoslovakia
see also Danzig
see also Denmark
see also Estonia
see also Finland
see also France
see also Germany
see also Great Britain
see also Greece
see also Hungary
see also Italy
see also Lithuania
see also Luxembourg
see also Netherlands
see also Norway
see also Poland
see also Portugal
see also Romania
see also Soviet Union
see also Spain
see also Sweden
see also Switzerland
see also Turkey
see also Vatican
see also Yugoslavia

Exhibitions and trade fairs
Cologne, trade exhibition buildings expansion 38: C 763/18/24
Frankfurt civil aviation exhibition 66: C 14334/18/24
Königsberg Kant festival 55: C 7099/18/24
Leipzig spring trade fair 47: C 2529/18/24

Finance
Belgium, policy 41: C 1043/18/24
conditions 33–34: C 371/18/24; 91: C 1246/18/25
credit, German extension to China 49: C 3299/18/24
Dawes Plan impact 58–64: C 11495/18/24
decrees by German government 33: C 331/18/24
exchange rate, effect on payments by German government for Allied armed forces in Rhineland 35: C 499/18/24
investments, speculation with German state funds 90: C 671/18/25
Rhine-Danube Canal financing 55: C 8524/18/24
Rhineland, application of legislation 93: C 8471/18/25
Rhineland, conditions 32: C 279/18/24
see also Capital investments
see also Financial institutions
see also Loans
see also Money
see also Securities

Financial institutions
British, compulsory Rentenbank shareholding liability 52: C 5411/18/24
British-owned shares of German banks 69: C 17193/18/24
confiscation and devaluation of marks deposited by British nationals 92–93: C 6083/18/25
deposit of public funds 91: C 1246/18/24
Deutsche Bank interests in Belgium 69: C 17715/18/24
gold note issue bank 33–34: C 371/18/24
participation in German industry 69: C 17993/18/24
Reichsbank 91: C 1246/18/25
Rhineland, currency bank 5: C 31/18/24
Switzerland, investment in German industry 36: C 644/18/24

Fines and sanctions
Allied, abolition of March 1921 economic sanctions against Germany 55: C 7589/18/24
Allied, renunciations of sanctions against German property 67: C 15863/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, Belgian-French abolition 65–66: C 13373/18/24; 90: C 628/18/25
Rhineland and Ruhr, German
government against residents
assisting Belgian-French Régie
65: C 12779/18/24

**Finland**
arbitration treaty with Germany
92: C 3893/18/25
political opinion, food situation in
Germany 20: C 76/18/24

**Fish and fishing industry**
Norway, exports to Germany
67: C 15646/18/24
Portugal, exports to Germany
67: C 15646/18/24
Vistula River, East Prussia and
Poland fishing rights
36: C 609/18/24

**Food and food industry**
Belgium, German purchase
9: C 70/18/24
scotch whisky, British export to
Germany 69: C 19040/18/24
sugar, seizure in Rhineland by Allies
34: C 428/18/24
supply
Cologne 38: C 759/18/24;
40: C 955/18/24
general 19–20: C 76/18/24
Heligoland, relief efforts
44: C 1865/18/24
United States, surplus
52: C 4957/18/24
see also Fish and fishing industry

**Foreign relations**
Bavaria with Vatican
69: C 17747/18/24
Belgium with Germany
41: C 1043/18/24
British with France 38: C 798/18/24;
39: C 903/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24;
48: C 2900/18/24
British with Netherlands and
Scandinavian countries
50: C 3826/18/24
Germany
with Finland 92: C 3893/18/25
with France 51: C 4768/18/24;
90: C 1137/18/25

**Foreign trade**
Alsace-Lorraine with Germany,
exports 31: C 241/18/24; 92: C 2690/18/25
Belgium with Africa, arms and
ammunition exports
52: C 5571/18/24
British
effect of German-French
commercial treaty
66: C 14053/18/24
with Germany
automobile maintenance items
exports 69: C 18908/18/24
cartridge casing exports
48: C 3009/18/24
cloth exports 69: C 18017/18/24
commercial agreements 32–
33: C 330/18/24;
66: C 14053/18/24; 77–
78: C 124/18/25
dyes 39: C 860/18/24
exports 32: C 330/18/24
relations 78: C 124/18/25
Rhineland and Ruhr, customs
impact 29: C 156/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, occupation
impact 42: C 1346/18/24
scotch whisky exports
69: C 19040/18/24
import restrictions 78: C 124/18/25
with Saar, duties on Saar imports
55: C 8517/18/24
France with Saar 90: C 842/18/25
Soviet Union with Germany, military
weapons exports to Germany
57: C 10636/18/24
Switzerland with Ruhr, occupation
impact 55: C 7235/18/24
see also Customs duties and fees
see also Foreign trade, Germany
see also Trade agreements
Foreign trade, Germany

agreements
with Austria 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Belgium 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Bolivia 65: C 12698/18/24
with Bulgaria 65: C 12698/18/24
with Czechoslovakia 65: C 12698/18/24
with Estonia 65: C 12698/18/24
with France 65: C 12698/18/24; 66: C 14053/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Great Britain 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Greece 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Hungary 65: C 12698/18/24
with Italy 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25; 92: C 3133/18/25
with Japan 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Mexico 89: C 460/18/25
with Nicaragua 65: C 12698/18/24
with Norway 65: C 12698/18/24
with Poland 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Portugal 89: C 460/18/25
with Siam 65: C 12698/18/24
with Soviet Union 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Spain 65: C 12698/18/24; 66: C 14237/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Switzerland 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Turkey 89: C 460/18/25
with United States 39: C 876/18/24; 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25; 90: C 993/18/25

exports
coal from Rhineland and Ruhr, restrictions 41: C 990/18/24, C 1131/18/24
to Great Britain, Reparations (Recovery) Act duties 22–23: C 81/18/24; 27: C 94/18/24; 79: C 269/18/25
military weapons
to China 67: C 15941/18/24; 69: C 17936/18/24
general 52: C 5602/18/24
to Mexico 36: C 605/18/24
prohibited items list 90: C 710/18/25
to Romania 66: C 15051/18/24
to Soviet Union 55: C 7944/18/24, C 9339/18/24
to Sweden 66: C 15051/18/24
to Occupied Territories 29: C 156/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, licenses 30–31: C 205/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, statistics 29: C 156/18/24
steel from Rhineland 57: C 10640/18/24
steel from Ruhr 32: C 278/18/24; 57: C 10640/18/24
with France 79: C 230/18/25; 90: C 1137/18/25
with Great Britain 78: C 124/18/25
imports
arms and ammunition from Belgium 53: C 6303/18/24
coal from Rhineland and Ruhr, restrictions 41: C 1131/18/24
cotton from Czechoslovakia and France 51: C 4625/18/24
licenses 51: C 4625/18/24
restrictions
British imports 32: C 330/18/24
fish 67: C 15646/18/24
general 77–78: C 124/18/25
Oriental carpets 69: C 17963/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, licenses 30–31: C 205/18/24
competition with Allied business in foreign markets 41: C 1133/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, statistics
29: C 156/18/24
tariffs 77–78: C 124/18/25
legislation by German government
33: C 331/18/24
with Luxembourg 47: C 2542/18/24
with Saar, Saar restrictions on imports
7: C 50/18/24
see also Exhibitions and trade fairs
France
Bavarian Palatinate separatist
movement, support 23–
27: C 91/18/24
border with Germany, delimitation
92: C 5204/18/25
Dawes Report acceptance in
exchange for U.S. financial aid
55: C 7465/18/24
devastated regions, labor recruitment
office in Germany 51: C 4709/18/24
devastated regions, reconstruction
45: C 1969/18/24
government change 39: C 903/18/24
independent action against Germany
91: C 1279/18/25
investment in German industry as
reparations settlement
4: C 25/18/24
iron and steel industry negotiations
with Germany 74: C 29/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
representation 56: C 10193/18/24
policy and political opinion
action in event of German default
under Dawes Plan
79: C 252/18/25
aircraft, rules for distinguishing
German civil and military
30: C 174/18/24; 76–
77: C 117/18/25
Bavarian Palatinate separatist
movement 24–26: C 91/18/24
Cologne withdrawal
51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25
Dawes Plan 9–16: C 70/18/24;
80: C 346/18/25
disarmament of Germany
72: C 21/18/25
food situation in Germany
20: C 76/18/24
German war guilt 52: C 5277/18/24
Germany, general 5: C 32/18/24
League of Nations, admission of
Germany 76: C 109/18/25
League of Nations, military control
and disarmament involvement
47: C 2616/18/24
left bank of Rhine policy, 1919
Peace Conference
48: C 2924/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan
56: C 10193/18/24;
64: C 11645/18/24
presidential election in Germany
75: C 35/18/25
reparations from Germany
5: C 32/18/24; 19: C 75/18/24
Rhineland, application of German
financial legislation
50: C 4273/18/24
Rhineland, political status and
French security 45–
46: C 2048/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr industry and
mines agreements with MICUM
and Reparation Commission
20: C 79/18/24
Ruhr withdrawal 23: C 82/18/24
security question 42: C 1346/18/24;
80–87: C 459/18/25;
89: C 459/18/25
political conditions 90: C 589/18/25
prime minister 42: C 1288/18/24;
55: C 8508/18/24;
57: C 10794/18/24
public works, German labor
65: C 13308/18/24
relations with Germany
51: C 4768/18/24;
90: C 1137/18/25
reparations from Germany
coal from Ruhr 41: C 990/18/24
deliveries in kind, general
31: C 266/18/24
deliveries in kind, Rhineland and
Ruhr 20–21: C 79/18/24; 30–
31: C 205/18/24;
41: C 990/18/24
naval equipment 40: C 977/18/24
rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
France cont.
Rhineland and Ruhr
administrative and economic issues, negotiations with Germany 8: C 51/18/24
occupation, strategic military benefit 42: C 1346/18/24
railways 28: C 147/18/24
withdrawal from Ruhr, negotiations with Germany 61–62: C 11495/18/24
security guarantees in Versailles Treaty 45: C 2048/18/24
trade with Germany
51: C 4625/18/24, C 4768/18/24; 65: C 12698/18/24; 66: C 14053/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25; 90: C 1137/18/25
trade with Saar 90: C 842/18/25
see also Alsace-Lorraine
see also Armed forces, France

Germany
Allied flights over, German restrictions 77: C 117/18/25
Anhalt, state elections 38: C 737/18/24
arbitration treaty with Finland 92: C 3893/18/25
archives relating to Eupen and Malmédy, delivery to Belgium 55: C 8620/18/24
arms and ammunition from Soviet Union 57: C 10636/18/24
border with Czechoslovakia, delimitation 49: C 3265/18/24
border with France, delimitation 92: C 5204/18/25
Bremen, political history 29: C 152/18/24
business and industry 4: C 25/18/24; 23: C 81/18/24; 41: C 1133/18/24; 43: C 1444/18/24;
52: C 5484/18/24; 69: C 17993/18/24; 74: C 29/18/25; 90–91: C 737/18/25;
91: C 1246/18/25
colonial empire, aspirations for restoration 92: C 2994/18/25
commemoration of anniversary of war 65: C 12392/18/24
commemoration of Weimar Republic 65: C 13007/18/24
commercial relations with Alsace-Lorraine 31: C 241/18/24; 92: C 2690/18/25
with France 51: C 4768/18/24; 90: C 1137/18/25
with Great Britain 32–33: C 330/18/24
with Italy 92: C 3133/18/25
Communist activity 91: C 1816/18/25
credit extension to China 49: C 3299/18/24
credit situation 91: C 1246/18/25
criminals 69: C 1817/18/24
currency situation 91: C 1246/18/25
default under Dawes Plan 79: C 252/18/25
duke of Coburg, pensions for servants 57: C 10654/18/24
economic conditions 36: C 525/18/24; 48: C 2892/18/24; 53–55: C 7070/18/24;
55: C 7419/18/24; 80: C 370/18/25
education, political views of teachers 89: C 464/18/25
elections, presidential 75: C 35/18/25
elections, Reichstag 37–38: C 737/18/24
financial conditions 91: C 1246/18/25; 92–93: C 6083/18/25
financial institutions, central banking situation 34: C 371/18/24
food supply 19–20: C 76/18/24; 52: C 4957/18/24
Frederick William, ex–crown prince 38: C 798/18/24
Indian agitators, activity 30: C 198/18/24
International Association of Navigation Congresses representation 93: C 6423/18/25
labor conditions, hours of work 90: C 737/18/25
labor conditions, working hours 52: C 5484/18/24
League of Nations admission 45: C 2048/18/24;
loans, prewar 48: C 2951/18/24; 92–93: C 6083/18/25
Lubeck, elections 37: C 737/18/24
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, state elections 37: C 737/18/24
merchant marine reconstruction 43: C 1528/18/24
military weapons, transit through occupied, eastern boundary 43: C 1527/18/24
patents, British regulations regarding police, organization and deployment 53–55: C 7070/18/24; 74: C 30/18/25
political conditions general 37–38: C 737/18/24; 48: C 2892/18/24; 53–55: C 7070/18/24; 74–75: C 35/18/25; 80: C 370/18/25
nationalism 48: C 2977/18/24; 53–55: C 7070/18/24
reactionary movement 68: C 17060/18/24
political parties 37–38: C 737/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25
preparations for war against Allies 52: C 5725/18/24
prisoners, Allied nationals; release 80: C 458/18/25
railways Dawes Plan impact 55: C 9453/18/24
general 53–55: C 7070/18/24
link to Soviet Union
92: C 2719/18/25
Rhineland, administrative and economic issues 8: C 51/18/24
Rhineland, formation of federal state within Reich 29: C 149/18/24
Ruhr, administrative and economic issues 8: C 51/18/24
Ruhr, negotiations with France on Allied withdrawal 61–62: C 11495/18/24
Saar, negotiations with France on return 79: C 208/18/25
sanctions against by Allies, abolition of March 1921 economic sanctions 55: C 7589/18/24
Schleswig-Holstein, Altona harbor 64: C 11535/18/24
Schleswig-Holstein, Heligoland relief of social conditions 44: C 1865/18/24
social conditions 48: C 2892/18/24; 80: C 370/18/25
states, financial relations with Reich 34: C 371/18/24
states, travel control 31: C 234/18/24
Thuringia, state elections 37: C 737/18/24
deal with Czechoslovakia 51: C 4625/18/24
trade with France 51: C 4625/18/24
transportation 53–55: C 7070/18/24
unemployment 51: C 4719/18/24
union with Rhineland, millennial anniversary 93: C 6306/18/25
veterans and paramilitary associations 73–74: C 21/18/25
see also Alsace-Lorraine
see also Armed forces, Germany
see also Armed forces, paramilitary
see also Arms control and disarmament, Germany
see also Bavaria
see also Berlin
see also Colonies, Germany (former)
see also East Prussia
see also Foreign trade, Germany
see also Germany, government
see also Hamburg
see also Hesse
see also Naval forces, Germany
see also Prussia
see also Reparations, Germany
see also Rhineland
see also Ruhr
see also Saar Territory
see also Saxony
see also Upper Silesia
see also Württemberg

Germany, government
Air Convention accession
30: C 174/18/24; 76–77: C 117/18/25; 91: C 2115/18/25
Germany, government cont.
amnesties for Cologne residents after Allied withdrawal 71: C 2/18/25
bonds, revaluation 92–93: C 6083/18/25
budget
Dawes Committee evaluation 8–13: C 70/18/24
1923–24 33: C 371/18/24
1924–25 34: C 371/18/24; 91: C 1246/18/25
Cabinet reorganization 37–38: C 737/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25
chancellor 37–38: C 737/18/24
civil service reduction 55: C 7646/18/24
commercial treaty with United States 90: C 993/18/25
default on military clauses of Versailles Treaty 74: C 30/18/25
development of British colonies, cooperation 92: C 2994/18/25
financial relations between Reich and Federal States 34: C 371/18/24
food distribution 19–20: C 76/18/24
foreign minister 37–38: C 737/18/24; 56: C 10039/18/24
foreign office, officials 94: C 16629/18/25
land ownership and rights, title settlement with Hohenzollern family
94: C 15720/18/25
legislation
armed forces mobilization law repeal 53: C 5958/18/24
financial, application in Rhineland 50: C 4273/18/24; 93: C 8471/18/25
financial and trade 33: C 331/18/24
implementation of Dawes Plan railway provisions 57: C 11457/18/24
outlawing military air forces 77: C 117/18/25
presentation to Rhineland High Commission for approval 38: C 766/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan, participation 56–57: C 10193/18/24
official publications regarding Allied occupation of German territory 93: C 9872/18/25
passive resistance in Rhineland and Ruhr, cost 50: C 3467/18/24
policy and political opinion agreements between Ruhr and Rhineland industry and mines and MICUM and Reparation Commission 20–21: C 79/18/24
aircraft, rules for distinguishing civil and military 30: C 174/18/24; 76–77: C 117/18/25
Bavarian Palatinate separatist movement 25: C 91/18/24
Cologne withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25
commercial treaty with Great Britain 78: C 124/18/25
Dawes Plan opinion 9–16: C 70/18/24
disarmament 74: C 30/18/25
economic policy 36: C 525/18/24
financial policy 91: C 1246/18/25
foreign policy 75: C 35/18/25
League of Nations admission 46: C 2072/18/24; 76: C 109/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan 64: C 11645/18/24
Luther government policy 74–75: C 35/18/25
military control 2–3: C 9/18/24; 50: C 3967/18/24
monetary policy 34: C 371/18/24
railways 50: C 3967/18/24
reparations 19: C 75/18/24
Rhineland customs 29: C 149/18/24
neutralization 50: C 3967/18/24
political status and French security 45–46: C 2048/18/24
separatism 29: C 149/18/24
Ruhr customs 29: C 156/18/24
Ruhr withdrawal 23: C 82/18/24
security question 80–89: C 459/18/25
war guilt 52: C 5277/18/24
postal service corporation creation  
(Deutsche Reichspost)  
47: C 2270/18/24  
president 75: C 35/18/25  
public debt 34: C 371/18/24  
public funds, deposit in banks  
91: C 1246/18/25  
railway corporation creation  
(Deutsche Reichsbahn)  
28: C 147/18/24; 47: C 2270/18/24  
Reichstag, investigation of Oppau industrial explosion  
48: C 3059/18/24  
reimbursement of Allied expenses for occupation of plebiscite areas  
47: C 2847/18/24  
relations with France  
51: C 4768/18/24; 90: C 1137/18/25  
relations with Soviet Union, Locarno Pact impact 85: C 459/18/25  
Rentenmark institution decree, application in Rhineland  
41: C 1125/18/24  
Reparations (Recovery) Act, negotiations with British government 22–23: C 81/18/24; 79: C 269/18/25  
Reparations (Recovery) Act, reimbursement of British firms and German exporters 22–23: C 81/18/24; 27: C 94/18/24  
revenue 33–34: C 371/18/24  
Rhineland services rendered to Allies under Rhineland agreement 71–72: C 10/18/25  
silver purchase in United States 67: C 15685/18/24  
state aid to industry 90: C 1004/18/25  
state funds, credit to financial speculators 90: C 671/18/25  
taxation  
beer and wine 55: C 8650/18/24  
emergency 33: C 371/18/24  
general 91: C 1246/18/25  
reform 34: C 371/18/24  
unemployment relief 90: C 1004/18/25  

Weimar Constitution, Bavarian proposals for revision  
36: C 668/18/24  

Great Britain  
coal consumption and production 28: C 110/18/24  
commercial relations with Germany 32–33: C 330/18/24  
cooperation with Scandinavian countries and Netherlands in European security settlement 50: C 3826/18/24  
German consular fees 43: C 1679/18/24  
King George V, pensions for servants of Duke of Coburg 57: C 10654/18/24  
London-Berlin air service 50: C 3853/18/24  
London Conference on Dawes Plan, representation 56: C 10193/18/24  
postal communications with British Rhineland zone 47: C 2167/18/24  
property, German 47: C 2477/18/24  
reparations from Germany coal 28: C 110/18/24  
harbor equipment 20: C 77/18/24  
inclusion of pensions and allowances 48: C 3017/18/24  
ships 50: C 4177/18/24  
salvage of German warships at Scapa Flow 57: C 10523/18/24  
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25  
trade with Saar 55: C 8517/18/24  
see also Armed forces, British  
see also British government  
see also British policy  
see also Colonies, British  
see also Naval forces, British  

Greece  
political opinion, Dawes Plan 14: C 70/18/24  
reparations from Germany, deliveries in kind 31: C 266/18/24  
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25  
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Hamburg
- air service to London and Berlin: 50: C 3853/18/24
- state elections: 37: C 737/18/24
- telephone cable to Berlin: 49: C 3221/18/24

Harbors and ports
- Altona, fines for swimming: 64: C 11535/18/24
- British, equipment reparations from Germany: 20: C 77/18/24
- British, strike of German seamen: 40: C 913/18/24
- Cologne, construction: 44: C 1876/18/24

Hesse
- Frankfurt am Main, activities of burgomaster: 66: C 15517/18/24
- Frankfurt am Main, civil aviation exhibition: 66: C 14334/18/24
- Wiesbaden, requisition of buildings by French officials: 44: C 1869/18/24
- Wiesbaden, transfer of British occupation area to 70–71: C 2/18/25; 90: C 950/18/25

Hitler, Adolph
- activities in Munich: 90: C 984/18/24
- trial: 36: C 668/18/24

Hungary
- political opinion, security question: 81: C 459/18/25
- reparations, U.S. claims for costs of Rhineland occupation forces from payments: 52: C 5879/18/24
- trade with Germany, commercial treaty: 65: C 12698/18/24

Immigration and emigration
- emigration from Germany, control: 36: C 614/18/24
- see also Citizenship

Insurrection and rebellion
- Communist revolutionary activity: 38: C 757/18/24
- nationalist putsch: 48: C 2977/18/24

Intelligence services
- British, reports on reparations and Dawes Plan: 49: C 3314/18/24
- British Army on the Rhine intelligence notes on military, paramilitary, and police activity: 38–39: C 846/18/24
- Germany, military: 47: C 2199/18/24

Iron and steel industry
- British, effect of Franco-German combine: 31: C 236/18/24
- British, impact of liquidation of Ruhr steel stocks: 32: C 278/18/24
- Germany, conditions: 66: C 14053/18/24
- Germany, negotiations with France: 66: C 14053/18/24; 74: C 29/18/25
- international combine: 66: C 14053/18/24
- Krupp A.G. lawsuit against Orconera Iron Ore Co., Spain: 68: C 16109/18/24
- Rhineland, exports: 57: C 10640/18/24
- Ruhr
  - disposal of metallurgical products seized by French: 49: C 3398/18/24
  - exports: 32: C 278/18/24; 57: C 10640/18/24
  - production: 40–41: C 990/18/24
  - relations with Lorraine industry: 31: C 236/18/24
  - stock liquidation by Belgians and French: 32: C 278/18/24
  - Saar Territory, closing of works: 7: C 50/18/24

Italy
- London Conference on Dawes Plan, representation: 56: C 10193/18/24
- policy and political opinion
  - Dawes Plan: 10–11: C 70/18/24; 15–16: C 70/18/24
  - food situation in Germany: 20: C 76/18/24
- London Conference on Dawes Plan: 56: C 10193/18/24; 65: C 11645/18/24
- presidential election in Germany: 75: C 35/18/25
- reparations from Germany: 19: C 75/18/24
security question 81–
84: C 459/18/25; 86–
87: C 459/18/25;
89: C 459/18/25
reparations from Germany, deliveries
in kind
coal 27–28: C 110/18/24;
41: C 990/18/24;
76: C 102/18/25
general 31–32: C 266/18/24
naval equipment 40: C 977/18/24
Rhineland High Commission
representation 41: C 1181/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial
treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
89: C 460/18/25;
92: C 3133/18/25
see also Armed forces, Italy
Japan
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
representation 56: C 10193/18/24
political opinion, Dawes Plan
11: C 70/18/24; 16: C 70/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial
treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
89: C 460/18/25
see also Armed forces, Japan
Labor conditions
France, German labor on public
works projects 65: C 13308/18/24
hours of work 43: C 1444/18/24;
52: C 5484/18/24; 90: C 737/18/25
impact on political situation
43: C 1444/18/24
Rhineland 32: C 280/18/24
Ruhr 28: C 148/18/24
Saar Territory 5–8: C 50/18/24
unions, British; Trades Union
Congress 39: C 903/18/24
unions, Rhineland 32: C 280/18/24
see also Employment and
unemployment
see also Strikes
see also Wages and salaries
Land ownership and rights
Rhineland
requisition of buildings by Allies
44: C 1869/18/24
requisition of land by Allies
94: C 14225/18/25
requisition of land by French for
bombing range 29: C 162/18/24
title settlement between Hohenzollern
family and German government
94: C 15720/18/25
Württemberg, land law 23: C 84/18/24
Latin America
see Argentina
see Bolivia
see Brazil
see Mexico
see Nicaragua
League of Nations
admission of Germany
37: C 737/18/24; 45: C 2048/18/24;
46: C 2072/18/24; 76: C 109/18/25;
81: C 459/18/25
colonial mandates, German
aspirations 92–93: C 2994/18/25
Covenant, European security clauses
82: C 459/18/25
disarmament of Germany,
aeronautical control
72: C 19/18/25; 77: C 117/18/25
disarmament of Germany, general
3: C 9/18/24; 47: C 2616/18/24;
57: C 10424/18/24
European reconstruction
50: C 4063/18/24
European security debate 45–
46: C 2048/18/24; 81: C 459/18/25
investigation rights in Germany
90: C 741/18/25
reparations from Germany,
involvement 47: C 2534/18/24;
57: C 10424/18/24
Rhineland demilitarization
involvement 46: C 2048/18/24
Ruhr occupation 47: C 2534/18/24
Saar Governing Commission
administration 5–8: C 50/18/24;
79–80: C 305/18/25
agreement with Germany on
application of clearing office
procedures to Saar
44: C 1829/18/24;
92: C 3529/18/25
member appointment and duties 5–
8: C 50/18/24; 89–
90: C 471/18/25
League of Nations cont.
Saar Governing Commission cont.
revenue and expenditure estimates
40: C 951/18/24

Lithuania
plebiscite areas, reimbursement of
Allied expenses for occupation
47: C 2847/18/24

Loans
Allied credit to Germany for food
purchases 19–20: C 76/18/24
financial speculators from German
state funds 90: C 671/18/25
food, Cologne 40: C 955/18/24
international to Germany, Dawes
Plan; London Conference
discussion 58–64: C 11495/18/24
mortgages, British in Germany
69: C 18878/18/24
prewar, repayment 48: C 2951/18/24
prewar, revaluation 92–93: C 6083/18/25
war loan, valorization
67: C 15577/18/24

Luxembourg
exemption of goods from German
customs duty 47: C 2542/18/24

Mexico
trade with Germany, commercial
treaty 89: C 460/18/25
trade with Germany, imports of arms
by rebels 36: C 605/18/24

Military bases, posts, and
reservations
ammunition depot, British claim 34–35: C 458/18/24
see also Military weapons and
equipment

Military conflicts
Battle of Jutland 66: C 13396/18/24

Military weapons and equipment
Bavarian Palatinate, permits for
weapons 27: C 91/18/24
Belgium, exports to Africa
52: C 5571/18/24
Belgium, German purchase of
ammunition 53: C 6303/18/24
British, cartridge casings export to
Germany 48: C 3009/18/24
construction of submarines for
shipment to Soviet Union
55: C 8263/18/24
exports, Germany
to Allied countries
52: C 5602/18/24
to China 67: C 15941/18/24;
69: C 17936/18/24
general 66: C 15051/18/24
to Mexican rebels 36: C 605/18/24
to Soviet Union 55: C 7944/18/24,
C 9391/18/24
Krupps plant, Essen 50: C 4014/18/24
list of items barred by Allies from
German manufacture or export
90: C 710/18/25
munitions plant, transfer to
Netherlands 40: C 962/18/24
naval, restrictions on German postwar
fleet 69: C 19328/18/24;
90: C 588/18/25
plans for improvements
51: C 4650/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, arms permits
regulation 91: C 1351/18/25
sale by Allies of material left in
Netherlands 53: C 6059/18/24
Soviet Union, exports to Germany
57: C 10636/18/24
Soviet Union industry, German
participation 55: C 7944/18/24
surrender and Allied disposal
43: C 1442/18/24, C 1765/18/24
transit across Germany
67: C 15753/18/24
see also Arms control and
disarmament, Germany

Mines and mineral industries
Ruhr, agreements with MICUM and
Rhineland High Commission on
reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
Saar, contribution to state budget
7: C 50/18/24
Spain 68: C 16109/18/24
see also Coal and coal mining
see also Iron and steel industry

Money
currency situation 33–34: C 371/18/24;
91: C 1246/18/25
foreign in Germany, restrictions on purchase 34: C 371/18/24
France, franc depreciation 6: C 50/18/24
Gold Coast, counterfeit 38: C 829/18/24
India rupee notes, counterfeiting in Germany 8: C 57/18/24
mark, Dawes Committee evaluation 8–15: C 70/18/24
Rentenmark, application of institution decree in Rhineland 41: C 1125/18/24
Rhineland, local emergency currency 32: C 279/18/24
Saar, currency situation 91: C 2245/18/25
Saar, French franc as sole currency 7: C 50/18/24

Munich
elections, municipal 36: C 668/18/24
foreign consular corps 50: C 3822/18/24;
92: C 3164/18/25
Hitler activities 90: C 984/18/24

Naval forces, Argentina
destroyers, refitting in Germany 69: C 17863/18/24

Naval forces, British
vessels, upkeep by German navy, 1918–20 46–47: C 2096/18/24

Naval forces, Germany
armament limitations on postwar fleet 69: C 19328/18/24;
90: C 588/18/25
Battle of Jutland 66: C 13396/18/24
merchant ships for future military use 55: C 8540/18/24
organization and deployment 38–39: C 846/18/24; 53–
55: C 7070/18/24;
55: C 9221/18/24
submarine campaign during war 55: C 9276/18/24
surrender and Allied disposal of war material 16: C 71/18/24;
40: C 977/18/24; 43: C 1442/18/24
wartime 69: C 19253/18/24

Naval forces, Soviet Union
submarines from Germany 55: C 8263/18/24

Netherlands
Antwerp, Ruhr occupation effect on 55: C 7510/18/24
cooparation with Scandinavian countries and Great Britain in European settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
munitions plant from Germany 40: C 962/18/24
political opinion, security question 81: C 459/18/25
war material left by Germany, sale by Allies 53: C 6059/18/24

Nicaragua
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24

Norway
col from Germany for Norway State Railways 42: C 1202/18/24
cooparation with Great Britain and Netherlands in European settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
foreign trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24
foreign trade with Germany, general 67: C 15648/18/24

Organizations and associations
Anglo-Netherlands Society 55: C 7764/18/24
Committees for Assistance for German Intellectual Workers 49: C 3301/18/24
Communist, British Rhineland zone 43: C 1418/18/24
“Consul,” reactionary 68: C 17060/18/24
India News Service and Information Bureau 30: C 198/18/24
International Association of Navigation Congresses 93: C 6423/18/24
International Labour Organisation 5–6: C 50/18/24
Organizations and associations cont.

nationalist
  Bavaria 92: C 4187/18/25
  general 53–55: C 7070/18/24
  paramilitary activity
    48: C 2977/18/24
    Rhineland 42: C 1182/18/24;
    50: C 3508/18/24
  youth 50: C 3508/18/24
paramilitary, Allied-German
  negotiations 73–74: C 21/18/25
Stahlhelm Bund, activity in British
  Rhineland zone 42: C 1182/18/24
Stahlhelm Bund, activity near
  Königsberg 52: C 5656/18/24
Treuhand, activity in Bavarian
  Palatinate 41–42: C 1182/18/24;
  48: C 2894/18/24
Weltwirtschafts-Institut, Leipzig
  68: C 16518/18/24
see also Political parties

Patents
British regulations regarding German
  patents 91: C 2247/18/25
dye industry, use of German patents
  by British dye industry
  39: C 860/18/24
rights dispute, British-German
  69: C 17629/18/24

Poland
arbitration treaty with Germany
  81: C 459/18/25
border with East Prussia, Vistula
  River access 36: C 609/18/24;
  80: C 433/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan, representation 56–
  57: C 10193/18/24
political opinion, German admission into League of Nations
  46: C 2072/18/24
political opinion, security question 81–
  89: C 459/18/25
prisoners, Allied nationals; release
  80: C 458/18/25
public debt, assumption from German cession of Upper Silesia
  67: C 15589/18/24
reimbursement of Allied expenses for occupation of plebiscite areas
  47: C 2847/18/24
reparations from Germany, claim
  19: C 75/18/24
reparations from Germany, property in territory ceded by Germany
  57: C 11483/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty
  65: C 12698/18/24;
  89: C 460/18/25
Upper Silesia, coal field
  92: C 3532/18/25
see also Upper Silesia

Police
Aachen, transfer of command from state to municipality
  44: C 1919/18/24
Altona harbor police
  64: C 11535/18/24
Berlin, raid on Soviet trade delegation
  55: C 7223/18/24
Cologne, organization 73–
  74: C 21/18/25
organization and activity 38–
  39: C 846/18/24; 53–
  55: C 7070/18/24; 74: C 30/18/25
Rhineland, equipment
  69: C 17789/18/24
Rhineland, organization
  94: C 13120/18/25
Saar Territory, corruption
  79: C 305/18/25
Saar Territory, formation of local gendarmerie 6–8: C 50/18/24;
  91: C 2088/18/25

Political conditions
anti-Vatican sentiment
  50: C 4507/18/24
Bavaria
  general 36: C 668/18/24;
  49: C 3361/18/24;
  92: C 3558/18/25
nationalist movement
  92: C 4187/18/25
Palatinate
  general 92: C 2609/18/25
  nationalist movement 25–
    26: C 91/18/24; 41–
    42: C 1182/18/24;
    48: C 2894/18/24
  separatist movement 23–
    27: C 91/18/24
Bremen, history 29: C 152/18/24
communism, general
  38: C 757/18/24; 91: C 1816/18/25
communism, Rhineland
  43: C 1418/18/24;
  93: C 9100/18/25
East Prussia, general
  47: C 2712/18/24
East Prussia, nationalist movement
  52: C 5656/18/24
France 90: C 589/18/25
  general 33: C 370/18/24; 37–
    38: C 737/18/24; 48: C 2892/18/24;
    53–55: C 7070/18/24;
    69: C 19253/18/24; 74–
    75: C 35/18/25; 80: C 370/18/24
nationalist movement
  44: C 1814/18/24;
  48: C 2977/18/24
Prussia, fall of provincial government
  74: C 35/18/25
Prussia, union of townships
  66: C 15516/18/24
Rhineland
  British zone, communism
    43: C 1418/18/24
  British zone, nationalist movement
    50: C 3508/18/24
Committee of Sixty
    47: C 2273/18/24
nationalist movement
    38: C 835/18/24
  42: C 1182/18/24;
  52: C 5288/18/24
separatist movement
    29: C 149/18/24;
    47: C 2199/18/24
Ruhr 28–29: C 148/18/24;
  38: C 835/18/24
Saar Territory 5: C 50/18/24;
  80: C 305/18/25
Saxony, formation of coalition
government 36: C 732/18/24
socialism, British political opinion
  43: C 1472/18/24
Württemberg 55: C 9275/18/24
see also Elections
see also Political parties

Political parties
  general 37–38: C 737/18/24;
    75: C 35/18/25
National Socialist Party
    36: C 668/18/24
Rhineland, general 52: C 5288/18/24
Rhineland, Social Democrats
    47: C 2451/18/24
Saar Territory, protests against Saar
  Governing Commission
    79: C 305/18/25

Portugal
Dawes Plan opinion 15: C 70/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
  representation 56–
    57: C 10193/18/24
political opinion, reparations from
  Germany 19: C 75/18/24
reparations from Germany, deliveries
  in kind 31–32: C 266/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial
treaty 89: C 460/18/25
trade with Germany, general
    67: C 15646/18/24

Press
Argentina 14: C 70/18/24;
    42: C 1288/18/24
Austria 75: C 35/18/25;
    88: C 459/18/25
Bavaria 9: C 70/18/24;
    25: C 91/18/24; 46: C 2072/18/24;
    70: C 2/18/25; 75: C 35/18/25
Belgium 5: C 32/18/24; 9–
    13: C 70/18/24; 19: C 75/18/24;
    38: C 737/18/24; 39: C 903/18/24;
    41: C 1043/18/24;
    42: C 1288/18/24;
    45: C 2048/18/24; 56–
    57: C 10193/18/24; 64–
    65: C 11645/18/24; 74: C 30/18/25;
    75: C 35/18/25; 80: C 346/18/25;
    80–83: C 459/18/25; 85–
    87: C 459/18/25
Press cont.
Brazil 80: C 346/18/25
British 2: C 1288/18/24; 5: C 32/18/24; 9–11: C 70/18/24; 24–25: C 91/18/24; 40: C 968/18/24; 46: C 2072/18/24; 48: C 3082/18/24; 52: C 5277/18/24; 64–65: C 11645/18/24; 69: C 19371/18/24; 80: C 459/18/25; 83–85: C 459/18/25; 89: C 459/18/25
Czechoslovakia 75: C 35/18/25; 81: C 459/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
Denmark 81: C 459/18/25
France 5: C 32/18/24; 9–16: C 70/18/24; 23: C 82/18/24; 24–25: C 91/18/24; 31: C 241/18/24; 37: C 737/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24; 45: C 2048/18/24; 46: C 2072/18/24; 48: C 3082/18/24; 57: C 10193/18/24; 57: C 10636/18/24; 64–65: C 11645/18/24; 80–81: C 459/18/25; 83–85: C 459/18/25; 87–89: C 459/18/25
Germany 9–10: C 70/18/24; 12–16: C 70/18/24; 20–21: C 79/18/24; 22: C 81/18/24; 25: C 91/18/24; 37–38: C 737/18/24; 39: C 903/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24; 46: C 2072/18/24; 70: C 2/18/24; 74: C 30/18/25; 75: C 35/18/25; 80–88: C 459/18/25
Hungary 48: C 3082/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
Italy 10: C 70/18/24; 19: C 75/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25; 80: C 346/18/25; 81: C 459/18/25; 83: C 459/18/25; 89: C 459/18/25
Netherlands 9: C 70/18/24; 24–25: C 91/18/24; 28: C 148/18/24; 37: C 737/18/24; 56: C 10193/18/24; 65: C 11645/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25; 84: C 459/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
Poland 42: C 1288/18/24; 45: C 2048/18/24; 46: C 2072/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25; 81–82: C 459/18/25; 85–89: C 459/18/25
Portugal 19: C 75/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr, French-language 94: C 15622/18/25
Romania 80: C 346/18/25
Saar Territory 79–80: C 305/18/25
Soviet Union 65: C 11645/18/24
Spain 75: C 35/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
Sweden 5: C 32/18/24; 14: C 70/18/24; 64–65: C 11645/18/24; 88: C 459/18/25
United States 9–12: C 70/18/24; 15: C 70/18/24; 20: C 76/18/24; 23: C 81/18/24; 38: C 737/18/24; 42: C 1288/18/24; 64–65: C 11645/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25; 76: C 66/18/25; 82: C 459/18/25; 84–86: C 459/18/25; 88–89: C 459/18/25

Printing and publishing
Correspondence between MacDonald and Poincaré 42: C 1288/18/24
Letters from Baron von Holstein to bankers 94: C 16629/18/25
Minutes, 1920 Allied conferences 48: C 3030/18/24
Minutes, August 1922 London Conference 40: C 912/18/24
Official publications, occupation of German territory by Allies 93: C 9872/18/25
See also Press

Prisons and prisoners
Allied nationals in Germany and Poland, release 80: C 458/18/25
General 68: C 16147/18/24; C 16863/18/24
Gen. von Nathusius, amnesty 69: C 17633/18/24
Political prisoners, amnesties of Germans under London Protocol 65–66: C 13373/18/24; 69: C 19225/18/24; 93–94: C 13120/18/25
political prisoners, general 36–37: C 735/18/24; 51: C 4607/18/24
Soviet Union, Catholic priests 51: C 4661/18/24
Upper Silesia, release 80: C 458/18/25
Upper Silesia, residents in Rhineland 47: C 2150/18/24; 55: C 9312/18/24

Property
confiscation, Bavarian Palatinate 24–25: C 91/18/24
liquidation
German in Allied countries 67: C 15863/18/24
German in Belgium 74: C 31/18/25
German in British colonies and Dominions 52: C 5677/18/24; 55: C 7354/18/24
German in former German colonies 67: C 15710/18/24; 69: C 17366/18/24
German in Great Britain 47: C 2477/18/24; 93: C 6485/18/25
German in Poland 57: C 11483/18/24
personal
Australia, estates and legacies 53: C 5901/18/24
British in Germany, general 50: C 4173/18/24; 69: C 19053/18/24
British in Germany, seizure 34: C 372/18/24; 50: C 3730/18/24
France in Germany 69: C 18712/18/24
German, general 49: C 3302/18/24
German in Great Britain, seizure of property 36: C 552/18/24
Germans in former German colonies and protectorates 29: C 151/18/24
sequestration and release, general 41: C 1165/18/24; 43: C 1699/18/24; 47: C 2477/18/24, C 2841/18/24; 52: C 5224/18/24; 66: C 15084/18/24; 69: C 17715/18/24, C 18632/18/24; 76: C 66/18/25
sequestration and release, securities 69: C 17674/18/24, C 18770/18/24
see also Claims
see also Land ownership and rights
see also Searches and seizures

Prussia
elections, state 38: C 737/18/24
fall of government 74: C 35/18/25
Hanover, plebiscite on secession from Prussia 44: C 1831/18/24
union of townships 66: C 15516/18/24

Railroads
Bavaria, control 36: C 668/18/24
Dawes Plan impact 55: C 9453/18/24; 57: C 11457/18/24
destruction near Cologne under Articles 42 and 43 of Versailles Treaty 71: C 2/18/25
Deutsche Reichsbahn creation (government railway corporation) 47: C 2270/18/24
general 53–55: C 7070/18/24
between Germany and Soviet Union 92: C 2719/18/25
government policy 50: C 3967/18/24
Norway, coal supply from Germany 42: C 1202/18/24
reparations from Germany, material to Belgium 32: C 266/18/24
reparations from Germany, material to Romania 40: C 940/18/24
Rhineland
administration 28: C 147/18/24
appointment of employees by Reichsbahn 74: C 33/18/25
traffic between British zone and Belgian-French Régie 8: C 69/18/24
Ruhr, administration 28: C 147/18/24
Ruhr, coal transport 41: C 990/18/24
Saar, worker wages 7: C 50/18/24

Reparation Commission
agreement with Germany on Dawes Plan implementation 60–61: C 11495/18/24; 64: C 11495/18/24
Reparation Commission cont.
clearing office process involvement,
effect of Dawes Plan
44: C 1829/18/24
committees, Dawes Committee
evaluation of German budget and
currency 8–15: C 70/18/24
credit to Germany for food purchases,
deliberation 19–20: C 76/18/24
decision on U.S. claim to German
tankers 90: C 651/18/25
disposal of war material liquidation
proceeds 16: C 71/18/24
general 19: C 75/18/24
liquidation of German securities
17: C 73/18/24
Reparations, Germany
British correspondence,
communication to British delegation
on Reparation Commission
45: C 2015/18/24
credit to Germany for property in
territory ceded to Poland
57: C 11483/18/24
credit to Germany for sale of
aeronautical material by Reparation
Commission 44: C 1769/18/24
Dawes Committee evaluation 8–
9: C 70/18/24
Dawes Plan 10–16: C 70/18/24
deliveries in kind
coal 27–28: C 110/18/24
coal from Ruhr to Belgium, France,
and Italy 40–41: C 990/18/24
crude oil to Italy 76: C 102/18/25
Dawes Plan impact
32: C 266/18/24; 58–
64: C 11495/18/24
distribution 19: C 75/18/24
dyes to Great Britain
39: C 860/18/24
general 19: C 75/18/24;
31: C 266/18/24
harbor equipment 20: C 77/18/24
railway material to Romania
40: C 940/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr industry 20–
21: C 79/18/24; 30: C 205/18/24
division among Allies 11–
12: C 70/18/24; 67–
68: C 15968/18/24; 71: C 7/18/25
documents, publication of August
1922 London Conference minutes
40: C 912/18/24
duties collected by Belgian-French
Régie, transfer to reparations
agent-general under London
Protocol 65: C 13373/18/24
freight shipping charges, reparations
recovery 43: C 1515/18/24
general 49: C 3314/18/24
individual claims 69: C 18885/18/24;
91: C 2129/18/25
League of Nations involvement
47: C 2534/18/24;
57: C 10424/18/24
payments
Allied expenses 47: C 2147/18/24
to Belgium and France,
compensation for loss of
rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
compensation for Allied ships
detained in Germany during war
67: C 15591/18/24
general 19: C 75/18/24
to Great Britain, compensation for
merchant seamen
49: C 3382/18/24
to Great Britain, inclusion of
pensions and allowances
48: C 3017/18/24
to Montenegro 53: C 6996/18/24
publication of summary record
55: C 7407/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr industry 20–
21: C 79/18/24
U.S. claims for costs of Rhineland
occupation forces
52: C 5879/18/24
pledge fund, Ruhr 47: C 2301/18/24
priority, Belgium 67–
68: C 15968/18/24
priority, British citizens in Belgium
69: C 18674/18/24
Reparations (Recovery) Act duties
22–23: C 81/18/24;
79: C 269/18/25
services and deliveries to Allied armed forces in Rhineland
35: C 499/18/24
settlement proposal 4: C 25/18/24
see also Dawes Plan

Rhineland
administration, 8: C 51/18/24; 93–94: C 13120/18/25
admission of foreigners, High Commission regulations
94: C 13367/18/25
air service by Germany
49: C 3373/18/24
armed forces, Allied
coal supply 69: C 18765/18/24
Cologne withdrawal
51: C 4736/18/24; 70–71: C 2/18/25
expenses 35: C 499/18/24; 71–72: C 10/18/25
high command 57: C 11183/18/24
housing 44: C 1869/18/24
reduction in strength 93–94: C 13120/18/25
requisition of land
94: C 14225/18/25
armed forces, Belgium 1: C 2/18/24
armed forces, British 29: C 148/18/24
armed forces, France
general 1: C 2/18/24
land requisition 29: C 162/18/24; 44: C 1869/18/24
security and railways
28: C 147/18/24
arms permits, regulation by High Commission 91: C 1351/18/25
arrests, antiseparatists by French
29: C 149/18/24
arrests, residents by Allied authorities during passive resistance
36–37: C 735/18/24
Belgian-French Régie automobile, seizure of British
50: C 3925/18/24
damage to German company
42: C 1276/18/24
liquidation services abolition
90: C 628/18/25
receipts as reparations
65: C 13373/18/24; 67: C 15968/18/24
British zone
admission of Belgian-French customs and MICUM officers
21: C 79/18/24; 42: C 1346/18/24
anti-French activity 24–25: C 91/18/24
arrest of separatists by German authorities 29: C 149/18/24
Bickendorf Aerodrome
76: C 51/18/25
Communist activity
43: C 1418/18/24
construction of smelting and chemical plant 41: C 1112/18/24
nationalist organizations
42: C 1182/18/24; 50: C 3508/18/24
occupation area, transfer to Wiesbaden 70–71: C 2/18/25;
90: C 950/18/25
postal communications with Great Britain 47: C 2167/18/24
reduction of troop strength
90: C 950/18/25
strikes 32: C 280/18/24
business and industry
agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
compensation by German government for Belgian-French economic sanctions
91: C 1251/18/25
relations with High Commission 30–31: C 205/18/24
Stinnes Group acquisitions
57: C 10375/18/24
censorship of British newspapers by French authorities 40: C 968/18/24
civil aviation, airship construction 68: C 17191/18/24
civil aviation, prohibition of German flights over 76: C 51/18/25
Rhineland cont.
coal import/export restrictions 41: C 1131/18/24
Communist demonstration 93: C 9100/18/25
consular appointments, approval by
High Commission 39: C 850/18/24
currency, Rentenmark institution 41: C 1125/18/24
customs, Belgian-French 29: C 156/18/24; 30–31: C 205/18/24
customs, German 29: C 156/18/24
demilitarized zone, German military band 66: C 15083/18/24
demilitarized zone, League of Nations investigation rights 90: C 741/18/25
economic conditions, general 8: C 51/18/24; 31: C 220/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
economic conditions, integration with unoccupied Germany under Dawes Plan and London Protocol 65–66: C 13373/18/24
elections 52: C 5288/18/24
financial conditions 32: C 279/18/24; 50: C 4273/18/24; 93: C 8471/18/25
financial institutions, currency bank 5: C 31/18/24
forests, exploitation by France and Belgium 57: C 10200/18/24
German commissioner, appointment 52: C 5883/18/24; 93: C 11661/18/25; 93–94: C 13120/18/25
High Commission jurisdiction 51: C 4578/18/24
High Commission ordinances and instructions 17–19: C 74/18/24; 38: C 766/18/24; 50: C 4191/18/24; 90: C 630/18/25; 91: C 2256/18/24
imports from Great Britain, cloth 69: C 18270/18/24
imports from unoccupied Germany 29: C 156/18/24
insurance companies, foreign 50: C 4257/18/24
labor conditions 32: C 280/18/24
labor recruitment office at Trier for French devastated regions 51: C 4709/18/24
military control, expenses 35: C 499/18/24
newspapers, French-language 94: C 15622/18/25
occupation
by Allies, alleviation of conditions 93–94: C 13120/18/25
by Allies, general 90: C 950/18/25; 93: C 9872/18/25
by Belgium and France 42: C 1346/18/24; 45: C 2048/18/24
ordinances, German government 38: C 766/18/24
passive resistance
aid of German nationals to Allied authorities during 57: C 10290/18/24
cost to industry 50: C 3467/18/24
expulsion and imprisonment of residents by Allied authorities 36–37: C 735/18/24
police, equipment 69: C 17789/18/24
police, organization 44: C 1919/18/24; 94: C 13120/18/25
political conditions
Committee of Sixty dissolution 47: C 2273/18/24
general 38: C 835/18/24
nationalist movement 52: C 5288/18/24
separatist movement 29: C 149/18/24; 47: C 2199/18/24
political parties 47: C 2451/18/24; 52: C 5288/18/24; 75: C 35/18/25
political status 29: C 149/18/24; 45–46: C 2048/18/24; 48: C 2924/18/24; 50: C 3967/18/24
postal service, integration of postal districts 69: C 17835/18/24
postal service, loss of registered letters 66: C 14052/18/24
prisoners, removal from German territory 51: C 4607/18/24
prisoners, Upper Silesian
47: C 2150/18/24;
55: C 9312/18/24
railways
administration and control
28: C 147/18/24
destruction near Cologne
71: C 2/18/25
employee appointment by
Deutsche Reichsbahn
74: C 33/18/25
traffic between British zone and
Belgian-French Régie
8: C 69/18/24
sanctions
Allied occupation of Duisburg,
Düsseldorf, and Ruhrort
55: C 7589/18/24;
92: C 2806/18/25
Belgian-French economic 65–
66: C 13373/18/24;
91: C 1251/18/25
German against residents assisting
Belgian-French Régie
65: C 12779/18/24
social conditions 31: C 220/18/24;
38: C 835/18/24
steel exports 57: C 10640/18/24
sugar, seizure by Allies
34: C 428/18/24
telephone line construction by
Germany 53: C 6432/18/24
timber, reparations to France
31: C 266/18/24
travel by Saar residents 6: C 50/18/24
unemployment 32: C 280/18/24
union with Germany, millennial
anniversary 93: C 6306/18/25

**Rhineland High Commission**

Aachen police, transfer of command
from state to municipality
44: C 1919/18/24
activities and administration
55: C 9474/18/24;
92: C 5036/18/25
agreements with Ruhr and Rhineland
industry on reparations 20–
21: C 79/18/24
arms permits regulation
91: C 1351/18/25

Bavarian Palatinate separatism,
action on 24–27: C 91/18/24
British commissioner jurisdiction
51: C 4578/18/24
British delegation, technical adviser
47: C 2394/18/24
consular appointments to Rhineland
and Ruhr, approval
39: C 850/18/24
criminal court decision, annulment
49: C 3198/18/24
economic and social matters
advisement committee
31: C 220/18/24
expenses 35: C 499/18/24; 71–
72: C 10/18/25
financial legislation from German
government, consideration of
application 50: C 4273/18/24;
93: C 8471/18/25
France delegation, reduction in size
72: C 10/18/25
German commissioner appointment
52: C 5883/18/24;
93: C 11661/18/25; 93–
94: C 13120/18/25
industrial relations 30–
31: C 205/18/24
Italy representation 41: C 1181/18/24
meeting minutes 36: C 646/18/24;
38: C 766/18/24
ordinances and instructions
applicability to members of Allied
occupying forces
51: C 4796/18/24;
94: C 13136/18/25
general 17–19: C 74/18/24;
38: C 766/18/24;
50: C 4191/18/24;
53: C 6088/18/24;
90: C 630/18/25;
91: C 2256/18/25
implementation of Dawes Plan and
London Protocol 65–
66: C 13373/18/24
restrictive ordinances relaxation
93–94: C 13120/18/25
postal district reorganization near
Mainz 76: C 91/18/25
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prosecution of separatist leader,
interference 29: C 149/18/24
Rentenmark institution decree,
consideration 41: C 1125/18/24
Ruhr pledges fund, repayment of
Belgian and French occupation
expenses 49: C 3131/18/24
travel regulations, admission of
foreigners to Occupied Territories
94: C 13367/18/25

Rivers and waterways
Main, navigation control
55: C 8035/18/24
Rhine, French policy at 1919 Peace
Conference 48: C 2924/18/24
Rhine, navigation control
92: C 5283/18/25
Vistula, East Prussia access
36: C 609/18/24; 80: C 433/18/25
see also Canals
see also Harbors and ports

Romania
arms and ammunition from Germany
66: C 15051/18/24
claims against German government
under Versailles Treaty 91–
92: C 2290/18/25
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
representation 56–
57: C 10193/18/24
political opinion, Dawes Plan
15: C 70/18/24; 80: C 346/18/25
political opinion, security question
81: C 459/18/25; 88: C 459/18/25
reparations from Germany, railway
material 40: C 940/18/24

Ruhr
administration 8: C 51/18/24
admission of foreigners, Rhineland
High Commission regulations
94: C 13367/18/25
armed forces, Belgium; general
1: C 2/18/24
armed forces, Belgium; withdrawal
51: C 4736/18/24;
92: C 2806/18/25
armed forces, France
general 1: C 2/18/24
security and railways
28: C 147/18/24
withdrawal 51: C 4736/18/24; 61–
62: C 11495/18/24;
92: C 2806/18/25
arms permits, regulation by Rhineland
High Commission 91: C 1351/18/25
Belgian-French Régie, receipts as
reparations 65: C 13373/18/24;
67: C 15968/18/24
business and industry
agreements with MICUM and
Rhineland High Commission on
reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
capital situation 41: C 1117/18/24
compensation by German
government for Belgian-French
economic sanctions
91: C 1251/18/25
conditions 28–29: C 148/18/24
deliveries in kind from 30–
31: C 205/18/24
heavy industry 41: C 990/18/24
relations with Rhineland High
Commission 30–31: C 205/18/24
coal
by-products, French duties
41: C 990/18/24
export license system
41: C 990/18/24
import/export restrictions
41: C 1131/18/24
mines, strike 55: C 7476/18/24
production 28: C 148/18/24; 40–
41: C 990/18/24
reparations 40–41: C 990/18/24
taxation by MICUM
35: C 524/18/24
customs, Belgian-French
29: C 156/18/24; 30–
31: C 205/18/24
customs, German 29: C 156/18/24
Düsseldorf, requisition of buildings by
French occupation forces
44: C 1869/18/24
economic conditions, general
8: C 51/18/24; 28–29: C 148/18/24;
31: C 220/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
economic conditions, integration with unoccupied Germany under Dawes Plan and London Protocol 65–66: C 13373/18/24
employment, German officials at MICUM operated coal mines 43: C 1527/18/24
Essen, economic conditions 28–29: C 148/18/24
Essen, Krupps arms plant 50: C 4014/18/24
foreign consular and diplomatic appointments, approval by High Commission 39: C 850/18/24
imports from unoccupied Germany 29: C 156/18/24
metallurgical products seized by French, disposal 49: C 3398/18/24
MICUM expenditures 47: C 2301/18/24
mines, agreements with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission on reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
newspapers, French-language 94: C 15622/18/24
occupation by Allies, 90: C 950/18/25; 93: C 9872/18/25
occupation by Belgium and France 20: C 79/18/24; 23: C 82/18/24; 28–29: C 148/18/24;
47: C 2534/18/24; 49: C 3131/18/24
passive resistance
aid of German nationals to Allied authorities during 57: C 10290/18/24
arrest and imprisonment of residents by French 36–37: C 735/18/24
cost to industry 50: C 3467/18/24
pledges fund, receipts and expenditures 49: C 3131/18/24
political conditions 28–29: C 148/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
prisoners, removal from German territory 51: C 4607/18/24
railways, administration 28: C 147/18/24
railways, coal transport 41: C 990/18/24
sanctions, Belgian-French economic 23: C 82/18/24; 65–66: C 13373/18/24;
91: C 1251/18/25
sanctions, German against residents assisting Belgian-French Régie 65: C 12779/18/24
social conditions 31: C 220/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
steel
exports, licensing by MICUM 57: C 10640/18/24
industry, relations with Lorraine 31: C 236/18/24
production 40–41: C 990/18/24
stocks, liquidation by Belgians and French 32: C 278/18/24
tavel by Saar residents 6: C 50/18/24
Saar Territory
air service to Saarbrucken from London via Cologne 34: C 452/18/24
armed forces, France 6–8: C 50/18/24; 91: C 2088/18/25
clearing office procedures 44: C 1829/18/24;
92: C 3529/18/25
commertial relations with France 90: C 842/18/25
currency situation 7: C 50/18/24;
91: C 2245/18/25
customs administration 90: C 842/18/25
economic conditions 6–8: C 50/18/24;
90: C 842/18/25
education, Mines Administration schools 7–8: C 50/18/24
education, public 80: C 336/18/25
housing control 8: C 50/18/24
import of German goods, restrictions 7: C 50/18/24
International Labour Organisation admission 5–6: C 50/18/24
labor conditions 5–8: C 50/18/24
picketing, Governing Commission decree against 6–8: C 50/18/24
plebiscite, preservation of documents in preparation for 80: C 305/18/25
police, corruption 79: C 305/18/25


Saar Territory cont.

- police, formation of local gendarmerie
  6–8: C 50/18/24; 91: C 2088/18/25
- political conditions 5: C 50/18/24;
  80: C 305/18/25
- political parties, protests to League of
  Nations against French influence on Saar Governing Commission
  79: C 305/18/25
- press, suppression by Governing
  Commission 79–80: C 305/18/25
- property in Allied countries,
  sequestration and release
  41: C 1165/18/24
- railroads, worker wages 7: C 50/18/24
- return to Germany, German-French
  negotiations 79: C 208/18/25
- revenue, contribution by mines
  7: C 50/18/24
- steelworks, closing 7: C 50/18/24
- strikes 80: C 305/18/25

See also League of Nations

Saxony

- government, formation of new
  coalition 36: C 732/18/24
- strikes, coal mine 55: C 7476/18/24
- trade fairs, Leipzig 47: C 2529/18/24

Searches and seizures

- Bavarian Palatinate property, seizure
  by separatists 24–25: C 91/18/24
- British automobile by Belgian authorities in Rhineland
  50: C 3925/18/24
- British cloth imports, Germany
  69: C 18017/18/24
- British personal property, seizure by
  German customs officials
  34: C 372/18/24
- German arms and ammunition bound
  for China, seizure in South Africa
  67: C 15941/18/24
- German personal property, seizure by
  British customs 36: C 552/18/24
- neutral wartime property
  50: C 3730/18/24

Securities

- German bank shares, British-owned
  69: C 17193/18/24
- German bonds, payment of interest
  on 69: C 19546/18/24
- German bonds, revaluation 92–
  93: C 6083/18/25
- public concession shares, German-owned
  17: C 73/18/24
- Rentenbank shares, liability of British
  banks for 52: C 5411/18/24
- seizure during war 50: C 3730/18/24
- sequestration and release
  69: C 17674/18/24, C 18770/18/24

Ships and shipping

- Allies, ships detained in Germany
  during war 67: C 15591/18/24
- Belgium, rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
- British
  - detention at mouth of Elbe at
    beginning of war
    69: C 17355/18/24
  - general 31: C 254/18/24;
    64: C 11535/18/24
  - Kiel Canal denial of passage
    52: C 5832/18/24
  - merchant men torpedoed during
    World War I 49: C 3382/18/24
  - passenger 36: C 614/18/24
- France, general 31: C 254/18/24
- France, rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
- freight charges, reparations recovery
  43: C 1515/18/24
- Germany
  - capitalization of shipping
    companies 47: C 2235/18/24
  - industry amalgamation
    69: C 19205/18/24
  - merchant marine, reconstruction
    43: C 1528/18/24
  - merchant ships for future military
    use 55: C 8540/18/24
  - reparations to Great Britain
    50: C 4177/18/24
  - restriction of entry into former
    colonies under British mandate
    31: C 253/18/24
  - strike of seamen in British ports
    40: C 913/18/24
  - vessels seized during war, division
    among Allies 57: C 11162/18/24
  - neutral, seizure during war
    50: C 3730/18/24
- Rhine, Allied navigation control
  92: C 5283/18/25
Rhine-Herne Canal, preferential treatment of Belgian and French shipping 31: C 254/18/24
salvage of German warships at Scapa Flow 57: C 10523/18/24
shipbuilding, Krupp in Spain 44: C 1836/18/24
shipbuilding, refitting of Argentine destroyers in Germany 69: C 17863/18/24
tankers, U.S. claim 90: C 651/18/25
taxation, British-German exemption treaty 66: C 15285/18/24
United States, impact of Germany–United States commercial treaty 39: C 876/18/24

Social conditions
Bavaria, expulsion of Jews 34: C 385/18/24
Bavaria, general 49: C 3361/18/24; 92: C 3558/18/25
Cologne 38: C 759/18/24
East Prussia 47: C 2712/18/24
Germany, anti-Catholicism 50: C 4507/18/24
Germany, general 33: C 370/18/24; 48: C 2892/18/24; 80: C 370/18/25
Heligoland 44: C 1865/18/24
Rhinel and Ruhr 31: C 220/18/24; 38: C 835/18/24
see also Economic conditions
see also Education
see also Labor conditions
see also Political conditions

Switzerland
industry and commerce, Ruhr occupation effect 55: C 7235/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
92: C 460/18/25

Soviet Union
finance of communist organizations in British Rhineland zone 43: C 1418/18/24
imprisonment of Catholic priests, British intervention for release 51: C 4661/18/24
military weapons, manufacture for Germany 57: C 10636/18/24
military weapons, purchase from Germany 55: C 9339/18/24
rail communication with Germany 92: C 2719/18/25
relations with Germany, Locarno Pact impact 85: C 459/18/25
submarines from Germany 55: C 8263/18/24
trade delegation to Germany, German police raid on 55: C 7223/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
war industry, German participation 55: C 7944/18/24
see also Naval forces, Soviet Union

Spain
business and industry, Krupp businesses 44: C 1836/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
66: C 14237/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25

Strikes
Germany seamen in British ports 40: C 913/18/24
hours of work 43: C 1444/18/24
Rhineland, British zone 32: C 280/18/24
Ruhr 55: C 7476/18/24
Saar 80: C 305/18/25
Saxony 55: C 7476/18/24
Upper Silesia 55: C 7476/18/24

Sweden
arbitration treaty with Germany 81: C 459/18/25
arms and ammunition from Germany 66: C 15051/18/24
cooperaon with Great Britain and Netherlands in European settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
Dawes Plan, opinion 10: C 70/18/24
political opinion, German admission into League of Nations 46: C 2072/18/24; 76: C 109/18/25
political opinion, security question 81–82: C 459/18/25

Switzerland
industry and commerce, Ruhr occupation effect 55: C 7235/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
92: C 460/18/25

Soviet Union
finance of communist organizations in British Rhineland zone 43: C 1418/18/24
imprisonment of Catholic priests, British intervention for release 51: C 4661/18/24
military weapons, manufacture for Germany 57: C 10636/18/24
military weapons, purchase from Germany 55: C 9339/18/24
rail communication with Germany 92: C 2719/18/25
relations with Germany, Locarno Pact impact 85: C 459/18/25
submarines from Germany 55: C 8263/18/24
trade delegation to Germany, German police raid on 55: C 7223/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
war industry, German participation 55: C 7944/18/24
see also Naval forces, Soviet Union

Spain
business and industry, Krupp businesses 44: C 1836/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
66: C 14237/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25

Strikes
Germany seamen in British ports 40: C 913/18/24
hours of work 43: C 1444/18/24
Rhineland, British zone 32: C 280/18/24
Ruhr 55: C 7476/18/24
Saar 80: C 305/18/25
Saxony 55: C 7476/18/24
Upper Silesia 55: C 7476/18/24

Sweden
arbitration treaty with Germany 81: C 459/18/25
arms and ammunition from Germany 66: C 15051/18/24
cooperaon with Great Britain and Netherlands in European settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
Dawes Plan, opinion 10: C 70/18/24
political opinion, German admission into League of Nations 46: C 2072/18/24; 76: C 109/18/25
political opinion, security question 81–82: C 459/18/25

Switzerland
industry and commerce, Ruhr occupation effect 55: C 7235/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
92: C 460/18/25

Soviet Union
finance of communist organizations in British Rhineland zone 43: C 1418/18/24
imprisonment of Catholic priests, British intervention for release 51: C 4661/18/24
military weapons, manufacture for Germany 57: C 10636/18/24
military weapons, purchase from Germany 55: C 9339/18/24
rail communication with Germany 92: C 2719/18/25
relations with Germany, Locarno Pact impact 85: C 459/18/25
submarines from Germany 55: C 8263/18/24
trade delegation to Germany, German police raid on 55: C 7223/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
war industry, German participation 55: C 7944/18/24
see also Naval forces, Soviet Union

Spain
business and industry, Krupp businesses 44: C 1836/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
66: C 14237/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25

Strikes
Germany seamen in British ports 40: C 913/18/24
hours of work 43: C 1444/18/24
Rhineland, British zone 32: C 280/18/24
Ruhr 55: C 7476/18/24
Saar 80: C 305/18/25
Saxony 55: C 7476/18/24
Upper Silesia 55: C 7476/18/24

Sweden
arbitration treaty with Germany 81: C 459/18/25
arms and ammunition from Germany 66: C 15051/18/24
cooperaon with Great Britain and Netherlands in European settlement 50: C 3826/18/24
Dawes Plan, opinion 10: C 70/18/24
political opinion, German admission into League of Nations 46: C 2072/18/24; 76: C 109/18/25
political opinion, security question 81–82: C 459/18/25

Switzerland
industry and commerce, Ruhr occupation effect 55: C 7235/18/24
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 65: C 12698/18/24;
92: C 460/18/25
Taxation

beer and wine, exemption of members of Allied occupation forces 55: C 8650/18/24
emergency taxation 33: C 371/18/24
general 91: C 1246/18/25
liability of Allied nationals 5: C 33/18/24; 79: C 295/18/25
reform 34: C 371/18/24
Rhineland, coal tax; security given to MICUM by German industrialists 20–21: C 79/18/24
Rhineland, emergency taxation 50: C 4273/18/24
Ruhr, coal mines by MICUM 35: C 524/18/24
Ruhr, coal tax; security given to MICUM by German industrialists 20–21: C 79/18/24
shipping, British-German taxation treaty 66: C 15285/18/24
turnover tax 66: C 14386/18/24
see also Customs duties and fees

Textile industry and fabrics

British
exports to Rhineland 69: C 18270/18/24
impact of Alsatian exports to Germany 31: C 241/18/24
seizure of exports to Germany 69: C 18017/18/24
carpet imports restriction in Germany 69: C 17963/18/24
imports 51: C 4625/18/24

Trade agreements

British with Germany 32–33: C 330/18/24; 65: C 12698/18/24; 77–78: C 124/18/25; 89: C 460/18/25
Germany
with Austria 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Belgium 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Bolivia 65: C 12698/18/24
with Bulgaria 65: C 12698/18/24
with Czechoslovakia 65: C 12698/18/24
with Estonia 65: C 12698/18/24
with France 61–62: C 11495/18/24; 65: C 12698/18/24; 66: C 14053/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Greece 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Hungary 65: C 12698/18/24
with Italy 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25; 92: C 3133/18/25
with Japan 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Mexico 89: C 460/18/25
with Nicaragua 65: C 12698/18/24
with Norway 65: C 12698/18/24
with Poland 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Portugal 89: C 460/18/25
with Siam 65: C 12698/18/24
with Soviet Union 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Spain 65: C 12698/18/24; 66: C 14237/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Switzerland 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25
with Turkey 89: C 460/18/25
with United States 39: C 876/18/24; 65: C 12698/18/24; 89: C 460/18/25; 90: C 993/18/25

Transportation and travel

British subjects, general 57: C 10301/18/24
Europe, Chinese Gen. Wu Hung Chang 55: C 7355/18/24
Europe, U.S. secretary of state 65: C 12339/18/24
Germany
Allied nationals 31: C 234/18/24
British consul general at Munich 67: C 15923/18/24
general 53–55: C 7070/18/24
U.S. citizens 47: C 2155/18/24
Prague, British Army on the Rhine football team 53: C 6121/18/24
Rhineland and Ruhr
factory managers from unoccupied Germany 56: C 9737/18/24
foreigners, High Commission travel regulations 94: C 13367/18/25
Saar Territory residents 6: C 50/18/24
Tanganyika Territory, scientific visit 52: C 4802/18/24
Upper Silesia, British commercial secretary at Warsaw 66: C 15534/18/24

Treaties and agreements
Air Convention (international), accession of Germany 30: C 174/18/24; 49: C 3373/18/24; 76–77: C 117/18/25; 91: C 2115/18/25
Allies, division of Dawes annuities 80: C 346/18/25
Allies, security agreements 45: C 2048/18/24
Bavaria with Vatican, concordat 69: C 17747/18/24
Belgium with France, economic convention 41: C 1043/18/24
British
with Belgium, liquidation of enemy property 74: C 31/18/25
with France, defensive pact, 1919 45: C 2048/18/24
with France and Belgium, railroad traffic in Rhineland 8: C 69/18/24
with Germany, civil air convention 49: C 3373/18/24; 76: C 51/18/25
with Germany, dye industry technical information and patent sharing 39: C 860/18/24
with Germany, exemption of income tax on shipping profits 66: C 15285/18/24
with Germany, German restitution 79: C 277/18/25
with Germany, property rights and claims under Article 297 of Versailles Treaty 55: C 7354/18/24
with Germany, Reparations (Recovery) Act levy 22: C 81/18/24; 79: C 269/18/25
with Germany, settlement of claims under Versailles Treaty Article 238 49–50: C 3433/18/24
with Germany, settlement of debts through clearing offices 44: C 1829/18/24; 92: C 3529/18/25
with United States (Lloyd George with Wilson), division of German vessels seized during war, May 1919 57: C 11162/18/24
France with Czechoslovakia, defense (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
France with Poland, defense (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
Geneva Protocol 81: C 459/18/25
Germany
with Allied Reparation Commission, Dawes Plan implementation 60–61: C 11495/18/24; 64: C 11495/18/24
with Allies, arbitration agreement proposal 45: C 2048/18/24
with Allies, Locarno Pact and associated treaties 81–89: C 459/18/25
with Allies, London Protocol on Dawes Plan implementation 15–16: C 70/18/24; 62: C 11495/18/24; 64: C 11495/18/24; 65: C 13360/18/24; 65–66: C 13373/18/24; 69: C 19225/18/24; 91: C 1817/18/25
with Allies, nonaggression pact proposal 45: C 2048/18/24
with Allies, Rhineland Agreement services 35: C 499/18/24; 71–72: C 10/18/25
with Belgium, arbitration (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
with Belgium, deliveries in kind 31: C 266/18/24
Treaties and agreements cont.

Germany cont.

- with Belgium, German compensation for loss of Belgian rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
- with Belgium, German restitution 79: C 277/18/25
- with Belgium, settlement of claims under Versailles Treaty Article 238 50: C 3433/18/24
- with Czechoslovakia, arbitration (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
- with Czechoslovakia, coal 66: C 14335/18/24
- with Denmark, arbitration 81: C 459/18/25
- with Finland, arbitration 92: C 3893/18/25
- with France, arbitration (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
- with France, deliveries in kind 31: C 266/18/24
- with France, dye industry 39: C 860/18/24
- with France, German compensation for loss of French rivercraft 69: C 18630/18/24
- with Italy, deliveries in kind 31: C 266/18/24
- with Poland, arbitration (Locarno) 81–89: C 459/18/25
- with Poland, Vistula River access 36: C 609/18/24; 80: C 433/18/25
- with Portugal, deliveries in kind 31: C 266/18/24
- Reich with Bavaria, control of Bavarian Reichswehr 36: C 668/18/24
- with Saar Governing Commission, clearing office procedures 44: C 1829/18/24; 92: C 3529/18/25
- with Sweden, arbitration 81: C 459/18/25
- with Yugoslavia, deliveries in kind 31–32: C 266/18/24

League of Nations Covenant, European security clauses 82: C 459/18/25

Rhineland and Ruhr industry and mines with MICUM and Rhineland High Commission, reparations 20–21: C 79/18/24
Rhineland High Commission with Rhineland and Ruhr industry 30–31: C 205/18/24
Ruhr, industry with labor 28: C 148/18/24
United States with France, defensive, 1919 45: C 2048/18/24
see also Trade agreements
see also Treaty of Versailles

Treaty of Versailles

amendments in accordance with London Protocol on Dawes Plan 65: C 13360/18/24

economic clauses

- Article 268 47: C 2542/18/24
- Article 276 23: C 84/18/24; 31: C 234/18/24
- Article 296 51: C 4740/18/24
- Article 297 17: C 73/18/24; 50: C 3730/18/24; 55: C 7354/18/24
prolongation of enforcement under Article 280 5: C 43/18/24
Section IV, Annex 67: C 15918/18/24
Section V 69: C 17609/18/24
emigration from Germany, control 36: C 614/18/24

financial clauses

- Article 248 69: C 18366/18/24
- Article 260 17: C 73/18/24
- Article 261 53: C 7051/18/24
- Article 263 41: C 1114/18/24

guarantees, Article 429 51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25

military, naval, and air clauses

- German default 74: C 30/18/25
- German fulfillment as condition for evacuation of Allied occupation forces 51: C 4736/18/24; 70: C 2/18/25
reconciliation with League of Nations involvement in military control and disarmament in Germany 47: C 2616/18/24
payments by Germany mandated under 55: C 7407/18/24
political clauses, Articles 42 and 43 71: C 2/18/25
reparations, Article 238 49–
50: C 3433/18/24
revision, remarks by British home secretary 48: C 3082/18/24
Romanian claims under 91–
92: C 2290/18/25
security guarantees for France 45: C 2048/18/24

Turkey
trade with Germany, commercial treaty 89: C 460/18/25

United States
agricultural surplus, offer to Germany by farmers 52: C 4957/18/24
credit extension to German gold bank 34: C 371/18/24
Dawes Plan annuities claim 67–
68: C 15968/18/24; 76: C 66/18/25
financial aid to France in exchange for French acceptance of Dawes Report 55: C 7465/18/24
food situation in Germany, relief efforts 20: C 76/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan, representation 56: C 10193/18/24
policy and political opinion Dawes Plan 10–11: C 70/18/24;
15–16: C 70/18/24;
76: C 66/18/25
food situation in Germany 20: C 76/18/24
London Conference on Dawes Plan 64: C 11645/18/24
reparations 19: C 75/18/24
security question 83–
84: C 459/18/25
reparations claim 19: C 75/18/24
secretary of state, visit to Europe 65: C 12339/18/24
silver, sale to Germany 34: C 371/18/24;
67: C 15685/18/24

trade with Germany, commercial treaty 39: C 876/18/24;
65: C 12698/18/24;
89: C 460/18/25; 90: C 993/18/25
see also Armed forces, U.S.

Upper Silesia
coal field 92: C 3532/18/25
nationality of women living in Tanganyika Territory 40: C 980/18/24
political crimes, amnesty 47: C 2150/18/24
prisoners, release 80: C 458/18/25
public debt, distribution to Poland after division 67: C 15589/18/24
residents held prisoner in Rhineland for political crimes 47: C 2150/18/24;
55: C 9312/18/24
strikes, coal mine 55: C 7476/18/24
travel of British commercial secretary at Warsaw 66: C 15534/18/24

Vatican
political opinion, Bavarian Palatinate separatist movement 25: C 91/18/24
political opinion, security question 81: C 459/18/25; 87: C 459/18/25;
89: C 459/18/25
relations with Bavaria, concordat 69: C 17747/18/24

Wages and salaries
Allied military control staff 16: C 72/18/24; 44: C 1950/18/24;
47: C 2271/18/24
British, inclusion in reparations from Germany 48: C 3017/18/24
pensions for servants of Duke of Coburg 57: C 10654/18/24
railway employees, Rhineland and Ruhr 28: C 147/18/24
Saar, railroad workers 7: C 50/18/24

War crimes and criminals
“cadaver factories” rumor 94: C 15403/18/25
War guilt, Germany
admission into League of Nations
46: C 2072/18/24
denial, German public opinion
52: C 5277/18/24

Württemberg
armed forces, Allied 92: C 5283/18/25
land law 23: C 84/18/24
political conditions 55: C 9275/18/24

Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes)
London Conference on Dawes Plan,
representation 56–
57: C 10193/18/24

political opinion, Dawes Plan 14–
15: C 70/18/24
reparations claim 19: C 75/18/24
reparations from Germany, deliveries
in kind 31–32: C 266/18/24
reparations from Germany, payments
to Montenegro 53: C 6996/18/24